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Abstract

With the proliferation of wireless devices and services, allied with further significant predicted growth, there is an ever increasing demand for higher transmission rates. This is especially challenging given the limited availability of radio spectrum, and is further exacerbated by a rigid licensing regulatory regime. Spectrum however, is largely underutilized and this has prompted regulators to promote the concept of opportunistic spectrum access. This allows unlicensed secondary users to use bands which are licensed to primary users, but are currently unoccupied, so leading to more efficient spectrum utilization.

A potentially attractive solution to this spectrum underutilisation problem is cognitive radio (CR) technology, which enables the identification and usage of vacant bands by continuously sensing the radio environment, though CR enforces stringent timing requirements and high sampling rates. Compressive sensing (CS) has emerged as a novel sampling paradigm, which provides the theoretical basis to resolve some of these issues, especially for signals exhibiting sparsity in some domain. For CR-related signals however, existing CS architectures such as the random demodulator and compressive multiplexer have limitations in regard to the signal types used, spectrum estimation methods applied, spectral band classification and a dependence on Fourier domain based sparsity.

This thesis presents a new generic CS framework which addresses these issues by specifically embracing three original scientific contributions: i) seamless embedding of the concept of precolouring into existing CS architectures to enhance signal sparsity for CR-related digital modulation schemes; ii) integration of the multitaper spectral estimator to improve sparsity in CR narrowband modulation schemes; and iii) exploiting sparsity in an alternative, non-Fourier (Walsh-Hadamard) domain to expand the applicable CR-related modulation schemes.

Critical analysis reveals the new CS framework provides a consistently superior and robust solution for the recovery of an extensive set of currently employed CR-type signals encountered in wireless communication standards. Significantly, the generic and portable nature of the framework affords the opportunity for further extensions into other CS architectures and sparsity domains.
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$T$: Random demodulator data period

$T_1$: Average input noise level

$T_2$: RMS of signal PSD

$v_{cs}$: Spectral classification vector

$v_{\text{ref}}$: Reference vector

$V^l$: The \(l^{th}\) eigenvector determined by the MT spectral estimator

$w$: White noise process

$W$: Resolution of the MT spectral estimator

$y$: Measurement vector of the output of a CS architecture
1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

In the last decade, wireless communication has been undergoing rapid development, with mobile devices becoming an essential element of people’s daily lives. As new technologies emerge, wireless services and applications are commensurately expanding, with mobile data traffic having grown 4000-fold over the past decade and 400 million times over the last 15 years (CISCO, 2016). Almost half a billion mobile devices and connections were added in 2016, with smartphones accounting for the most of that growth, raising the total global number of mobile devices to 8 billion in 2016 (CISCO, 2017a). More growth is anticipated in the future as global Internet traffic is predicted to increase nearly threefold by 2021, while traffic from wireless and mobile devices will account for almost two-thirds of this expansion (CISCO, 2017b).

This condition will dramatically increase the need for high data transmission rates, thus making it increasingly challenging to accommodate this expanding and emergent wireless world using the existing finite available spectrum, and deliver the required quality of services (QoS). The problem is further aggravated by the inflexible licensing of the wireless spectrum by the regulatory bodies to the telecommunications operators, the so-called licensed or primary users (PU) in the sense that the licensing is exclusive and no violation is allowed by unlicensed or secondary users (SU) (Ben Letaief & Zhang, 2007).

As a result, spectrum is an extremely scarce and valuable resource. It is estimated that in the US the licensed spectrum available for the mobile wireless industry is valued around US$500 billion (CTIA, 2016). In the UK the annual contribution in the spectrum to the economy was in 2014 over £50bn and is expected to double by 2025 (Real Wireless, 2015). Despite the spectrum scarcity and rigid regulations, the available spectrum is highly underutilized (Federal Communications Commission, 2002; Broderson et al. 2004) In particular, the degree of spectrum utilization ranges from 15% to 85% (Federal Communications Commission, 2002) in New York City...
the maximum total spectrum occupancy is 13.1% from 30MHz to 3GHz (McHenry, 2005), while in the UK the Wi-Fi spectrum usage reaches 16% (Ofcom, 2013).

The observed spectrum underutilization allied with key technology developments in digital radio and computer software (Tuttlebee, 2002; Milligan, 2003), have prompted regulatory bodies like the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) (FCC, 2004) and the Office of Communications (Ofcom, 2007) to promote a completely different approach, where SU are allowed to opportunistically access and utilize unused licensed bands, referred to as spectrum holes or white spaces (Nekovee, 2010). This concept is called dynamic spectrum access (DSA) (Nekovee, 2006; Marcus, 2005) and leads to a more efficient utilization of the available spectrum. A special IEEE committee was established in 2005 to develop the IEEE 1900 regulatory series standards for DSA networks (IEEE DySPAN, 2017). Moreover, OFCOM proposed a spectrum sharing framework which introduced regulatory tools that facilitated spectrum sharing and evaluated the potential of sharing frequencies between PU and SU (OFCOM, 2015; OFCOM, 2016). Likewise, FCC introduced a 3-tier spectrum sharing framework where both PU and SU were assigned a priority spectrum access status and then subsequently placed into one of the 3 tiers (FCC, 2015).

A promising technology which offers mechanisms to improve spectrum utilization is cognitive radio (CR) (Mitola & Maguire, 1999; Mitola, 2000). The spectrum utilization is implemented in an autonomous manner (Haykin, 2005) by firstly, identifying the unused licensed radio spectrum and then, rendering this spectrum available for SU, while not causing any harmful interference to the PU, thereby respecting, at all times, their rights as the licensed operators. In order to facilitate this opportunistic spectrum access to SU, a CR transceiver needs to be aware of its radio environment and using this information it can then select and accordingly adapt its various communication parameters e.g., bandwidth, carrier frequency, modulation scheme, transmit power and networking parameters (Hossain & Bhargava, 2007).

There exist three methods for a CR transceiver to reliably identify white spaces (spectrum holes) without generating PU interference (Nekovee 2010; Brown, 2005): i) beacon signals, ii) geolocation with database, and iii) spectrum sensing. The beacon method requires dedicated infrastructure to be installed and maintained, while beacon signals can be lost due to mechanisms similar to the hidden node problem which may arise in wireless networks (Nekovee 2010). In contrast, the geolocation with database
approach is regarded by the regulators as offering a better short-term solution (Nekovee 2010; Webb, 2012), however, it requires modifications to the licensed systems and additional costly infrastructure for database construction and maintenance (Nekovee 2010; Ghasemi & Sousa, 2008). In addition, extra connectivity is required for information exchange between the SU and databases, as well as considerable management of participating parties (Webb, 2012). Crucially, as with the beacon signal solution, this method compromises the autonomous nature of a CR system, since the PU are under no obligation to share information regarding their operating parameters (Sun et al., 2013).

In the spectrum sensing approach, the identification of the spectral holes is accomplished solely by the SU in an autonomous manner (Haykin et al., 2009; Ghasemi & Sousa, 2008). After sensing a vacant licensed band, the SU can transmit on this band of frequencies provided the PU is not transmitting, so avoiding harmful interference. The infrastructure overheads are low and there is no need for any modification to the licensed systems. Consequently this has provided considerable impetus to investigate spectrum sensing by both researchers and industry, as evidenced by its inclusion in the IEEE 802.22, 802.11.af standards (Stevenson, 2009; Shellhammer, 2008; IEEE 802.22 Working Group, 2017; Flores et al., 2013). The spectrum sensing approach, its techniques and challenges is the subject of the following Section.

1.2. Spectrum Sensing for Cognitive Radio

Spectrum sensing is one of the critical components in CR technology (Ghasemi & Sousa; Ben Letaief & Zhang, 2007; Sun et al., 2013; Lundén et al., 2015) in enabling the successful identification of frequency bands for SU to gain access to any vacant channels. Moreover, spectrum awareness and by implication, spectrum sensing is crucial to adapting CR communication parameters (Lundén et al., 2015).

Spectrum sensing, due to its importance, has to perform robustly and reliably even in severe communication environments (Ghasemi & Sousa, 2008). This coupled with the variable and random nature of wireless channels (Haykin et al. 2009), presents many challenges to CR spectrum sensing, including uncertainties due to noise,
sensitivity, interference and the hidden node problem (Nekovee, 2010), as well as the strict requirements governing sensing time, awareness, adaptability and reliability (Ghasemi & Sousa, 2008; Fette, 2004; Ben Letaief & Zhang, 2007).

These challenges and strict requirements could be relaxed if a cooperative sensing strategy was to be employed, where multiple transceivers share their sensing results and mutually decide about the status of the spectrum bands (Ghasemi & Sousa, 2008; Ian F. Akyildiz et al., 2011). Even so, this incurs overheads like extra sensing time, delay, energy and infrastructure to accommodate the exchange of sensing information (Ghasemi & Sousa, 2008; Ian F. Akyildiz et al., 2011). In any case, the overall spectrum sensing performance of a CR network, even in a cooperative environment, is dependent on the performance of each of the CR transceivers of the network and the effectiveness of the spectrum techniques employed by them.

The most well-known techniques are matched filtering, energy detection, and cyclostationarity feature detection (Cabric et al., 2004; Yucek & Arslan, 2009; Sun et al., 2010). Energy-based detection is the most popular due to its simplicity and also does not require a priori knowledge of the input signal (Ben Letaief & Zhang, 2007; Hossain & Bhargava, 2007; Cabric et al., 2006; Doyle, 2009). This approach however, is considered as narrowband, in that the corresponding receiver systems are only capable of processing signals within a narrow bandwidth channel (Sun et al., 2013; Yucek & Arslan, 2009). Another common feature of these techniques is that the detection of the spectrum holes is a binary decision (Ben Letaief & Zhang, 2007; Haykin et al. 2009; Sun et al., 2013), meaning spectral bands are classified as either vacant or not.

However, to more efficiently exploit the presented spectrum opportunities, a CR network must also manage wideband signals operating over far wider frequency range from hundreds of megahertz to several gigahertz (Yucek & Arslan, 2009; Sun et al., 2013). This mandates the signal processing at much higher sampling rates, which may not be feasible if conventional techniques are applied (Tian & Giannakis, 2007; Yu & Hoyos, 2009). In addition, the stringent system requirement of very short sensing times (Ghasemi & Sousa, 2008; Tian & Giannakis, 2007), means only a limited number of samples can be collected, which may be insufficient for reliable sensing performance (Tian, 2008).

Moreover, the binary decision for spectral band classification implies that the only possible decisions are for a band to be vacant (white) or occupied (black). However, a
band could also be classified as partially occupied (gray). Examples of such cases include low-power interfering signals (Haykin et al. 2009), underutilized channels (Cabric et al., 2006; Ariananda et al., 2009), or even mobile networks where PU transmissions are weak in an area where a SU is situated (Haykin et al. 2009). If only two occupancy states are considered, vacant or occupied, then these gray spectral bands would be identified as occupied and not as opportunities for the SU, certainly impacting the QoS of the CR network. Therefore, in order to also include the possibility of existence of gray bands and subsequently provide an accurate and efficient spectral classification, it is important to resort to sensing techniques that include spectrum estimation (Haykin et al. 2009).

Compressive sensing (CS) (Candès et al., 2006; Donoho, 2006) has emerged as a new signal acquisition paradigm. It is considered a type of sampling theory (Fornassier & Rauhut, 2015; Baraniuk et al., 2017), where signals which are sparse in some domain, can be efficiently be acquired and subsequently recovered in the sparse domain using relatively few measurements, with a sampling rate below that dictated by the Nyquist theorem (Kotelnikov, 1933; Nyquist, 1928). As the wireless communications signals are inherently sparse in the Fourier domain due to the spectrum underutilization, CS has the potential to address the challenges of the high sampling rates and the limited number of available signal samples. As the signal recovery is accomplished in the frequency domain, CS has also the potential to incorporate spectrum estimation. Collectively these CS opportunities underpin the key motivation for this research thesis.

1.3. Research Motivation

Much research activity has followed the emergence of CS theory and the field has attracted considerable attention in various disciplines including wireless communications and CR (Baraniuk et al., 2017; Fornassier & Rauhut, 2015; Duarte & Eldar, 2011; Hayashi et al., 2013). Several architectures have been presented and implemented as hardware prototypes, such as the random demodulator (RD), the modulated wideband converter (MWC) and the compressive multiplexer (CM) (Ragheb et al., 2008; Mishali et al., 2011; Slavinsky et al., 2011). They have also been
tested with communications signals and been evaluated to have a potential impact for spectrum sensing for CR type signals (Lexa et al., 2012; Tropp et al., 2010; Eldar & Kutyniok, 2012).

Despite existing CS solutions, which could provide the basis for novel more efficient spectrum sensing schemes, in particular in combination with spectrum estimation methods, there are still many challenges to be resolved in achieving efficient and reliable spectrum sensing in CR networks. Some of these include:

a. Several CS architectures assume specific input signal types e.g. narrowband and their performance becomes ineffectual for signals with different features. This has major spectral sensing implications for the different type of signal encountered in wireless applications, where diverse modulation and access schemes are frequently applied.

b. The underlying spectrum estimation technique adopted in many CS architectures is based on the classical periodogram, which while simple to realise has a number of major deficiencies including being an inconsistent and biased estimator (Manolakis et al., 2005). Consequently, more sophisticated spectrum estimation methods have to be considered.

c. Given the low spectrum utilization, almost all the CS techniques exploit signal sparsity in the frequency domain. As CS for CR improves spectrum utilization, the sparsity level of wireless signals is reduced and it may not be sufficient enough to facilitate satisfactory CS performance. It is therefore a challenge to perform CS exploiting possible signal sparsities in domains other than Fourier.

d. Although several architectures have been presented with the aim to improve performance of the existing CS structures, these have come at the cost of additional complexity (Yu & Hoyos, 2009; Taheri & Vorobyov, 2011; Y. Lu et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2011; Harms et al., 2013; Mangia et al., 2011). Moreover, due to the wideband nature of the
signals involved, there is always a need to achieve as low sampling rates as possible.

e. The ultimate aim of spectrum sensing for CR purposes is the classification of the spectrum. Since there is the possibility of the existence of three occupancy states, the binary decision is no longer applicable, so the CS-based designs must be capable of assigning three possible occupancy states to the spectral bands.

These challenges along with the general aim of improving sensing performance and robustness of CS-based designs for a range of diverse signals in CR, without crucially increasing processing complexity, were the main motivations for this research. These are important requirements to be addressed if CS is going to be effectively employed in CR networks, since they are related with crucial issues such as inclusion of diverse range of signals, exploitation of spectrum estimation methods, consideration of sparsities other than Fourier, reliable spectral classification and complexity. This provided the context for the overarching thesis research question and the related objectives which are presented in the next Section.

1.4. Research Question and Objectives

From the above discussion, the following research question was framed:

*How can spectrum sensing for Cognitive Radio-based be best achieved?*

After a detailed literature survey and critical evaluation of existing CS techniques, a strategy combining energy-based spectrum sensing with CS was identified as a particularly promising area for further investigation, as it has considerable potential to achieve efficient and reliable classification of the spectral bands in CR applications. Such a strategy would lead to the design and development of novel spectrum sensing architectures that successfully address the challenges identified in Section 1.3, without
concomitantly imposing unfavourable overheads or trade-offs with the computational cost, hardware complex and the PU access.

A set of three research objectives were subsequently distilled to address the main overarching research question:

1. **To develop and critically analyse new compressive sensing architectures for cognitive radio applications.**

   **Justification:** This objective focuses on investigating and designing novel CS architectures for wireless communication signals by particularly, exploiting their structure so to increase frequency sparsity. This will seek to address the challenge of very high sampling rate requirements which often push current *analog to digital conversion* (ADC) technology to its limits, especially for wideband signals. It also addresses the stringent timing requirements, which means that only a very limited number of signal samples are able to be acquired. Furthermore, the CS architecture design must be flexible so it can handle different CR related signals as well as diverse modulation and radio access schemes. Finally it must be able to perform accurate and efficient spectral classification considering three occupancy states instead of two.

2. **To critically synthesize spectrum estimation into the compressive sensing architectures.**

   **Justification:** This objective seeks to enhance the capabilities of the CS architectures in *Objective 1* by integrating parametric spectrum estimation techniques into the spectrum sensing process for CR. The application of alternative non-parametric spectrum estimation methods instead of the established, but inconsistent periodogram provides the opportunity for more accurate and reliable information regarding spectrum utilization and occupation. There are in the literature spectrum estimators which are considered promising to be employed for spectrum sensing in CR applications, thanks to their favourable properties.
3. To design and critically assess the CS architectures so to perform sensing for signals which are not sparse in the frequency domain.

Justification: The Objectives 1 and 2 above, assume that the signals are frequency sparse. As CR improves spectrum utilization the spectrum becomes less sparse, which is not a favourable CS scenario because the basis for efficient sensing performance depends on the existence of sufficient signal sparsity in the frequency domain. Moreover, there are cases where wireless signals are not frequency sparse, as in the case of spread spectrum signal types like CDMA. Hence this objective seeks to extend the capabilities of the new CS architectures by examining the viability of performing CS for signals which are characterised by being sparse in other domains, rather than only the frequency domain.

The overall aim is to develop a new flexible CS framework, which provides consistently efficient and robust performance by exploiting signal structure and incorporating sophisticated spectrum estimation as well as extending CS functionality to domains other than frequency. The outcome is enhanced signal sparsity, which depending on the CS domain, can also be viewed as a noise reduction process.

1.5. Contributions

To accomplish the aforementioned objectives, this thesis presents a novel robust and flexible generic Compressive Sensing framework, which comprises four original scientific contributions to the field of compressive sensing for CR networks. Initially a novel CS model exploits the structure of several signals typical in telecommunications in order to enhance their sparsity and subsequently provide some important framework performance enhancements. Then another novel CS model employs spectrum estimation more sophisticated than the periodogram to improve performance. The performance is further increased by unifying the two models and is also expanded by introducing sparsity domains other than frequency. The outcome of
the models is employed in spectral/channel classification which considers the existence of three occupancy states.

The four original scientific contributions of this thesis are as follows:

a. A new autoregressive (AR)-based CS model is introduced and critically analysed as a realisation of the research objective 1. The model addresses the challenge to extend the scope of the existing CS designs so to handle various signal types encountered in CR by utilizing their structure to increase their sparsity, thereby improving performance. The sparsity enhancement is accomplished by seamlessly integrating precolouring to the existing CS architectures.

b. A new multitaper (MT)-based CS model is also presented and critically analysed as a fulfilment of the Objective 2. The model seamlessly integrates the MT spectral estimator to existing CS architectures, thereby exploiting the inherent advantages of the MT method to enhance performance. Moreover, thanks to the non-parametric nature of the MT method, the performance does not depend on the signal structure.

c. The third contribution is the development of a Walsh-Hadamard (WH)-based CS model, which attempts to address the Objective 3. It is based on signal sparsity in the Walsh-Hadamard (WH) domain and not the Fourier/frequency domain. WH sparse signals are encountered in wireless communications and they exhibit insufficiently low frequency sparsity to be handled by the conventional frequency-based CS architectures. It can be stated therefore that for such types of signals the WH-based CS model can considered as a sparsity enhancer. Due to the type of the sparsity, the model performs channel classification instead of spectrum, by extracting the structure of the signal in the WH domain. This facilitates the identification of the occupied and vacant channels, where the latter could be employed by a SU.
d. The fourth contribution is the *unification* of the AR-based and MT-based models resulting in an extended and more flexible *unified* CS (UNI-CS) model, which accordingly exploits the advantages offered by the precolouring process and the MT spectral estimator. The standard operation of the UNI-CS model is based on the MT estimator, while, depending on the type of the incoming signal, the precolouring process is activated.

The generic CS framework is realised by the parallel operation of the UNI-CS and WH-based models, as depicted in Figure 1.1. The RF input signal is firstly down-converted to the baseband before sampling, so the signal content is now between dc and some maximum frequency. The baseband signal is then used as the input to the appropriate CS models which generate information about the spectral and channel occupancy status respectively.

![Figure 1.1: Block diagram of the generic CS framework.](image)

### 1.6. Thesis Structure

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows:

a. *Chapter 2* presents a historical background of CR systems, before a thorough literature review of different CR tasks and challenges is
presented, especially those pertaining to spectrum sensing. It also focuses on compressive sensing and presents and discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the most promising CS designs to be employed in CR applications.

b. *Chapter 3* presents the research methodology employed in this thesis, including the description of the various CS architectures which constitute the proposed CS framework and their associated parameters. The chapter also presents and discusses the choice of the simulation platform, the different testing scenarios employed, along with performance metrics and software validation methods used.

c. *Chapter 4* details the formulation of the AR-based CS model which is based on the precolouring process and for CS structures, the RD and CM. It describes the formulation and integration of a specific *precolouring matrix* and elaborates on the choice of the relevant parameters. The performance is critically evaluated and compared against the classic RD and CM. Work from this Chapter has been published in (Karampoulas et al., 2013a; (Karampoulas et al., 2013b; Karampoulas et al., 2014).

d. *Chapter 5* presents the MT-based CS model which integrates the sophisticated, nonparametric MT spectrum estimation method to it for both RD and CM. The formulation and integration of a specific *MT matrix* is described. The resulting RD and CM versions of the MT-based model are also critically evaluated and compared with the original RD and CM architectures. Work from this Chapter has been published in (Karampoulas et al., 2015).

e. *Chapter 6* presents the WH-based CS model which is also based on the RD or CM structures, but instead of frequency, exploits sparsity in the WH domain, termed *sequency*. The performance of the resulting RD and CM versions of the model is investigated, critically evaluated and
compared against the frequency sparsity based counterparts and for non-frequency sparse signals.

f. Chapter 7 leverages from the key findings of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 to propose the unified UNI-CS model able to exploit the advantages of both the precolouring process and MT spectrum estimator. The MT matrix is seamlessly integrated into the model, with precolouring determined from the input signal characteristics. The model is also critically evaluated as a spectral band classifier. Finally, the generic CS framework is presented as a parallel structure, where its branches are the UNI-CS and WH-based models respectively.

g. Chapter 8 presents some future directions and new research avenues that the new compressive sensing framework for CR systems provides.

h. Chapter 9 summarises the key findings emanating from the thesis.

1.7. Summary

In this Chapter, the overarching research question and the three main research objectives have been framed to address some of the main challenges in spectrum sensing for CR, in particular those arising from the high sampling rates and stringent timing requirements. The next Chapter will present a comprehensive literature review of CR technologies and compressive sensing, and the role they play in intelligent spectrum sensing for wireless applications.
Chapter 2

Compressive Sensing for Cognitive Radio: A Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

Over the last decade, the wireless devices and services have been ubiquitous and a vital component in every day life almost all over the globe (Schwartz, 2005; Zheng & Cao, 2007). This pattern will continue over the span of the next 5 years and even greater expansion of services and growth of the number of the devices is anticipated. For instance, around 29 billion connected devices are forecast by 2022, of which around 18 billion will be related to Internet of Things (IoT), while the number of smartphones will jump from 3.9 billion in 2016 to around 6.8 billion by 2022. As a result, the mobile data traffic will increase sevenfold between 2016 and 2021 (CISCO, 2017c).

Consequently, the arising demand for higher capacity and transmission rates will likewise dramatically increase the need for extra bandwidth, thus putting huge pressure to the spectrum resources. The situation is getting worse if the conventional approach to spectrum management continues to be in force. It is very inflexible in the sense that each operator is granted by the government agencies an exclusive license to operate in a certain frequency band (Ghasemi & Sousa, 2008) rendering the spectrum a scarce resource. Since most of the available spectrum is already allocated (Ben Letaief & Zhang, 2007), if the conventional approach persisted, the spectrum would become even scarcer.

Despite the spectrum scarcity and inflexible regulations, the available spectrum is highly underutilized, which has driven the regulatory organizations to introduce the concept of unlicensed users who borrow or share the spectrum assigned to the license
holders (Marcus, 2005; Federal Communications Commission, 2004). The CR technology has the potential to exploit this more flexible regulatory concept, thereby solving the spectrum underutilization problem. However, the implementation of a CR network presents its own challenges pertaining to high sampling rates and strict timing requirements, respectively due to the nature of the wireless signals and the constraints imposed by the spectrum regulators.

The CS paradigm has come into view over the last few years and provides the theoretical framework to resolve the above issues pertain to the CR implementation, though the existing CS architectures have their own problems and limitations. This Chapter provides an overview of the CR, presenting the major tasks and challenges, while it discusses CS highlighting its potential and its own challenges to be employed in CR.

2.2. A Brief Historical Review of Wireless Communications

The advent of wireless communications can be traced back in the late 19th century when Heinrich Hertz in 1888 successfully demonstrated the generation and detection of electromagnetic waves and also in 1896-97 when Guglielmo Marconi successfully transmitted signals over hundreds of miles and demonstrated radio’s ability to provide continuous contact with ships sailing the English Channel (Miao, 2007; Rahman & Ibnkahla, 2005). The next important contributions to the field were the pioneering work of Nyquist in 1927, which was later followed by advances made by Shannon in 1948. The combination of their works gave birth to the field of information theory and is collectively known as the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem (Miao, 2007; Nyquist 1928; Shannon, 1949).

During the 20th century several milestones regarding wireless communications took place: The commercial amplitude modulation (AM) broadcast in the 20s, the invention of frequency modulation (FM) in the 30s, the first TV broadcast in the USA in 1929, the first BBC TV broadcast in 1936. Radio navigation systems have been already deployed in the 20’s, while the first satellite communication satellite was launched in 1963 (Maral & Bousquet, 2009).
In regards to mobile communications, the first commercialized system was the Mobile Telephone Service (MTS) by AT&T in 1947, while the 1st generation analog (1G) cellular system was introduced in 1978 in the USA. A turning point was the adoption of digital technology by the 2nd generation (2G) system introduced in 1991. The shift to digital technology and the application of advanced signal processing which was not possible in the analog domain, paved the way for higher data rates, lower costs and greater channel and power efficiency. Moreover, in addition to the voice services, data services were introduced such as short messaging, email and internet access, while new mobile applications emerged. The new services coupled with lower costs, made the mobile devices popular and affordable for wider population.

The introduction of the 3rd (3G) generation systems in 2001, further enhanced the functional capabilities and enriched the array of the services provided to include among others multimedia and video streaming (Smith & Collins, 2007). Today the 4th generation (4G) systems are in operation with the first commercial system deployed in 2009, with even better operational characteristics and more services available such as mobile web access, video conferencing, mobile/IP TV, entertainment, cloud storage and others (Boccuzzi, 2008; Dahlman et al., 2014). In 2015 the next generation mobile networks (NGMN) Alliance published a white paper outlining the requirements and capabilities for the 5th (5G) generation system (Afif Osseiran et al., 2016), which is expected to make its appearance in 2020 (NGMN Alliance, 2015).

Analogous developments have taken place in the field of wireless networking. The wireless local area networks (LAN) have gone through a long way of development since the 1971 and today are everywhere from home to business applications. In addition the LAN concept has geographically expanded to included metropolitan area networks (MAN) as well as regional area networks (RAN) (Stallings, 2014; Guizani et al., 2015).

The proliferation of services and applications and their great market potential has led to the development of a great number of different standards for the above mentioned systems, which are not compatible with each other (Goldsmith, 2005). This situation along with the need to maintain and even improve quality of service (QoS) provided by the wireless communication systems, led to the emergence and realization of software defined radio (SDR) technology (Miao, 2007; Boccuzzi, 2008). The SDR devices are reprogrammable and reconfigurable and permit seamless
wireless connectivity and interface between wireless network services regardless of the standards applied (Miao, 2007; Boccuzzi, 2008; Grayver, 2013).

Despite the fact that the wireless technologies and systems described so far provide ever increasing data rates, the ever growing data rate demands stemming from the emergence of new applications and services, makes it increasingly difficult for them to keep up with the pace (Guizani et al., 2015). The manner the available spectrum is used makes matters worse, rendering it a valuable and scarce natural resource (Tomar et al., 2017). The CR technology and concept is a promising solution to address these challenges.

2.3. Cognitive Radio

There are two developments which contributed to the advent of CR. The first pertains to the findings reported by the FCC in 2002 (Federal Communications Commission, 2002; Kolodzy, 2001), according to which the radio spectrum was underutilized, namely:

- a. Some bands are largely unoccupied most of the time
- b. Others are only partially occupied
- c. The remaining bands are heavily used

The spectrum underutilization implies the existence of spectrum holes as discussed in Section 1.1. In (Kolodzy, 2001), a spectrum hole is defined as a “band of frequencies assigned to a PU, but at a particular time and specific geographical location, the band is not being utilized by the user”. As also mentioned in Section 1.1, the partially occupied bands are called gray bands and the heavily used ones are called black.

The observed spectrum underutilization has prompted FCC (Federal Communications Commission, 2002) and other regulatory bodies like Ofcom (Ofcom, 2007) to investigate and promote a radically different access paradigm, where unlicensed systems (SU) are allowed to opportunistically utilize the unused licensed (primary) bands assigned to a PU. The bands are commonly referred as white spaces.
The second development is the today’s realization of the SDR, thanks to sophisticated signal processing and the convergence of the key technologies of digital radio and computer software (Tuttlebee, 2002; Milligan, 2003), in the sense that the properties of carrier frequency, signal bandwidth, modulation and network access are defined by software (Fette, 2009).

CR, exploiting the already existing SDR platform, has been proposed as the means to promote the efficient use of the spectrum by exploiting the existence of spectrum holes (Mitola & Maguire, 1999; Mitola, 2000; Grayver, 2013; Tomar et al., 2017).

2.3.1. The CR Concept and Tasks

The concept of CR was first proposed by Joseph Mitola III in a seminar at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm in 1998 and was published in an article (Mitola & Maguire, 1999). Later Mitola, in his dissertation (Mitola, 2000) described how a CR could enhance the flexibility of personal wireless services through a new language called the radio knowledge representation language. He followed his dissertation with the publication (Mitola, 2006) of a book on CR architecture. According to Mitola, a CR is software control and could orient itself by establishing priorities, create plans, decide and finally take the appropriate action in response to sensing of the RF environment of the outside world (Hossain & Bhargava, 2007).

Another CR approach was presented (Haykin, 2005), where the focus was in signal processing and communication aspects, rather in software. According to this approach, a CR is an intelligent wireless communication system that is aware of its surrounding environment. It is able to learn from its environment and adapts according to the incoming RF stimuli by making the necessary changes in certain operating parameters (transmit-power, carrier-frequency, modulation strategy) in real time. The objectives are highly reliable communications and efficient utilization of the radio spectrum. Based on this description, the following tasks are identified (Akyldiz et al., 2006):

a. RF sensing which basically encompasses the detection of the spectrum holes. It employs information about the RF stimuli of the surrounding radio environment.
b. *Spectrum analysis* is based on information about the RF stimuli and spectrum holes to build a model for the estimation of channel state information in order to predict the channel capacity to be used by the CR device.

c. *Spectrum* decision, where the information about channel capacity and spectrum holes is used to determine the parameters of the transmitted signal as well as the transmission time.

Through interaction with the RF environment, these three tasks form a CR cycle, which is depicted in its most basic form in Figure 2.1 (Haykin, 2005).

![Figure 2.1: Basic Cognitive Radio cycle.](image)

For the CR cycle to be successfully implemented, a CR must build upon an SDR system and add the capabilities of sensing, agility, flexibility and networking (Kolodzy, 2004). RF sensing is needed for the CR to be aware of its environment and gather the necessary information to detect the spectrum holes in order to change its operation parameters. A CR device needs to be agile so to be able to change the operating spectral band, while flexibility is required to change its waveform and configuration. Networking is useful for the CR devices to communicate with each other, cooperate, better understand the environment and thus make a more efficient
use of the spectrum resources (Fette, 2009; Ian F. Akyildiz et al., 2011). It is also important to stress that in principle, a CR must be able to operate autonomously, since the PUs are not obliged to dispense their operating parameters (Sun et al., 2013; Haykin et al., 2009; Hossain & Bhargava, 2007).

2.3.2. Spectrum Sensing for CR

The task of detection of spectrum holes has acquired major importance in CR, since FCC (Federal Communications Commission, 2004) and Ofcom (Ofcom, 2009) have expressed their interest in permitting unlicensed access to TV white spaces (TVWS). Building on this interest, the IEEE has formed the IEEE 802.22 working group (IEEE 802.22 Working Group, 2017) to develop an interface for opportunistic secondary access to the TV spectrum.

In order to protect the primary systems from the adverse effects of SU’s interference, white spaces across frequency, in time and space should be reliably identified (Yucek & Arslan, 2009). The following approaches have been proposed to address this challenge (Nekovee, 2010; Brown, 2005):

a. **Beacon signals.** With the beacon method, unlicensed devices only transmit if they receive a control signal (beacon) identifying vacant channels within their service areas. The signal can be received from a TV station, FM broadcast station, or even a TV unlicensed transmitter. One issue with the control signal method is that it requires a beacon infrastructure to be in place, which needs to be maintained and operated. Another issue is that beacon signals can be lost due to effects similar to the hidden node problem (Nekovee, 2010), which occurs when the CR device is shadowed, in severe multipath fading or inside buildings which have high penetration losses, while a PU is operating in the vicinity (Nekovee, 2010; Ben Letaief & Zhang, 2007).

b. **Geolocation Combined with Database:** In this method, a secondary device determines its location and accesses a database to determine the channels that are vacant in a given location (Webb, 2012; (Carvalho et
The database is accessed by the primary devices systems and contains information about their locations, their transmitted power, current operating band and expected duration of its usage. This method is regarded by the regulators as a suitable short-term solution (Nekovee, 2010; Ofcom, 2012). However, there are a number of limitations associated with this method (Nekovee, 2010): Firstly, there is a need to build and maintain the database. Secondly, both primary and secondary devices need to know their locations with a prescribed accuracy, so they rely on accuracy and availability of systems like the GPS. Finally, additional connectivity and complexity is needed so the devices can access the database, either for updating or for getting information. In order to address these issues, additional costly modifications and infrastructure is required from the PU side (Ghasemi & Sousa, 2008). In addition, considerable management of the participating parties is required (Webb, 2012). Therefore, as with the beacon signal solution discussed in part a., this method compromises the autonomous nature of CR systems (see section 2.3.1).

c. Spectrum Sensing: Spectrum sensing for CR can be defined (Haykin et al., 2009; Tomar et al., 2017) as the task of finding spectrum holes and detecting interference by sensing the radio spectrum in the local neighbourhood of a CR receiver in an autonomous manner. By sensing and adapting to the environment, a CR is able to serve its users without causing harmful interference to the licensed user. Unlike the first two approaches, spectrum sensing, on the other hand, relies only on the secondary system to identify the spectrum holes, by directly sensing the licensed bands and switch its operation parameters to them. The infrastructure costs are comparatively low and there is no need for any modification to the primary systems. It is considered the most critical component in CR networks (Sun et al., 2013; Lundén et al., 2015). Hence the increasing attention to spectrum sensing by researchers and key industry stakeholders, as well its inclusion in the IEEE 802.22, IEEE 802.11af and long term evolution (LTE) advanced standards (Stevenson, 2009; Shellhammer, 2008; Flores et al., 2013).
Summarising, the research in this thesis will focus on the spectrum sensing since it is the suitable approach for the realisation of a CR network.

2.3.2.1. Spectrum Sensing Challenges for CR

Spectrum sensing is believed to be the most crucial task to establish CR networks (Subhedar & Birajdar, 2011) and the very task upon which the CR operation rests (Haykin et al., 2009). However, it is challenged by several issues, since it should perform reliably and robustly even under worst case conditions (Hossain & Bhargava, 2007). These issues can be summarised as follows (Ghasemi & Sousa, 2008; Subhedar & Birajdar, 2011; Rawat et al., 2010):

a. **Channel uncertainty**: Due to channel fading or shadowing by obstacles, a low strength received signal may provide the wrong information that the PU is out of the interference range of the SU. The hidden node problem mentioned in Section 2.3.3 can also be a cause of channel uncertainty. Therefore, CR have to be sensitive enough to detect and distinguish a faded or shadowed PU signal from a white space.

b. **Noise uncertainty**: The detection sensitivity mentioned above is defined as the minimum *signal to noise ratio* (SNR) at which the primary signal can be accurately detected with a prior chosen probability (Rawat et al., 2010) and is inversely proportional to the noise power. Therefore, the calculation of the detection sensitivity requires knowledge of the noise power however this information is not available by the PU and needs to be estimated at the receiver that is the SU. Moreover the estimation is prone to calibration errors and thermal noise variations. Since a CR may not satisfy the sensitivity requirement due to an underestimate of the noise power, the detection sensitivity should be calculated with the worst case noise assumption, thereby necessitating a more sensitive detector (Tandra & Sahai, 2005).
c. Aggregate Interference uncertainty: The potential future deployment of CR networks, could lead to a situation where an unknown number of SU use the same licensed band. As a result, spectrum sensing will be affected by increased aggregate interference which is the combined result of the multiple SU operating over the same band. Even though the PU is out of interference range of an SU, the aggregate interference may become harmful. This uncertainty creates a need for more sensitive SU detector, as a secondary system may harmfully interfere with PU located beyond its interference range, and hence it should be able to detect them.

d. Uncertainty due to hidden terminal: The hidden node problem, occurs when the CR is shadowed, in severe multipath fading or inside buildings with high penetration loss, while a PU is operating in the vicinity. In such a case, a CR may not detect the presence of the signal from the operating PU and could start using an occupied channel, causing harmful interference to the PU’s network.

e. Awareness, adaptability, reliability: The awareness capability of a CR embodies among others knowledge with respect to RF spectrum (Fette, 2004). By being aware and adapting to its environment, a CR is able to fill in the appropriate spectrum holes and reliably serve its users without causing harmful interference to the licensed user (Hossain & Bhargava, 2007). Once the PU is detected, the CR should withdraw from the spectrum, as soon as possible, to minimize the interference it may possibly incur. This is a very challenging task as the various PU will be applying different modulation strategies, data rates and transmission powers in the presence of variable propagation environments and interference generated by other SU (Ben Letaief & Zhang, 2007).

f. High sampling rates and stringent timing requirements: If the CR technologies are to be employed to sense frequencies assigned to the various existing wireless communications systems and network standards, the sensing bandwidth of the CR systems must range from hundreds of MHz to several GHz. This poses extra challenge to their
spectrum sensing capabilities. Very high sampling rates are required, if conventional spectrum estimation methods will be employed for spectrum sensing (Tian & Giannakis, 2007; Sun et al., 2013). Achievement of high sampling rates requires the implementation of very high-speed Analogue to Digital (ADC) converters, which is not always realistic with current technologies (Yu & Hoyos, 2009). Moreover, the high speed ADCs, are power hungry (Klumperink et al., 2007; Walden, 1999a). Meanwhile, the stringent timing requirements (Ghasemi & Sousa, 2008; Rawat et al., 2010; Bostian et al., 2016) for monitoring the dynamically changing spectrum only allow for a limited number of measurements to be collected for sensing. These measurements may not be sufficient for high-resolution signal reconstruction due to the large occupied bandwidth (Tian, 2008).

2.3.2.2. Spectrum Sensing Techniques for Cognitive Radio

There is a number of existing spectrum sensing techniques which could be classified in various ways. One of them is by dividing the techniques according to the number of CR receivers involved in the spectrum sensing process. Hence spectrum sensing techniques could be either non-cooperative or cooperative (Ben Letaief & Zhang, 2007; Bostian et al., 2016; Fette, 2009).

In non-cooperative techniques individual CR receivers operate in an autonomous manner locally performing spectrum sensing and using only their own measurements for detection of spectrum holes. On the other hand, the cooperative approach exploits the spatial diversity of the measurements of the spatially located CR receivers, which form CR network (Ian F. Akyildiz et al., 2011).

The SU users, after they have taken their own measurements, may subsequently share their information in order to make a final combined decision more accurate than the individual ones, thereby enhancing performance (Ian F. Akyildiz et al., 2011; Tomar et al., 2017).

The cooperative spectrum sensing approaches are classified according to the way the CR receivers are connected to the CR network, namely as centralized, distributed and relay-assisted (Ian F. Akyildiz et al., 2011; Lundén et al., 2015). Moreover, their performance depends among others on the autonomous performance of each of the
individual CR receivers, hence on the utilized non-cooperative spectrum sensing techniques. Therefore, the non-cooperative techniques are fundamental and affect all the other spectrum sensing techniques employed in the CR field. The non-cooperative techniques are based on the detection of the signals from the PU. Such techniques are the following (Ikuma & Pour, 2008; Sun et al., 2013; Tomar et al., 2017; Bostian et al., 2016).

a. *Matched Filter*: The optimal way for the detection of any signal $x(t)$ is a matched filter (Proakis & Salehi, 2008; Ian F. Akyildiz et al., 2011), since it maximizes the SNR ratio. This implies that the SU has a priori knowledge of the PU signal. Matched filter operation is equivalent to correlation in which the unknown signal is convolved with the filter whose impulse response is matched to the shape of the signal being sought (Manolakis & Ingle, 2011). As depicted in Figure 2.2, the output of the matched filter is used for a binary decision regarding the presence or absence of the primary signal. The filter output is compared with a predefined threshold level. If the output is larger than the threshold, then the decision is $H_1$, otherwise the decision is $H_0$. Due to the coherency achieved between the input signal and the filter output, the method is computationally efficient (Ian F. Akyildiz et al., 2011). However it relies on prior knowledge of the input signal and requires synchronization and timing devices which increase hardware complexity. Moreover, the most serious drawback is the need of a matched filter dedicated to every PU signal, which is entirely not applicable and feasible for CR spectrum sensing.

![Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a Matched Filter based technique.](image)

b. *Energy Detection*: **Energy detection** is a non-coherent detection method that detects the primary signal based on the sensed energy (Malik et al., ...
The Energy Detector (ED) ignores the structure of the signal. Rather it estimates, in a manner analogous to what has been described in the matched filter above, the presence of the signal by comparing the energy received with a known threshold, derived from the statistics of the noise (Cabric et al., 2006). The ED is shown in Figure 2.3.(a) and consists of a low-pass filter to reject the out of band noise and adjacent signals, Nyquist sampling, square law device and integrator to compute the energy. The ED suffers from a number of drawbacks (Subhedar & Birajdar, 2011; Ghasemi & Sousa, 2008; Cabric et al., 2006): i) sensing time taken to achieve a given probability of detection may be high. ii) the detection performance is subject to the uncertainty of noise power. iii) ED cannot be used to distinguish PU from the SU signals. However, thanks to its simplicity and no requirement on a prior knowledge of PU signal, the ED is a popular spectrum sensing technique for CR purposes (Hossain & Bhargava, 2007; Cabric et al., 2006; (Doyle, 2009).

![Figure 2.3: Block diagram of the Energy Detector](image)

c. Cyclostationarity Feature Detection: This method takes advantage of cyclostationarity, which is an inherent property of digital modulated signals that naturally occur in the transmission of communication signals over a wireless channel (Tandra & Sahai, 2008). Generally, the transmitted signal is taken to be a stationary random process. However, when it is modulated with sinusoid carriers, cyclic prefixes as in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and code or hoping sequences as in code division multiple access (CDMA), a cyclostationarity is induced i.e. the mean and autocorrelation of the signal show periodic behaviour. This feature is exploited in a detector, depicted in Figure 2.4. The cyclostationarity detection is accomplished by firstly calculating the cyclic autocorrelation function of the observed
signal. Then the *discrete Fourier transform* (DFT) of the autocorrelation function is computed to obtain the *spectral correlation function* (SCF), $S(f,a)$ also called cyclic spectrum, which is a two-dimensional function in terms of frequency $f$ and cyclic frequency $a$. Finally, the detection is completed by searching for the *unique cyclic frequency* corresponding to the peak in the SCF plane. Again, as in the case of Matched Filter and ED, the detection is a binary decision problem. Since the spectral correlation properties of different signals are unique and are not found in stationary noise and interference (Gardner & Brown, 1987), the cyclostationary feature detection is robust to noise uncertainties and performs well in low SNR regimes. However, there are shortcomings owing to its high computational complexity and long sensing time (Tkachenko et al., 2009).

![Block Diagram of a Cyclostationary feature detector.](image)

**Figure 2.4**: Block Diagram of a Cyclostationary feature detector.

There are also other methods proposed in the literature such as the *waveform-based* sensing where the received signal is correlated with a known copy of itself (Yucek & Arslan, 2009) and the outcome is compared with a predefined metric (Tang, 2005) and the *radio identification-based* sensing where the knowledge about the spectrum characteristics of the received signal are obtained by identifying the technologies employed by the PU (Yucek & Arslan, 2009). Both these methods require prior knowledge related to the signals transmitted by the PU. In addition, there are two methods based on the properties of covariance matrix of the received signals. The *covariance-based* detection method exploits the fact that if the signal is pure noise, then the corresponding covariance matrix is diagonal, which is not true in the presence of a PU transmission (Zeng & Liang, 2009). In the *eigenvalue-based* approach (Pillay & Hu, 2013; Wang et al., 2014), the ratio of the maximum-to-
minimum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix is compared against a threshold to determine the presence of a PU signal (Pillay & Hu, 2013; Wang et al., 2014).

It is noted that the methods described above are considered to be narrowband in the sense that they sense over a narrow frequency range and make a decision pertaining the whole spectrum (Sun et al., 2013), although this information is valid only for the said narrow frequency range. On the other hand, it has already been mentioned that the CR systems must be capable of sensing frequencies from the order of MHz to the order of GHz. This necessitates the application of wideband spectrum sensing techniques with the aim to find more spectral opportunities for the SU users. A number of these techniques are presented:

a. **FFT-based ED**: An alternative approach of the ED is proposed in (Cabric et al., 2006), where a periodogram solution is used to estimate the power spectral density (PSD) through square magnitude of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the signal. This architecture, which is depicted in Figure 2.5, provides the flexibility to process wider bandwidths and sense multiple signals simultaneously. As a consequence, an arbitrary bandwidth of the modulated signal could be processed by appropriately selecting the frequency resolution of the periodogram (Cabric et al., 2006).

![Block diagram of the FFT-based ED.](image)

b. **Multiband joint detection**: In this method (Quan et al., 2009), shown in Figure 2.6, after the Nyquist sampling, the data are converted from one serial to a number of parallel data streams, before FFT is applied for conversion to the frequency domain. Then, the entire spectrum is divided into a series of subbands (Sun et al., 2013). Finally, decisions are taken regarding spectral opportunities for each subband. The joint detection
was found to provide better performance than in a single-band case (Quan et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2013).

**Figure 2.6:** Block diagram of multiband joint detection.

c. **Wavelet based detection:** In this approach for spectrum sensing, wavelets are used for detecting edges in the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of a wideband signal (Tian & Giannakis, 2006). The signal is spectrally modelled as a train of consecutive frequency sub-bands where the power spectral characteristic is smooth within each sub-band but changes abruptly on the border of two neighbouring sub-bands (Tian & Giannakis, 2007). It is assumed that the edges (or discontinuities) in PSD are the boundaries between spectrum holes and occupied bands and hence this helps the identification of the vacant bands (Divakaran et al., 2011). By taking the multiscale product and multiscale sum of the wavelet transform of the PSD of the observed signal, the singularities (edges) of the PSD can be located and thus the vacant frequency bands can be found (Hossain & Bhargava, 2007; Yu et al., 2009; De Almeida et al., 2008). The block diagram of wavelet-based detection is shown in Figure 2.7. Wavelet based detection works well with wideband signals, but at the expense of high sampling rates required (Ben Letaief & Zhang, 2007). Moreover, this type of detector cannot detect spread spectrum signals and its computational cost is high (Ben Letaief & Zhang, 2007).

**Figure 2.7:** Block diagram of a Wavelet-based detector.
2.3.2.3. Spectrum Estimation Methods for Cognitive Radio

From the above discussion it is concluded that for the detection of spectrum holes boils down to a binary hypothesis-testing problem. Specifically, hypothesis $H_1$ refers to the presence of a PU’s signal (i.e., the band under test is occupied) and hypothesis $H_0$ refers to the presence of ambient noise (i.e., the band is a white space). However, the radio spectrum, apart from white spaces and heavily occupied bands, includes also gray spaces (Fette, 2009; Haykin, 2005), which are partially occupied by interfering signals as well as noise. Examples of such cases include low-power interfering signals (Haykin et al., 2009), underutilized CDMA channels (Fette, 2009; Mody et al., 2007), or even mobile networks where transmissions of a PU are weak in the area where a SU user is situated (Haykin et al., 2009). If the gray spaces are not considered, they could be characterised as occupied and not as opportunities for the SU.

Moreover, the use of the FFT to compute the signal PSD refers to the traditional periodogram spectrum estimation method. It is well known that the periodogram is not a consistent estimate of the power spectrum (Manolakis et al., 2005; Proakis & Manolakis, 2006; Madisetti, 2010), due to the difficulty to satisfactorily resolve the bias-variance dilemma (Haykin, 2005; Haykin et al., 2009; Oppenheim & Schafer, 2009; Schwartz & Shaw, 1975). Given the disadvantages of the periodogram, compounded by the need for spectrum sensing to be able to provide efficient spectrum utilization and adequate spectral resolution, the drawbacks of the sensing techniques are more pronounced.

Therefore, in order to further refine and extend the scope of spectrum sensing so as to also include the possible employment of the gray spaces, and also improve the performance of the described sensing techniques, one may have to resort to sensing techniques that include spectrum estimation (Haykin et al., 2009). Given the drawbacks of the periodogram, other methods have to be investigated, as well.

Two spectrum estimation methods that have been proposed for CR are the multitaper (MT) spectrum estimation (Haykin, 2005; Haykin et al., 2009; Thomson, 1982) and the filter bank (FB) spectrum estimation (Farhang-Boroujeny, 2008a).

A filter bank is a set of band-pass filters with a common input. The input signal $x(n)$ is decomposed into a set of sub-band signals $v_k(n)$ with each sub-band signal occupying a portion of the original frequency band. Filter banks are often
implemented based on a prototype filter (Vaidyanathan, 1993). The prototype filter is a low-pass filter that is also used to realize the zeroth band of the filter bank. Other bands are realized through modulation of the prototype filter. A graphical representation of this concept with $M$ bands is shown in Figure 2.8:

![Block Diagram of an M-band filter bank.](image)

**Figure 2.8:** Block Diagram of an M-band filter bank.

As mentioned earlier, the frequency response of the $H_k(z)$ is obtained by modulation of the prototype (zeroth) filter $H_0(z)$, that is, by shifting its response to the right by an amount of $2\pi k / M$. The frequency responses of the prototype and the other filters are shown in Figure 2.9 (Farhang-Boroujeny, 2008b; Mitra, 2011).

![Filter frequency responses: (a) Prototype filter, (b) higher order filters.](image)

**Figure 2.9:** Filter frequency responses: (a) Prototype filter, (b) higher order filters.
Following the discussions above, the output power of each filter is measured as an estimate of the spectral power over the associated sub-band. In other words, an estimate of PSD at the $i_{th}$ sub-band of the filter bank is obtained as (Farhang-Boroujeny, 2008a). $P = \text{avg}(|\nu_i(n)|^2)$ where $\text{avg}[,]$ denotes the time average of the argument.

The motivation for using filter banks stems from the assertion that filter bank-based multicarrier communication systems can perform very well (Farhang-Boroujeny & Kempter, 2008; Amini et al., 2006). When a filter bank multicarrier technique is exploited as the physical layer of a CR network, the same filter bank can also be used for channel sensing. Hence, in such systems, channel sensing will be done at virtually no cost (Farhang-Boroujeny & Kempter, 2008). Since in the multicarrier communication systems the optimum transmitter and receiver filters are a pair of matched root-Nyquist filters (Farhang-Boroujeny, 2008b), it turns out that the prototype filter of the relevant filter bank should be a pair of matched root-Nyquist filters (Saltzberg, 1967; Farhang-Boroujeny, 2003). However, the FB method has a number of drawbacks such as the increased computational complexity for the implementation of the prototype filter (Harris, 2004) and the trade-off between the number of RF components required and desired resolution (Sun et al., 2013; Harris, 2004).

As the name implies, the MT method applies multiple windows (tapers) to the signal data (Thomson, 1982), where the windows are \textit{discrete prolate spheroidal} (Slepian) sequences (Slepian, 1978). The slepian sequences are the solutions to the spectral concentration problem. This seeks to find a sequence with specific length of $N$ samples taken at sampling intervals $\Delta t$. The signal DFT has maximum energy concentration within a given bandwidth $f-W$ to $f+W$ centred about some frequency $f$, with $W$ defined as the resolution of the bandwidth (Percival & Walden, 1993; Haykin et al., 2009). It is must be clarified that $W$ refers to the resolution of the MT method and is not the same as the DFT resolution, also called \textit{fundamental Fourier frequency} (the smallest nonzero Fourier frequency) (Percival & Walden, 1993). The problem leads to an eigenvalue equation with $N$ eigenvectors as solutions, each of which is a discrete prolate spheroidal (Slepian) sequence (Percival & Walden, 1993; Thomson, 1982; Slepian, 1978). The sequences are orthogonal and each is characterised by a
distinct eigenvalue that reflects the degree of their respective spectral concentration within the bandwidth $f-W$ to $f+W$. The larger the eigenvalue the greater is the energy concentration. The eigenvalues are real, positive and always <1 (Percival & Walden, 1993). They can be ordered as follows:

\begin{align}
1) & \lambda_0(N,W)\lambda_1(N,W)\ldots \lambda_m(N,W)\ldots \lambda_{N-1}(N,W) \\
\end{align} 

(2.1)

where the eigenvalue $\lambda_m$ corresponds to the $m^{th}$ slepian sequence.

This implies that eigenvalues and consequently their respective eigenvectors (Slepian sequences) depend on the sequence length $N$ and the value of $W$. Moreover, of these eigenvalues, the first $L \leq \lfloor 2N\Delta t W \rfloor$, where $2N\Delta t W$ is the integer part of $2N\Delta t W$, are very close to one, while the remainder rapidly decay to zero (Percival & Walden, 1993). Therefore, for the solution of the spectral concentration problem, only the first $m$ low-order sequences are employed. For a given time series $x(n)$ of length $N$ and a resolution $W$, the MT method determines the following (Haykin et al., 2009):

a. the number $L$ of the Slepian sequences with $L \leq \lfloor 2N\Delta t W \rfloor$

b. the actual Slepian sequences (eigenvectors) $V^l = [v^l_0, v^l_1, \ldots, v^l_{N-1}]^T$

\begin{align}
l = 0, 1, \ldots, L-1
\end{align}

c. their corresponding eigenvalues

These Slepian sequences will be used to taper $x(n)$ and consequently a set of $L$ Fourier transforms will be formed as follows:

\begin{align}
f^l_k = \sum_{n=0}^{N} V^l_n x(n) \omega^l_n
\end{align} 

(2.2)

where $V^l = [v^l_0, v^l_1, \ldots, v^l_{N-1}]^T$ is the eigenvector representing the $l^{th}$ Slepian sequence, $\omega^l_N = e^{-j2\pi N}$ and $f^l_k$ is the $k^{th}$ frequency of vector $f^l$, with $k=0,1,\ldots, N-1$.

Then, the MT spectral estimator is given by:
\[
\begin{align*}
P_{MT} &= \frac{\sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \lambda_l |f_l|^2}{\sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \lambda_l} \\
\end{align*}
\] (2.3)

with \( P_{MT} \) the weighted averaged PSD estimation vector.

The equation above reveals the favourable properties of the MT estimation method. The Fourier transforms exhibit very low leakage within the interval \((f_{k,l} - W, f_{k,l} + W)\) due to the maximum concentration of the respective slepian tapers within the same interval. In addition, the increased leakage caused by the higher order eigenspectra is offset by the respective eigenvalues themselves which reduce the weighting of the eigenspectra (Haykin et al., 2009).

Moreover, another important feature of the MT estimator is its favourable variance properties. With increased \( W \) the number \( L \) of the slepian tapers and thus the eigenspectra contributing to the estimation increases as well. Although the leakage from the higher order eigenspectra is likewise increased, the variance of the MT estimator is steadily decreased, due to their orthogonality property (Percival & Walden, 1993). This permits the estimator to provide propitious trade-off between bias, variance and resolution and trade spectral resolution for improved spectral characteristics, that is, reduced variance of the spectral estimate without compromising the bias of the estimate (Haykin et al., 2009; Madisetti, 2010; Thomson, 1982). The MT method is consistent, that is its variance for fixed \( W \) tends to zero as \( I/N \) when \( N \to \infty \) (Haykin et al., 2009; Madisetti, 2010).

2.3.3. Summary

In this Section the main CR challenges, techniques and spectrum estimation methods were presented. The wideband techniques address the need to perform sensing over the whole spectrum, while more sophisticated spectrum estimation methods are required to be employed for enhanced spectrum sensing performance. However, the challenges of high sampling rates and stringent timing requirements mentioned in
2.3.2.1 remain. The next Section presents compressive sensing (CS) which has the potential to address these challenges.

2.4. Compressive Sensing

2.4.1. Introduction

The theoretical foundation of the modern digital revolution lies in the pioneering works of Kotelnikov, Nyquist, Shannon, and Whittaker on sampling continuous-time band-limited signals (Kotelnikov, 1933; Nyquist, 1928; Shannon, 1949; Whittaker, 1915). Their results demonstrate that signals, images, videos, and other data can be exactly recovered from a set of uniformly spaced samples taken at the so-called Nyquist rate of twice the highest frequency present in the signal of interest. Digitization has enabled the creation of sensing and processing systems that are more robust, flexible, and cheaper and consequently, more widely used than their analogue counterparts.

Unfortunately, in many important and emerging applications, the resulting Nyquist rate is so high that the result is far too many samples. Alternatively, it may simply be too costly, or even physically impossible, to build devices capable of acquiring samples at the necessary rate (Walden, 1999b). Thus, despite extraordinary advances in computational power, the acquisition and processing of signals in application areas such as telecommunications, imaging, video, medical imaging, remote surveillance, spectroscopy, and genomic data analysis, poses a tremendous challenge (Eldar & Kutyniok, 2012). This is exactly the nature of the challenge that is posed to CR in regards to spectrum sensing, which has been addressed in Section 2.3.2.1.f.

One way to address the challenges involved in dealing with such high-dimensional data, is to depend on compression, which aims at finding the most concise representation of a signal that is able to achieve an acceptance level of distortion. One of the most popular techniques for signal compression is known as transform coding, and typically relies on finding a basis or frame that provides sparse or compressible representations for signals in a class of interest (Bruckstein et al., 2009; DeVore,
By a sparse representation, it is meant that a signal of length $N$, can be represented with $K << N$ nonzero coefficients; a compressible representation, means that the signal is well-approximated by another signal with only $K$ nonzero coefficients. Both sparse and compressible signals can be represented with high precision by preserving only the values and locations of the largest coefficients of the signal, with transform coder precision dependent on the sparsity (or compressibility) of the signal encoded (Donoho et al., 1998). This process is called sparse approximation, and forms the foundation of transform coding schemes that exploit signal sparsity and compressibility, including the JPEG, JPEG2000, MPEG, and MP3 standards (Eldar & Kutyniok, 2012; Elad, 2010).

The way this works is that the full signal is acquired, and then the complete set of transform coefficients is computed. After that, the largest coefficients are encoded and the other ones are discarded (Candès, 2006). However, this process of massive data acquisition followed by compression is extremely wasteful (Shannon, 1949; Fornassier & Rauhut, 2015). One might ask that since most signals are compressible, why spend so much effort acquiring all the data when we know that most of it will be discarded. In addition another question is raised; whether there is a more sophisticated way of obtaining the compressed version of the signal more directly, by taking only a small number of measurements of the signal, so that one does not need to throw away anything. Compressive sensing (CS) also known as compressed sensing (Donoho, 2004) or compressive sampling (Candès, 2006) shows that this is indeed possible.

### 2.4.2. The CS Theoretical Framework

#### 2.4.2.1. The CS Concept

The theoretical treatment of compressive sensing considers a discrete-time signal $x$, which can be viewed as an $N \times 1$ column vector in $\mathbb{R}^N$ with elements $x(n)$, $n=1,2,\ldots,N$. Any signal in $\mathbb{R}^N$ can be represented in terms of an orthonormal basis of $N \times 1$ vectors $\{\psi_i\}_{i=1}^N$ (Strang, 2016). Using the $N \times N$ basis matrix $\Psi = [\psi_1 \ | \ \psi_2 \ | \ \ldots \ | \ \psi_N]$ with vectors $\{\psi_i\}$ as columns, a signal $x$ can be expressed as:
where $s$ is the $N \times 1$ vector and represents the signal in the $\Psi$ domain (Baraniuk, 2007). Both $x$ and $s$ are equivalent representations of the signal. Usually for radio frequency signals, $x$ is the time domain representation and $s$ is the frequency or Fourier domain representation. The signal $x$ is $K$-sparse if only $K$ $s_i$ coefficients are nonzero and all the others are exactly zero. The signal $x$ is compressible when only a few $s_i$ coefficients have large values and the others are relatively small. The fact that compressible signals are well approximated by $K$-sparse representations forms the foundation of transform coding (Mallat, 1999). Unfortunately, the procedure under transform coding works is wasteful, as it was mentioned in 2.4.1. The number of samples $N$ may be large even if $K$ is much smaller. Moreover, all the $N_s$ coefficients have to be computed, even though only $K$ of them is useful. Lastly, the locations of the large $s_i$ coefficients have to be known, thus an extra burden.

Compressive sensing addresses these inefficiencies by directly acquiring a compressed signal representation without going through the intermediate stage of acquiring $N$ samples (Candès et al., 2006a; Donoho, 2006). A linear measurement process is employed consisted of $M < N$ vectors in $\mathbb{R}^N \{\varphi_i\}_{i=1}^M$. Each of measurements is the inner product between $x$ and the vector $\varphi_i$ that is, $y_i = \langle x, \varphi \rangle = x^\top \varphi_i$ , where $\cdot^\top$ denotes transposition. If the measurements are arranged in an $M \times 1$ vector $y$ and the measurement vectors $\varphi_i$ in an $M \times N$ measurement matrix $\Phi$, $y$ can be expressed as $y=\Phi x$ and from equation (2.4) above it can be written as:

$$y = \Phi x = \Phi \Psi s = \Theta s \quad \quad \text{(2.5)}$$
where $\Theta = \Phi\Psi$ is an $M \times N$ matrix. The measurement process is not adaptive, meaning that $\Phi$ is fixed and does not depend on the signal $x$ (Candès & Romberg, 2005; Tsaig & Donoho, 2004).

The problem now is i) to design a measurement matrix $\Phi$ so that the vital information in the $K$-sparse or compressible signal $x$ is not lost by the dimensionality reduction from $x \in \mathbb{R}^N$ to $y \in \mathbb{R}^M$ and ii) a reconstruction algorithm to recover $s$ (and subsequently $x$) from only $M < N$ measurements, since (2.5) forms an underdetermined system of linear equations and the traditional solving methods do not apply. For these two requirements to be fulfilled, the following should hold:

a. Matrix $\Theta$ must preserve the Euclidean length of all the $K$-sparse vectors $x$, a property called Restrictive Isometry Property (RIP) (Candès & Tao, 2005; Candès & Wakin, 2008). If this holds, then (2.5) can be solved with only $M < N$ measurements provided that $K \leq M$ (Candès & Tao, 2006; Candès et al., 2006b).

b. Matrix $\Phi$ must be largely incoherent with the basis matrix $\Psi$, in which the signal is $K$-sparse. Coherence measures the largest correlation between any two elements of $\Phi$ and $\Psi$ (Donoho & Huo, 2001). The incoherence between $\Phi$ and $\Psi$ has as result that if a signal has a dense representation in $\Phi$, then it should have a sparse representation in $\Psi$ (Baraniuk, 2007; Candès & Wakin, 2008). The positive effect of the incoherence between $\Phi$ and $\Psi$ is that the larger it is the fewer measurements $M$ are required for stable and accurate signal recovery (Donoho & Elad, 2003; Tropp et al., 2006a). In addition, it must be noted that $M$ gets smaller as $K$ becomes smaller as well, or in other words, signal sparsity becomes greater (Candès & Wakin, 2008), hence the CS efficiency is enhanced.

Both RIP of $\Theta$ and incoherence between $\Phi$ and $\Psi$ can be achieved with high probability by selecting $\Phi$ as a random matrix (Baraniuk, 2007), namely, a matrix
with elements drawn from a normal, Gaussian, Bernoulli or other sub-Gaussian distributions. Such matrices obey the RIP (Candès & Wakin, 2008; Baraniuk et al., 2007) and in addition are largely incoherent with any fixed orthonormal basis $\Psi$ (Candès & Wakin, 2008).

The random matrices have an interesting property. When $\Phi$ is random then $\Theta = \Phi \Psi$ will also be a random matrix for which the RIP holds regardless of the choice of $\Psi$ (Baraniuk, 2007; Candès & Wakin, 2008; Baraniuk et al., 2007; Baraniuk et al., 2017), and thus (2.5) can be solved. Therefore, the focus of the problem is not on the design of the measurement matrix $\Phi$, but the on finding a basis $\Psi$ to which $x$ is sparse. This property of the random matrices is called universality and constitutes a significant advantage to using them to construct the measurement matrices (Baraniuk et al., 2017).

An attractive property of a random matrix $\Phi$ is that the measurements it derives are democratic, meaning that each measurement carries roughly the same amount of information about the signal being acquired, thus rendering recovery possible by using any subset of $M$ measurements (Davenport et al., 2009; Laska et al., 2011). Thus, one can be robust enough to the loss or corruption of a small fraction of the measurements (Baraniuk et al., 2017).

2.4.2.2. Signal Recovery

The signal reconstruction algorithm aims to find the sparsest vector $s$ which is consistent with measurement vector $y = \Phi x$ (Fornassier & Rauhut, 2015). This naturally leads to solving the $l_0$-minimization problem (Eldar & Kutyniok, 2012):

$$\min \|s\|_0 \text{ subject to } y = \Phi x = \Phi \Psi s = \Theta s \quad (2.6)$$

where the $l_0$ norm counts the number of non-zero entries in vector $s$. The solution of (2.6) has been proved to be NP-hard (Mallat & Zhang, 1993; Natarajan, 1995; Muthukrishnan, 2005). One way to bypass this problem is to solve the $l_1$-minimization problem:
\[ \min \|s\|_1 \quad \text{subject to} \quad y = \Phi x = \Phi \Psi s = \Theta s \quad (2.7) \]

where the \(l_1\) norm represents the sum of the absolute values of all the entries of \(s\). The resulting problem, also known as basis-pursuit, is considered a convex optimization problem, is computationally feasible and can be posed as a linear programme (Donoho & Elad, 2003; Chen et al., 1998; Elad & Bruckstein, 2002; Boyd & Vanderberghe, 2004). By exploiting the signal sparsity and the RIP property of matrix \(\Theta\), the \(l_1\)-minimization approach to the solution equation 2.8 can exactly recover the signal with high probability (Candès et al., 2006a; Donoho, 2006; Candès & Romberg, 2017).

There are also other signal recovery approaches, which include greedy algorithms, such as orthogonal matching pursuit (Tropp, 2004; Davenport & Wakin, 2010; Needell & Vershynin, 2010) and iterative thresholding (Blumensath & Davies, 2009; Daubechies et al., 2004; Tropp & Needell, 2009). The greedy algorithms rely on iterative approximation of the signal coefficients and support. This is done by either iteratively identifying the support of the signal until a convergence criterion is met, or by alternatively by obtaining an improved estimate of the sparse signal at each iteration that attempts to account for the mismatch to the measured data (Eldar & Kutyniok, 2012).

### 2.4.2.3. Compressive vs. Classical Sampling

CS differs from classical sampling in three important respects (Eldar & Kutyniok, 2012). First, sampling theory typically considers infinite length, continuous-time signals. In contrast, CS is a mathematical theory focused on measuring finite-dimensional vectors in \(\mathbb{R}^N\). Second, rather than sampling the signal at specific points in time, CS systems typically acquire measurements in the form of inner products between the signal and more general test functions (measurement vectors). This is in fact in the spirit of modern sampling methods which similarly acquire signals by more general linear measurements (Walden, 1999b; Eldar & Mishali, 2009; Unser, 2000). Thirdly, the two frameworks differ in the manner in which they deal with signal recovery, i.e., the problem of recovering the original signal from the compressive
measurements. In the Nyquist-Shannon framework, signal recovery is achieved through sinc interpolation (Marks II, 1991), a linear process that requires little computation and has a simple interpretation. In CS, however, signal recovery is typically achieved using highly nonlinear methods.

2.4.3. CS Architectures

Several architectures have been implemented and/or proposed to enable compressed sampling. Examples include the random demodulator (RD), (Tropp et al., 2010), the compressive multiplexer (CM) (Slavinsky et al., 2011), random filtering (Tropp et al., 2006b), the modulated wideband converter (MWC) (Mishali & Eldar, 2010), random convolution (Romberg, 2007), and the constraint RD (Harms et al., 2013). The focus will be on the RD and the CM which will be described in more detail below. The RD has been implemented as hardware prototype (Ragheb et al., 2008). Due to the usefulness and applicability of its signal model to a wide range of scientific and engineering applications, it has an amazing potential impact (Tropp et al., 2010; Lexa et al., 2012). The CM has a multi-channel structure. Nevertheless, its hardware implementation is simpler than the RD and unlike other multi-channel architectures like the MWC it only requires one ADC rather than one per channel (Slavinsky et al., 2011).

The basic RD structure is depicted in Figure 2.10 and has three constituent components: demodulation, filtering and uniform sampling (Tropp et al., 2010). The RD assumes a class of discrete, multitone signals which are bandlimited, periodic and sparse (Tropp et al., 2010). The input signal is modulated by a square pulse train of random values \{±1\} generated by a pseudorandom number (PN) sequence. This is called the chipping sequence \(p_c(t)\) which must alternate between values at a rate \(N_a\) at least as fast as the Nyquist frequency of the input signal. The demodulation smears the energy of the signal tones across the entire spectrum, giving each a unique spectral signature that can be discerned by the second stage which is a low-pass filter implemented as an integrator (Tropp et al., 2010). The integration time period is \(1/M_a\). The final stage is an ADC which is clocked at a sampling rate of \(M_a < N_a\). In practice, data are processed in time blocks of period \(T\). The number of elements in the
chipping sequence is defined as $N = N\alpha T$, while the number of measurements is defined as $M = M\alpha T$.

![Block Diagram of the random demodulator.](image)

**Figure 2.10:** Block Diagram of the random demodulator.

As the RD directly acquires compressive measurements without firstly having to sample the continuous signal $x(t)$, this is equivalent to a system which samples $x(t)$ at the Nyquist rate to yield a discrete-time vector $x$, before then applying the measurement matrix $\Phi$ to obtain the measurements (Baraniuk et al., 2017):

$$y = \Phi x$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

The measurement process is the dot product of $x$ with the random sequence $p_c(t)$ for each sequential block of $N/M$ coefficients (Baraniuk et al., 2017). Considering also (2.4), the output $y(n)$ from the RD can be considered as a linear transformation of the discrete vector $s$. This transformation is expressed as $\Theta = \Phi \Psi$ with the signals being sparse in the $\Psi$ domain. As for matrix $\Phi$, it is a $M \times N$ banded matrix containing $N/M$ randomly generated ±1 values per row, so for example, with $N=9$ and $M=3$, $\Phi$ will be:

$$\Phi = \begin{bmatrix} +1 & -1 & +1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & +1 & +1 & -1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & -1 & +1 \end{bmatrix}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.9)
If the sparsity basis is the DFT matrix $F$, then by employing $l_1$-minimization, the RD can recover the Fourier representation $\alpha$ of $x(t)$, by solving the following equation:

$$y = \Phi x = \Phi F^{-1} s = G\alpha$$

with $G = \Phi F^{-1}$ being the recovery matrix of the RD architecture. It is empirically shown that recovery is feasible under the condition $M \geq 1.7K \log(N/K + 1)$ (Tropp et al., 2010) with $K$ being the sparsity of $x(t)$.

The major advantage of the RD is that it bypasses the need for a high-rate ADC. Demodulation is typically much easier to implement than sampling, yet it allows the use of a low-rate ADC. As a result, the system can be constructed from robust, low-power, readily available components even while it can acquire higher band limit signals than traditional sampling hardware (Tropp et al., 2010).

Since its introduction, various enhancements to the original RD have been proposed. From a CR network viewpoint, to improve spectrum sensing performance, the RD has been employed in parallel segmented CS architectures (Yu & Hoyos, 2009; Taheri & Vorobyov, 2011) and while effective in terms of the sampling rate requirements and spectrum recovery, it increases complexity due to the inherent parallel structure. In (Y. Lu et al., 2011), multiple RD signal acquisition architectures are utilised before spectrum sensing to lower the sampling rate, but the infrastructure complexity is increased due to the windowing and synchronization issues between SU. The RD in (Zhao et al., 2011) integrates the MT spectral estimation method, in combination with singular value decomposition (SVD). A series of RD architectures are employed, each one incorporating both MT and SVD. This incurs considerable hardware and computational overheads. Other RD-based solutions address limitations relating to the non-ideal chipping sequences (Harms et al., 2013; Mangia et al., 2011), but these mandate a priori knowledge of the input signal to improve performance, which is not always feasible in wireless communications.

The basic CM structure, which is shown in Figure 2.11, is a parallel architecture. It acquires $J$ independent signal channels, each with bandwidth $B$ Hz, and all being sampled at the Nyquist rate $2B$ Hz (Slavinsky et al., 2011). As in the RD, each
channel $x_j(t)$ is modulated by a pseudorandom chipping sequence $p_j(t)$ with $\pm 1$ values and chipping frequency at least the Nyquist rate. The channel outputs are then summed and sampled once per chip by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) operating at the Nyquist rate. It is noted that the summation occurs across the channels and not over time as in the RD and the MWC (Slavinsky et al., 2011). As in the case of the RD, the essential requirement for subsequent signal acquisition is sparsity, which for the CM means the signals are jointly sparse over the combined bandwidth, so recovery of multiple signals with a total bandwidth of $2JB\text{Hz}$ is feasible at a sampling rate of $2B\text{Hz}$ (Slavinsky et al., 2011).

It is noted that the operation of the CM can be viewed as first $x_j(t)$ are sampled to give the corresponding time series $x_j(n)$, before the summation takes place (Slavinsky et al., 2011). Hence, the output of the CM can be expressed as:

$$y(n) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} x_j(n) p_j(n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

Considering $N$ samples for $x_j(n)$, (2.11) can be written in vector form as:

$$y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

where $\Phi_j$ is a $N \times N$ diagonal matrix with the main diagonal being populated by independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) entries from a random distribution, which in (Slavinsky et al., 2011) is chosen to be the Rademacher, since it can only take $\pm 1$ values.
Assuming that signals $x_j(t)$ are sparse in the frequency domain, (2.4) is valid for each of them

$$x_j = F^{-1} f_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)$$

where now the sparsity basis is the DFT matrix $F$ and vector $f_j$ is the representation of vector $x_j$ in the frequency domain. Consequently (2.12) can be written as:

$$y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j = [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, ..., \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \\ \vdots \\ x_J \end{bmatrix} = [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, ..., \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} F^{-1} f_1 \\ F^{-1} f_2 \\ \vdots \\ F^{-1} f_J \end{bmatrix}$$

$$= [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, ..., \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} F^{-1} \\ F^{-1} \\ \vdots \\ F^{-1} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} f_1 \\ f_2 \\ \vdots \\ f_J \end{bmatrix} = [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, ..., \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} F^{-1}, F^{-1}, ..., F^{-1} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} f_1 \\ f_2 \\ \vdots \\ f_J \end{bmatrix}$$
\[ y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j = [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, \ldots, \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \\ \vdots \\ x_J \end{bmatrix} = [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, \ldots, \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} F^{-1} f_1 \\ F^{-1} f_2 \\ \vdots \\ F^{-1} f_J \end{bmatrix} = [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, \ldots, \Phi_J, \ldots, \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} f_1 \\ f_2 \\ \vdots \\ f_J \end{bmatrix} = G^{CM} q \] (2.14)

where \( G^{CM} \) is the recovery matrix, being the result of concatenating matrices \( \Phi_j F^{-1} \).

The sparsity basis for the CM model is not the Fourier matrix, but a \( JN \times JN \) block diagonal matrix with \( N \times N \) Fourier bases \( F \) along the diagonal (Slavinsky et al., 2011). This is due to the fact that the CM has multiple signals as input and consequently the CM derives a vector \( q \), which is the combined representation of these signals \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_J \) in the Fourier domain. Since \( G^{CM} \) satisfies the RIP (Romberg, 2009), the CS problem for a CM architecture is thus the recovery of \( q \), solving the following equation by applying CS techniques (Candès & Romberg, 2017):

\[ y = G^{CM} q \] (2.15)

According to (Romberg, 2009) \( G^{CM} \) satisfies the RIP, therefore (2.15) can be solved by applying CS recovery algorithms, as in (2.7).

In all the CS architectures discussed, performance degrades, albeit gracefully, with increasing levels of noise (Tropp et al., 2010; Eldar & Kutyniok, 2012). Increasing
noise inevitably results in more significant frequency components appearing in a
signal spectrum, leading to a corresponding decrease in sparsity and hence CS
performance. Moreover, sparsity has been exploited in digital signal processing for
denoising applications (Donoho, 1995), which are shown to be more effective with
enhanced signal sparsity (Mallat, 1999). Thus, the concepts of sparsity and noise are
inexorably linked, where the enhancement of the former resulting in a reduction in the
latter. In this thesis, the focus will primarily be upon signal sparsity, because this is
the fundamental premise underlying the CS theoretical framework (Candès & Wakin,
2008).

2.5. Discussion

This Chapter has firstly presented a brief historical background and developments that
lead to CR and discussed the most well-known techniques and spectrum estimation
methods suitable for CR spectral sensing. Referring to the challenges that CR faces, it
stressed the need for wideband spectrum sensing and highlighted the potential of CS
to address the major challenges of high sampling rates and stringent timing
requirements. A background to the CS framework and a description of the RD and
CM architectures has been given, with the key synergistic relationship between signal
sparsity and noise levels highlighted.

From this detailed literature review, the following critical observations have been
made:

a. The RD model inherently assumes a multitone signal structure, or
narrowband modulation types [15 of Journal]. However, in wireless
applications where multiband signals with continuous spectra are often
encountered, the RD may require a larger number of tones to attain a
suitable signal approximation (Eldar & Kutyniok, 2012), with a
consequent impact on the computational cost for both the signal
sampling and recovery stages.
b. Spectrum estimation techniques are not incorporated into the existing CS architectures, so they are constrained by the innate limitations of the periodogram spectral estimator highlighted in Section 2.3.2.3. When more sophisticated spectral estimation techniques e.g. MT estimator, than the periodogram are considered (Zhao et al., 2011), any possible advantages are negated by the higher computational overheads.

c. Existing CR spectrum sensing techniques apply the binary hypothesis test in order to assign an occupancy status to a frequency/spectral band. They do not consider the existence of possible gray states, which can have a notable impact upon CR spectrum sensing performance.

d. The aforementioned RD variants all either incur increased complexity or require a priori knowledge of the input signals. They are also not designed to exploit potentially favourable signal characteristics that can enhance sparsity and thereby CS performance.

e. Existing CS architectures all exploit signal sparsity in the frequency domain. With the potential improvement of spectrum utilization, the sparsity level of the wireless networks signals will be reduced, thereby impacting CS performance. Hence, is necessary to examine how CS architectures can operate so that they are able to exploit possible signal sparsity in alternative domains, other than Fourier.

These observations confirm that existing CS architectures like the RD and CM have a number of limitations to be resolved in order for them to be efficaciously applied in spectrum sensing applications for CR purposes. This provided the motivation for the technical contributions that will be presented in subsequent chapters, but firstly the research methodology adopted will be presented.
Chapter 3

Research Methodology

3.1 Introduction

This Chapter presents the research methodology adopted in order to design, develop, test and critically evaluate both the new generic CS framework and its individual components. Due to the nature of this project, although the quantitative approach is mostly employed, the qualitative one is also used for evaluation purposes. The quantitative approach is classified to inferential, experimental and simulation (Kothari, 2004). The first is not considered further since mostly used in surveys where characteristics of a studied population sample are inferred to the entire population and also does not provide great control over the research environment (Kothari, 2004).

Ideally it would have been better to employ the experimental approach that is the hardware implementation and testing of the generic CS framework in a real wireless communications environment. However this is not a practical decision. The wireless communication systems are very complex in nature due to the architectures and the environments in which they are deployed and operate. This is also true for the CS architectures. There is a great variety of the wireless standards and signal types involved, the hardware components to be put together and the parameters that have to be controlled, while the CS-based signal recovery is a complex process. Random processes are also involved, such as the noise present in every communication signal, or the sampling stage in a CS architecture. The aforementioned complexity and variable environments make the hardware implementation difficult, costly and time consuming. Moreover, hardware imperfections pertaining to elements and functions not considered in this research could affect the simulation results and consequently deflect the relevant conclusions to wrong directions.

On the other hand the simulation approach which has become widely adopted (Kasch et al., 2009), is a realistic approach. The complex environments like the
wireless communication systems cannot be easily analysed without resorting to simulation-based techniques (Tranter et al., 2003). Moreover, much greater control of the simulation environment and its parameters is permitted, thereby permitting better observation of the system behaviour (Kothari, 2004), before the undertaking of any unnecessary, costly and time consuming hardware implementation.

An overview of the research process is presented followed by a more detailed discussion of the simulation environment in the next two sections.

### 3.2 Overview of the Research Process

The various actions and steps of the research process are illustrated in Figure 3.1:

**Figure 3.1:** Block Diagram of the Research Process and its various steps.
a. Critical and extensive review of wireless communications literature, in particular that relating to CR technology, the CS paradigm and existing architectures and their potential to address spectrum sensing for CR applications. Identification of key technical limitations pertaining to existing architectures and the subsequent formulation of the overarching research question and the associated objectives.

b. Planning of the various phases of the research, definition of the requirements and design of the simulation environment within which the research will be conducted.

c. Development and implementation of the algorithms pertaining to the generic CS framework and its various components.

d. Testing and validation of the CS framework and its various components under various scenarios using correctness checks and rigorous functionality tests.

e. The performance of the generic CS framework and its constituent components is evaluated and analysed using the data derived from the previous step. The steps 3-6 are reiterated until all scenarios are considered and the models are developed and tested to the satisfactory fulfilment of the research objectives underpinning the research question of this thesis.

The final outcome of the research process described above is the proposed generic CS framework.
3.3 The Simulation Environment

In this Section, an overview of the simulation environment will be given followed by a description of the simulation software platform, the simulation parameters and the basic simulation blocks.

3.3.1 Overview

The environment which is simulated concerns CS architectures being part of a CR receiver, namely an SU receiver in a CR network, as depicted in Figure 3.2. The CS architectures are able to process signals from multiple PU, whose structure and modulation are encountered in wireless communication systems. Subsequently the CS architectures sub-sample and recover the signal, thereby providing the necessary information for the performance evaluation of the proposed CS models.

![Figure 3.2: Simplified diagram of a CR network.](image)

The signals employed are either test signals employing various digital or analog modulation types, or others with structure and basic parameters congruent with standards proposed in wireless networks, such as the 802.11af and LTE (Keysight Technologies, 2012; 3GPP, 2017; Flores et al., 2013).

There are two basic assumptions in this simulation environment: The first is the signal enters the CR receiver without having been affected by any of the impairments and uncertainties appertaining to a telecommunications channel such as the hidden node problem mentioned in Section 2.3.2. Only varying levels of *additive white gaussian noise* (AWGN) are considered as the principal source of interference. The
second assumption is that hardware imperfections are not taken into account. These assumptions are made in order to ensure that the results derived and the subsequent conclusions are only dependent on the input signals, the nature of the classical CS architectures and the improvements achieved by the new framework proposed in this thesis.

Finally, it is emphasised that a key research aim is not exact signal recovery after CS, but instead accurate spectrum/channel sensing for CR applications. This means the focus is not on the actual measurement of signal sparsity levels *per se*, but upon developing novel strategies which enhance and better exploit sparsity for a range of wireless communications related signals which are commonly associated with CR based networks.

### 3.3.2 Simulation Platform

There is a variety of software packages that have been developed over the years and are widely used in the simulation of communication systems. There are for example general-purpose programming languages such as C++, Java and FORTRAN, or modeling languages like SIMULINK (Mathworks, 2017) and OPNET (Riverbed, 2017). Languages like C++ are compiler based, which can be time consuming. The modeling languages like SIMULINK provide relatively simple block diagram of the model without the need to write code, however they do not offer more detailed information about the functionality of each block, so they are not controllable by the user.

An alternative to the above is MATLAB (Mathworks, 2017) command language which is widely accepted by the community for a number of reasons. It especially designed for computationally intensive problems and numerical and mathematical analysis, while it offers user-friendly graphical capabilities. Moreover, it contains an extensive array of built-in functions and toolboxes especially developed for communications and signal processing. In addition, it has an understandable error reporting and a very comprehensive command structure, which allows expressing algorithms and simulating environments with relatively few lines. MATLAB is interpreter based language, hence it exhibits slower execution times; however this drawback can be easily compensated by a more powerful personal computer (PC).
Therefore it was chosen as the modelling tool for the research presented in this thesis. The MATLAB version and the specifications of the PC used are summarized in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Platform</th>
<th>PC Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MATLAB 11.1/R2011b</td>
<td>Processor: Intel® Core™ i5 2430M (2.4GHz, Bus Speed 5GT/s DMI, 3MB SmartCache)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAM: 4GB, DDR3 1066MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hard Disk: 600GB, 8MB Buffer Size, 5400rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OS: Windows 7 Home Premium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3.3 Simulation Parameters

This sub-section further describes the simulation environment by specifying its parameters, which are given in Table 3.2. They are related to the features of the signals employed and the operation characteristics of the CS architectures.

The digital modulation schemes chosen for the test signals, namely BPSK, QPSK, 16/64QAM, reflect those typically used in CR and other wireless standards (DeNardis, 2011; Task Group 4, 2017; Flores et al., 2013; Mody & Chouinard, 2010; 3GPP, 2010; Rakesh et al., 2010). The analog modulation types employed, that is AM and chirp, which are again widely used in wireless networks and other applications like Radar and geophysics (Tropp et al., 2010; Task Group 4, 2017; De Nardis & Di Benedetto, 2007).

The OFDMA access scheme is chosen because it is widely used in modern wireless communications, such as the 4G mobile networks (LTE) which are continuously deployed worldwide (3GPP, 2016). Moreover, OFDMA is considered a candidate in combination with other OFDM-like formats for 5G systems (Banelli et al., 2014).

The CDMA access scheme is also widely employed being the preferred option in 3G wireless standards like IS-95, CDMA2000 and UMTS (Ipatov, 2005), whereas
signal processing, namely channelization, scrambling and modulation type employed, is takes place according to the said standards.

For the input signals and the relevant PSD, a length (duration) $t$ and $N=2048/4096$ samples and FFT points respectively is considered, pursuant to the requirements of wireless standards such as LTE and IEEE 802.22 (3GPP, 2016; Jain, 2014). The use of FFT length being a power of 2 is widely adopted due to its greater computational efficiency (Schwartz & Shaw, 1975). The length $N$ corresponds to a Nyquist sampling rate $f_S = 1/\Delta t$ being at least equal to twice the available signal bandwidth $B$, according to the Nyquist theorem (Schwartz & Shaw, 1975), with $\Delta t$ being the sampling interval (Percival & Walden, 1993). There is an obvious interdependency between the signal parameters. The frequency resolution (or equivalently the fundamental frequency) $\Delta f$ of the signal PSD depends on the Nyquist rate $f_S$ and the FFT length $N$, according to equation (3.1). Certainly, the higher the value of $N$, the better the resolution, but this comes at the expense of CS processing time at the recovery stage. In general, $B, f_S, t,$ and $N$ are determined to the design requirements. In this case of the test signals for instance, the signal length $N$ could be set first according to the rationale discussed above. Then the bandwidth $B$ is arbitrarily determined and consequently the other parameters according to (3.1). Furthermore, the number of active carriers is always chosen so the signal being considered will exhibit sparsity within the bandwidth $B$, which is a requirement discussed in Section 2.4.

$$\Delta f = \frac{2B}{N} \leq \frac{f_S}{N} = \frac{f_s}{N t} = \frac{1}{t} = \frac{1}{N \Delta t} \quad (3.1)$$

Concerning the OFDM based signals, where in each channel (symbol) there is a superposition of closely spaced digitally modulated signals, the parameter values are taken according to (Keysight Technologies, 2012; 3GPP, 2017; Flores et al., 2013), in which the wireless network standards IEEE 802.11af and LTE that employ OFDM are presented.
In regards to the CS features, the sensing matrices are populated from i.i.d. entries of the Rademacher distribution, whose respective variable is the simplest probabilistic object (Tropp et al., 2010; Slavinsky et al., 2011), while the sparse bases are the DFT.

**Table 3.2: Simulation Parameters and their values or characterization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value/Characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test signals</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation Schemes</td>
<td>QPSK, BPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, AM, chirp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal length/FFT length (samples)</td>
<td>2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal duration $t$ (ms)</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available bandwidth $B$ (kHz)</td>
<td>$\approx 3.4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth $b$ per carrier (Hz)</td>
<td>$\approx 430$ (digital modulation), $\approx 40$ (analog modulation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of carriers</td>
<td>1, 2, 4 (digital modulation), 1, 4 (analog modulation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD resolution $\Delta f$ (Hz)</td>
<td>$\approx 3.35$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyquist rate $f_S$ (kHz)</td>
<td>$1.01 \times 2B$ (2048 samples)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) (dB)</td>
<td>AWGN (4dB to 8.1dB) as per IEEE 802.22. Down to 3dB and -3dB for AM and chirp signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OFDM signals</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation Schemes</td>
<td>QPSK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDM channel bandwidth (MHz)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sub-carriers per channel</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-carrier spacing $\Delta f_{\text{sub}}$ (Hz)</td>
<td>16575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDM symbol (channel) duration (s)</td>
<td>$1/16575$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal length (samples)</td>
<td>4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input SNR (dB)</td>
<td>AWGN (0dB to 15dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal bandwidth $B$ (MHz)</td>
<td>$\approx 34$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of active channels within $B$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and WHT matrices for frequency and sequency sparse signals respectively. The dimensions of the sensing matrices are \( M \times N \) with \( M \) being the number of CS measurements and \( N \) the signal length. The recovery algorithm is based on \( l_1 \)-norm minimization (Eldar & Kutyniok, 2012; Candès & Romberg, 2017) signal subsampling by the CS architectures, results in proportionally lower number of measurements, as it is shown at the CS features in Table 3.2. Due to the banded nature of the sensing matrices employed, it is not practically feasible to use intermediate sampling rates.

### 3.3.4 Simulation Blocks

The simulation environment consists of a number of functional software blocks shown in Figure 3.3. They have been specifically designed and developed so to reflect the operation of the generic framework and its individual novel CS models.
A description of the blocks follows:

a. The signal generation block uses the parameters defined in the Table 3.2. MATLAB objects, built-in functions and libraries taken from the communications and statistical toolboxes in order to generate the various signals are employed. These include random number generators, modulation objects and libraries, pulse shaping and built-in mathematical functions.

b. The sensing matrix block generates the measurement matrices employed in the CS architectures, namely the block diagonal matrix employed in the RD based architectures, and the diagonal matrix utilized by the CM based architectures. It employs MATLAB matrix operations, random number generators and built-in mathematical functions.

c. The sampling block multiplies the sensing matrices and the signal to derive the CS measurements.

d. The sparse domain block generates the bases to which the signals employed are sparse. It utilises MATLAB functions taken from the signal processing and communications toolboxes as well as built-in mathematical functions.
e. The sparsity increase block generates suitable matrices that modify the sparse bases so that the signal sparsity is increased in these modified bases. Matrix and mathematical functions are employed, along with functions from the signal processing toolbox. The latter include filtering, AR parametric modelling and signal tapering.

f. The recovery matrix block generates the matrices employed for the signal recovery in the sparse domain. It is the result of the multiplication of the matrices generated at blocks d. and e.

g. The recovery block utilizes a CS recovery algorithm to recover the signal. It employs the recovery matrix and the output of the sampling block.

h. The results analysis block uses the output from the recovery block to present and analyse the results of the simulation process. MATLAB mathematical, control flow and plot functions are employed in this block.

3.4. Performance Evaluation and Metrics

For the critical performance evaluation of the new CS framework, two baseline comparators were considered; the classical RD and CM architectures. The rationale is that the research contributions pertain to enhancements of these classical CS architectures concerning their ability to reliably and accurately identify the occupied frequencies/channels as being part of a CR receiver that performs spectrum sensing.

Consequently the selected performance metrics employed for critical evaluation need to reflect the aforementioned capability to some extent. One such performance metric is *spectral leakage*, which is defined as the signal energy that leaks from one frequency resolution $\Delta f$, to another (Manolakis et al., 2005). It is measured as the percentage of the energy/power lying outside the occupied frequencies, as shown in equation (3.2). Spectral leakage is related with favourable bias-variance PSD properties, that is low spectral leakage leads to low bias hence to reliable and accurate
spectral estimation (Manolakis et al., 2005; Manolakis & Ingle, 2011; Madisetti, 2010). Moreover, low spectral leakage means greater signal sparsity since fewer active frequency components are present and more efficient CS performance can be achieved (see Section 2.4.2.1).

\[
\text{spectral leakage} = \frac{P_{occ}}{P_{total}} \cdot 100\%
\]  

(3.2)

where \( P_{occ} \) represents the power within the occupied frequencies and \( P_{total} \) the total signal power.

The spectral leakage is measured against different sub-Nyquist sampling rates in order to evaluate the efficiency of each of the enhanced CS architectures compared with the respective original design. Since a telecommunications environment is being considered, the noise robustness of the CS architectures must also be evaluated. Hence the PSD spectral leakage is measured across a range of input SNR values, so the evaluation assessment criteria are that a CS architecture must be efficient and robust to be able to perform at both sub-Nyquist sampling rates and low SNR values, yet be capable of performing accurate and reliable CR spectrum sensing.

A complementary approach to numerically evaluating spectral leakage performance is a qualitative assessment of the relevant PSD graphs, where the spectral signal characteristics are visually compared (Proakis & Manolakis, 2006). In this thesis, PSD graphs pertaining to the recovered signals are perceptually compared to showcase the ability of the various CS architectures to effectively identify bands and channels.

In regards to spectral classification, the Euclidean distance or \( l_2\)-norm (Strang, 2016; Rafael & Woods, 2017; Petrou & Petrou, 2010) between vectors is employed, where the vectors contain the occupancy status information derived by the CS model under evaluation. A reference vector \( v_{ref} \) is introduced which contains the real occupancy status information. According to the discussion in Section 2.2.2.3, three possible occupancy states for each frequency resolution are considered: \( 1 \) for an occupied frequency, \( 0 \) for vacant and \( \frac{1}{2} \) for partially occupied (gray). The vector \( v_{cs} \) associated with each CS architecture is then compared with the reference vector \( v_{cs} \)
and the lower their respective Euclidean distance, the greater their similarity and hence spectral classification capability. This similarity metric is defined as:

\[
similarity = \frac{1}{\|v_{cs} - v_{ref}\|_2}
\]

(3.3)

with \(\|v_{cs} - v_{ref}\|_2\) being the \(l_2\)-norm of the vectors. The rationale behind using a metric from the image processing field (Rafael & Woods, 2017; Petrou & Petrou, 2010) is that bandwidth, frequency resolution and occupancy states can be respectively treated in the same way as image, pixels and brightness levels. In image processing two images can be viewed as vectors where the vector entries represent image pixels with the values assigned being the brightness levels of the pixels. The images are compared by the Euclidean distance between the vectors. Likewise, the bandwidths can be viewed as vectors where the vector entries are frequency resolutions and the values the entries are represent the respective occupancy states.

Another performance metric used to validate all the algorithms in the new CS framework is the level of signal sparsity achieved. As noted in Chapter 2, signal sparsity is central to CS theory, since CS performance improves with increased sparsity. Sparsity level is determined by the number of the active frequency components present in a given signal, where a frequency is considered active if it exceeds the predefined threshold defined in (Karampoulas et al., 2015).

The final assessment metric employed for the new CS framework is the SNR (Laska et al., 2007) which is defined by equation (3.4):

\[
SNR_{system} = 10\log \left( \frac{\|P_{Nyq}\|_2}{\|P_{Nyq} - P_{CS}\|_2} \right)
\]

(3.4)

where \(P_{Nyq}\) is the vector form of the signal power derived at or above the Nyquist rate and \(P_{CS}\) is the power of signal recovered by the CS architectures. The system SNR shows how close is the recovered version of the signal in the sparse domain to the original one. The metric specifically measures the quality reconstruction of a CS architecture (Tropp et al., 2010), regardless of the sparsity bases employed. Therefore
it is used in Chapter 6 of this thesis to compare the performance of CS architectures under different sparsity bases.

### 3.5 Software Validation

Verification and validation techniques were applied throughout the design, development and implementation of the generic CS framework. In a MATLAB interactive environment, the design was refined through iterations and verification cycles. Verification activities included static analysis techniques such as code reading and inspection, code reviewing, control flow, data use, check of proper definition of variables and failure analysis (Schaefer et al., 2014; Braione et al., 2012; Mathworks, 2017).

In order to rigorously validate the constituent software blocks shown in Figure 3.3, the baseline comparators and the algorithms of the generic CS framework dynamic tests were separately implemented, for which the outcome concerning success/failure was known \textit{a priori}. First the simulation blocks were validated with data sets specifically designed according to the function of each block. For the signal block the data sets were employed to ensure that the signals with the appropriated characteristics are generated. Similarly, suitable pre-designed data sets were used to test the matrix blocks for the generation of matrices with the appropriate structure. Moreover, the baseline comparators and the framework algorithms were validated under verifiable scenarios with known outcomes. Test signals with a priori known input and output characteristics and structure were employed in order to ensure the correct and expected operation of the comparators and the framework. For example, in order to validate the classical RD, a simple signal consisting of a few tones with known positions was employed as input and was compared with the recovered output.

The data results for every simulation scenario were also tested for being statistically significant and fit to the respective CS model. In order to do this and since the simulation environment has random processes involved, the Monte Carlo approach has been adopted (Papoulis, 1991; Mathworks, 2017). For each of the simulation scenarios considered in this CS framework, 500 experiments were performed and the values of the variables of interest are averaged across the
corresponding observed values from each experiment. It is noted that in regards to the number of experiments, the larger the number the closer the observed values to the true values of the variables. The data significance and their fitness to the model (Leon-Garcia, 1994), or in other words the association between the model and the output data, are tested with the significance level set to 5% (Leon-Garcia, 1994). Thus, for the given novel CS model and from the 500 observations, it is expected that at least 475 times the model fits to the output data. This means that the observed enhancements revealed by the data are due to the model.

3.6 Summary

This Chapter has detailed the methodology adopted for the simulation work undertaken in this thesis. A simulation environment has been developed in the MATLAB to implement various classical CS architectures, as well as a proposed generic CS model and its individual components. A detailed description of this environment and the constituent simulation blocks, parameter settings and the various metrics used for critical performance evaluation have been specified along with a description of the software verification and validation techniques employed. The next Chapter will present the first contribution of this thesis, namely the AR-based CS model.
Chapter 4

An Autoregressive-based Compressive Sensing Model for Spectrum Sensing

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 2, the wideband nature of the typical signals found in CR networks dictates the employment of high sampling rates for spectrum sensing purposes, which is a major challenge. However, although CS has the potential to address such a challenge, there is a need for performance improvement of the CS architectures, as discussed in Section 2.5.

Several CS architecture enhancements were discussed, in particular concerning the RD and MWC. These enhancements however, are achieved at the cost of increased complexity or require system calibration (Israeli et al., 2014). Furthermore, CS architectures such as the RD, only perform efficiently for specific types of signals that are sparse bandlimited, periodic and approximated by a sum of multitones (Tropp et al., 2010). In the case of multiband, digitally modulated signals frequently encountered in CR applications, the RD performance depends on the number of tones required for their approximation (Tropp et al., 2010; Eldar & Kutyniok, 2012). This can have a significant impact on the computational overhead of the RD if the number is large (Eldar & Kutyniok, 2012). A high number of tones indicate low frequency sparsity, which in turn negatively affects the CS performance of the architecture.

This provided the motivation to investigate ways to improve performance by not only modifying the existing CS architectures, but exploiting favourable signal features to increase sparsity and thereby enhance CS performance. To this end, a new autoregressive (AR)-based CS model is presented which achieves effective signal sparsity increase by precolouring the signal using an AR filter (Marple, 1987; Manolakis et al., 2005). Precolouring has the effect of enhancing signal sparsity by
sharpening dominant frequencies while attenuating the weaker ones. In other words as highlighted in Chapter 2, precolouring reduces the signal noise level. It is also important to stress the new model is applicable to both RD and CM structures.

The new AR-based CS model along with a brief discussion about precolouring and the AR filter are presented in Section 4.2, before the simulation setup and critical results discussion are presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. Finally a summary of the key findings from this model are provided in Section 4.5.

### 4.2 The AR-based CS Model

One of the fundamental premises of CS performance improvement is the concept of sparsity, that is the greater the signal sparsity the better the performance. Hence, for a specific signal in question, one option to enhance CS performance is to investigate ways to increase signal sparsity prior to its application to a CS architecture. This is not an option when the aim is exact signal recovery, since a change in sparsity level changes the frequency content of the signal. In this thesis, the aim is not exact signal recovery but instead the derivation of a PSD estimate for spectrum sensing for CR applications. Thus the signal modification due to increased sparsity is permissible provided the derived PSD can still identify the status of the spectral bands.

The AR filter provides a way to enhance signal sparsity and thereby reduce the signal noise level by precolouring (Manolakis et al., 2005), by emphasising dominant frequency components of the input signal, while attenuating weaker ones.

Besides its potential to increase signal sparsity, the choice of the AR filter is attractive for two reasons: i) the computational burden to estimate the AR parameters is much lower than other models of the same linear parametric family (Marple, 1987) and ii) the AR process is more appropriate for representing spectra which have relatively few narrow peaks (Marple, 1987; Proakis & Manolakis, 2006), which importantly is the case most often encountered in wireless networks, where signals are inherently frequency sparse. Both the precolouring process and the AR filter design will now be discussed.
4.2.1 The AR Filter and Precolouring Integration in the RD Architecture

AR is a special case of the linear parametric Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model which assumes the signal is generated by an appropriate time-series model driven by white noise source. It is formally described by (Marple, 1987; Manolakis et al., 2005):

\[ x(n) = \sum_{k=1}^{p} a_k x(n - k) + w(n) \]  

(4.1)

where \(w(n)\) is the input white noise process, \(x(n)\) the output of the signal at time \(n\), the model parameters and \(p\) the number of the parameters also known as the model order.

The model is considered stable in order to generate finite values for the signal \(x(n)\), therefore it has a finite frequency response \(H(f)\) and consequently the frequency domain equivalent of (4.1) is (Manolakis & Ingle, 2011; Oppenheim & Schafer, 2009):

\[ P(f) = |X(f)|^2 = |H(f)|^2 |X_w(f)|^2 \]  

(4.2)

where \(P(f)\) and \(X(f)\) are respectively the power spectral density (PSD) and Fourier Transform of \(x\), and \(X_w(f)\) the Fourier transform of \(w\).

Since the input driving process \(w(n)\) is white noise, it exhibits a flat power spectrum equal to its variance \(\sigma_w^2\) (Proakis & Manolakis, 2006), so (4.2) can also be written as:

\[ P(f) = |X(f)|^2 = \sigma_w^2 |H(f)|^2 \]  

(4.3)
Introducing the $a_k$ parameters and the model order $p$, (4.3) can be expressed as (Madisetti, 2010; Manolakis & Ingle, 2011; Percival & Walden, 1993):

$$P(f) = \frac{\sigma_w^2}{1 + \sum_{k=1}^{p} a_k e^{-j2\pi fk}}^2$$

(4.4)

Hence, the AR model can be viewed as an all-pole filter with coefficients $a_k$, which generates the signal $x(n)$ when it is excited by input white noise $w(n)$. Figure 4.1 depicts a simplified block diagram of an AR filter.

![Figure 4.1: Simplified block diagram of an AR filter.](image)

The next step is the calculation of the parameters $a_k$ and the selection of the model order $p$. From the various methods proposed to estimate the $a_k$ parameters of an AR process, the modified covariance method (Ulrich & Clayton, 1976; Nutall, 1976), yields a stable, low-biased spectral estimate, and so is used to select $p$ for the AR filter throughout the thesis.

Regarding the selection of the filter order $p$, it is determined according to one of several criteria that have been proposed, such as the final prediction error (FPE) criterion (Akaike, 1970) the Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974), the criterion autoregressive transfer (CAT) (Parzen, 1974) and the minimum description length (MDL) criterion (Rissanen, 1983). The underlying premise is minimizing some function of $p$ relevant to the selected criterion. This takes into account that while increasing $p$ reduces the modelling error which equals the white noise variance $\sigma_w^2$, it comes at the expense of complexity (Manolakis et al., 2005). For the AR model used in this thesis, the MDL criterion was selected, since it is an improved variant of FPE, AIC and CAT (Marple, 1987) and is also statistically consistent (Manolakis et al.,...
2005; Rissanen, 1983), so the probability of choosing the most appropriate filter order tends to 1 as the signal length $N$ tends to infinity. The MDL is given by:

$$MDL(p) = N \ln(\sigma^2_w) + p \ln(N) \quad (4.5)$$

with $N$ being the number of signal samples (signal length).

Since $w(n)$ has a flat spectrum and a PSD equal to $\sigma^2_w$ at all frequencies, it is apparent from (4.3) that the Fourier transform $X(f)$ and PSD $P(f)$ of $x(n)$ are completely determined by the AR filter frequency response $H(f)$, scaled by the white noise variance. Since the input is white noise, where all frequencies are equally present, and the output a signal with a relatively small number of dominant frequencies, the AR filter acts as a colouring filter to the signal.

Most importantly, the colouring effect of the AR filter enhances frequency sparsity. A white noise signal does not exhibit any sparsity as all frequencies are equally present in terms of their energy content. Conversely, $x(n)$ exhibits reduced noise level due to the energy concentration in a relatively small number of frequencies, so when the AR filter is excited with noise $w(n)$ to produce $x(n)$ at its output, it increases sparsity from zero to that of $x(n)$. This means dominant frequencies of $x(n)$ are emphasised while weak frequencies are attenuated, thereby rendering them easier to be identified as occupied in CR applications.

This specific AR filter exhibits the same behaviour independently of the input, but for an input $x(n)$, the filter further enhances strong frequencies while attenuating or eliminating weaker ones, thereby increasing the output dynamic range and lowering spectral leakage. This means the AR filter enhances sparsity when it is driven by $x(n)$. This can formally be expressed as:

$$x_c(n) = x(n) + \sum_{k=1}^{p} a_k x_c(n-k) \quad (4.6)$$

So by increasing sparsity, the performance of the corresponding CS architectures can be improved by precolouring the input signal. This is depicted in Figure 4.2 that
shows the AR-RD architecture, where the AR filter processes the input signal before being applied to the RD architecture.

**Figure 4.2:** Block diagram of the AR-RD architecture. The dotted lines block represents the classical RD structure.

The input is first precoloured by AR filter according to (4.6) before being processed by the classical RD, in the manner described in Section 2.4.3. Firstly $x_c(n)$ is sub-sampled to give $y_c = Ax_c$ before the corresponding frequency vector $f_c = Fx_c$ is recovered by solving:

$$ y_c = Ax_c = AF^{-1}f_c = Gf_c $$

for $f_c$ using a recovery algorithm (Candès & Romberg, 2017), where it is assumed the signal lengths of both $x$ and $x_c$ is $N$ samples and $M < N$. Matrix $A$ is the measurement matrix with dimensions $M \times N$, while $F$ and $G = AF^{-1}$ are the DFT and recovery matrices respectively, each with dimensions $N \times N$. By processing the sparsity enhanced precoloured version of $x(n)$, the RD provides improved performance because the output PSD emphasises the dominant bands while attenuating the weak ones.
The corresponding pseudo code for the AR-RD is given in the Algorithm 4.1.

**Algorithm 4.1:** Pseudo code for the AR-RD

**Inputs:** signal \(x(n)\) of length \(N\) samples.

**Variables:** \(M\) - number of measurements or equivalently the length of output \(y(n)\) of sub-Nyquist sampling, \(p\) - the AR filter order, \(F\) – the \(N \times N\) DFT matrix, \(A\) - the \(M \times N\) measurement matrix.

**Outputs:** \(P_C\) of \(x(n)\)

1: **Initialise** \(M, F, p\).
2: **Calculate** AR filter coefficients \(\alpha_k\) from \(x(n), p\).
3: **Calculate** \(x_C(n)\) using (4.6).
4: **Construct** \(A\).
5: **Calculate** \(y_C = Ax_C\).
6: **Calculate** \(G = AF^{-1}\).
7: **Apply** \(l_1\) minimisation algorithm to solve \(y_C = Gf_C\) for \(f_C\).
8: **Calculate** \(P_C = |f_C|^2\).
9: **END**

There are however, two key constraints in the precolouring RD architecture arrangement in Figure 4.2:

a. Precolouring cannot be applied at the transmission end prior to the input signal being sub-sampled by the RD, as this imposes a computational cost on any licensed user i.e., PU, which is not an acceptable design scenario.

b. Precolouring alters the input signal information content before CS, which is undesirable for the PU since it may affect the QoS provided.

This provided the motivation to investigate alternative novel RD solutions whereby the benefits of increased sparsity and noise reduction are still exploited, but
the overheads on the PU are minimised by transferring the precolouring process to the receiver. The only cost would then be ensuring the availability of the AR filter coefficients at the receiver, which is currently the situation with existing telecommunication providers who do this for speech coding purposes (Karampoulas et al., 2014; Rakesh et al., 2010; 3GPP, 2010). The design aim is thus to seamlessly integrate the AR coefficients and subsequent precolouring process into the RD architecture in Fig. 4.2. This is achieved as follows:

Considering that both $x(n)$ and $x_c(n)$ comprise $N$ samples, (4.6) can be viewed as a set of equations, with each calculating the value of $x_c(n)$ with $n \in [1, N]$:

$$x_c(1) = a_1 x_c(0) + a_2 x(-1) + \ldots + a_p x_c(1-p) + x(1) = x(1) + 0x(2) + 0x(3) + \ldots + 0x(N)$$

$$x_c(2) = a_1 x_c(1) + a_2 x_c(0) + \ldots + a_p x_c(2-p) + x(2) = c_1 x(1) + x(2) + 0x(3) + \ldots + 0x(N)$$

\[ \vdots \]

$$x_c(N) = a_1 x_c(N) + a_2 x_c(N-1) + \ldots + a_p x_c(N-p) = c_{N-1} x(1) + c_{N-2} x(2) + \ldots + x(N)$$

or in matrix form as:

$$x_c = Cx$$

(4.8)

where $x_c$ and $x$ are $N \times 1$ vector expressions of $x_c(n)$ and $x(n)$ respectively, while $C$ is termed the *precolouring matrix* (PM) which has dimensions $N \times N$ and the form:

$$C = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
c_1 & 1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\
c_2 & c_1 & 1 & \ldots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & 1 \\
c_{N-1} & c_{N-2} & \ldots & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

(4.9)
This is a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix so it is always invertible and the main diagonal elements are all equal to unity. $C$ is completely defined by its first column, the elements of which can be derived by the following recursive equation:

$$c_n = \sum_{k=1}^{p} \alpha_k c_{n-k} \quad k=1,2,\ldots,p \quad n = 1,2,\ldots,N-1 \quad (4.10)$$

where it is assumed that $c_0=1$ and $c_k=0$ for $k<0$.

So incorporating precolouring into the RD has been achieved by means of the PM which can be implemented by applying $C$ in either the sampling or recovery stages i.e., respectively applied to either matrices $A$ or $G$, as will now be discussed.

PM in the sampling stage: Referring to Figure 4.2, the PM is applied so the output of the RD is a coloured version $y_C(n)$. There is no longer an input AR filter, so taking into consideration (4.8), (4.7) can be written as:

$$y_C = A x_C = ACx = ACx \quad (4.11)$$

This equation reveals that it is possible for the RD sampling process to derive $y_C(n)$ if the measurement matrix $A$ is modified to $A_C=AC$. However, $A_C$ is not a banded matrix anymore and consequently it cannot express the functions of the RD described in Section 2.4.3.

When PM is applied in the recovery stage, the measurement matrix $A$ remains unchanged and PM modifies matrix $G$. In the recovery stage of the RD architecture in Figure 4.2, PM is applied in such a way that the $f_C$ is recovered with the output of the sampling stage being $y(n)$ instead of $y_C(n)$. The RD sampling process in this case is then expressed as:

$$y = Ax \quad (4.12)$$
The PM now modifies $G$ since according to the CS theory (Section 2.4.2), the recovery matrix is dependent on the sparsity basis, so the modification of $G$ also alters the Fourier basis. The modified basis has to link $x$ and $f_C$ in the same manner the Fourier basis $F$ links $x$ and $f$. It can be concluded from (4.8) that:

$$F x_C = F C x = f_C \rightarrow f_C = F_C x \rightarrow x = F_C^{-1} f_C$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.13)

which means the new sparsity basis is matrix $F_C=FC$, which is always invertible, since $C$ is invertible. Thus (4.12) can be written as:

$$y = AC^{-1} F^{-1} f_C = G_C f_C$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.14)

So $f_C$ and subsequently the PSD $P_C(f)$ are recovered from the measurements $y$ with $G_C = AC^{-1} F^{-1} = AF_C^{-1}$ now being the recovery matrix instead of $G$.

This theoretical derivation confirms the RD architecture can undertake precolouring without the need of the input AR filter in Figure 4.2, by using matrix $C$ which is formed from the $a_k$ filter coefficients. The increased sparsity introduced by precolouring, is now accomplished by the modified recovery matrix $G_C$, which is determined by the PM. In other words, signal $x$ exhibits enhanced sparsity in basis $F_C$ compared to the Fourier matrix $F$. It is evident that both precolouring approaches i.e., either applying an AR filter before the RD or integrating the PM in the recovery stage are equivalent as exactly the same frequency vector $f_C$ is obtained, so the same CS performance is achieved. The resulting RD-based architecture which from now will be termed $i$PM-RD (Karampoulas et al., 2014), is shown in Figure 4.3 with $p_c(t)$ being the chipping sequence which modulates $x$ as shown in Figure 2.10.
The corresponding pseudo code for the iPM-RD is given in the Algorithm 4.2.

**Algorithm 4.2:** Pseudo code for the iPM-RD

*Inputs:* signal $x(n)$ of length $N$ samples.

*Variables:* $M$ - number of measurements or equivalently length of $y(n)$ output of sub-Nyquist sampling, $p$ - the AR filter order, $F$ - the $N \times N$ DFT matrix, $A$ - the $M \times N$ measurement matrix.

*Outputs:* $P_C$ of $x(n)$


2: *Calculate* AR filter coefficients $\alpha_k$ from $x(n)$, $p$.

3: *Construct* $A$.

4: *Calculate* $y=Ax$.

5: *Construct* $C$ from (4.10).

6: *Calculate* $G_C=AC^{-1}F^{-1}$.

7: *Apply* $l_1$ minimisation algorithm to solve $y=G_Cf_C$ for $f_C$.

8: *Calculate* $P_C=|f_C|^2$.

9: END
Both the iPM-RD and classical RD are single-channel architectures since only one input signal is considered. It is assumed that they acquire transmissions from different PU across the entire bandwidth of interest, so the resulting incoming signal will have a spectral width greater than each of the individual transmissions, hence it exhibits less sparsity. For iPM-RD in particular, there is an additional matter appertaining to the choice of AR filter coefficients. Since this model is parametric, each individual PU signal will be characterised by its own set of coefficients and to accommodate all these sets, a multi-channel structure is required.

In (Yu & Hoyos, 2009; Yu et al., 2008) a multi-channel version of the RD has been presented, where the input signal is applied to each of the parallel branches. Based on this, the concept of the parallel structure can be employed under a different approach. Instead of considering a single channel where different signals from the PU are input, multiple channels, each one corresponding to a PU, are considered. Each channel in the parallel structure receives and processes a single PU signal using its own AR filter coefficients. This relaxes the sampling rate requirements and renders feasible the application of the precolouring process in the case of existence of more than one PU. Figures 4.4a and 4.4b depict the block diagrams for the multi-channel RD and iPM-RD architectures respectively. The individual architectures are defined by the corresponding sampling and recovery matrices. The individual PSD are then summed to form a combined PSD of all incoming signals, so for $J$ input channels:

$$P = \sum_{j=1}^{J} P_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.15)

in the case of the multi-channel RD and,

$$P_c = \sum_{j=1}^{J} P_c^j$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.16)

For the multi-channel iPM-RD, where $P_j$ and $P_c^j$ are the PSDs derived by the $j^{th}$ branch of the RD and iPM-RD multi-channel architectures respectively.
4.2.2 The CM version of the AR-based CS Model

In the previous Section, the integration of precolouring into the CS process has been achieved for the RD, via the new iPM-RD architecture, where precolouring is accomplished by embedding a PM in the recovery stage. In this Section, the integration of precolouring into the Compressive Multiplexer (CM) architecture will be presented.

The CM was described in Section 2.4.3. It is an alternative parallel CS architecture with $J$ independent, jointly sparse input signals, each of bandwidth $B$ Hz (Slavinsky et al., 2011). As in the RD, each channel $x_j(t)$ is modulated by a pseudorandom chipping sequence $p_j(t)$ with ±1 values and chipping frequency at least the Nyquist rate $2B$ of the individual signal. In contrast the CM has no integrator before sampling. The channel outputs are firstly summed and then sampled by an ADC operating at a rate equal to $2B$, to give output $y(n)$. The CS results because the sampling rate is $2B$, while the combined Nyquist sampling rate is $2JB$. The $n^{th}$ output is given by:

$$y(n) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} x_j(n) p_j(n) \quad (4.15)$$

With $N$ samples for each signal, (4.15) can be written in vector form as:
\[ y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j \quad (4.16) \]

where \( \Phi_j \) is a \( N \times N \) diagonal matrix, with the main diagonal populated by \textit{independent identically distributed} (iid) entries from a random distribution, which for the CM is the Rademacher distribution (Slavinsky et al., 2011).

As discussed in Chapter 2, the vector form representation of (4.16) is given by:

\[
y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j = \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \\ \vdots \\ x_J \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} F^{-1} f_1 \\ F^{-1} f_2 \\ \vdots \\ F^{-1} f_J \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \Phi_1, \Phi_2, \ldots, \Phi_J \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} f_1 \\ f_2 \\ \vdots \\ f_J \end{bmatrix} = G_{CM}^{CM} \begin{bmatrix} f_1 \\ f_2 \\ \vdots \\ f_J \end{bmatrix} \quad (4.17)
\]

where \( G_{CM} \) is the result of concatenating matrices \( \Phi_j F^{-1} \) and \( f_j \) the frequency vector for each respective \( x_j \). The sparsity basis for the CM architecture is not the Fourier matrix, but a \( JN \times JN \) block diagonal matrix with \( N \times N \) Fourier bases \( F \) along the diagonal (Slavinsky et al., 2011). This is due to the fact that the CM has multiple signals as input and consequently the CM derives a vector \( q \), which is the combined representation of these signals \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_J \) in the Fourier domain. Since \( G_{CM} \) satisfies the RIP (Romberg, 2009), the CS problem for a CM architecture is thus the recovery
of \( q \), solving the following equation by applying CS techniques (Candès & Romberg, 2017):

\[
y = G^{CM} q
\]  

(4.18)

The integration of precolouring into the CM is accomplished in an analogous manner to that of the RD. For each signal \( x_j \) the corresponding PM matrices \( C_j \) are calculated from the corresponding \( a_j^i \) coefficients. Then applying (4.13) to each of the signals \( x_j \), a coloured version of the corresponding Fourier transform can be derived:

\[
f_{CJ} = Fx_J = FCx_j = FC_Jx_j \rightarrow x_j = C^{-1} F^{-1} f_{CJ}
\]  

(4.19)

From (4.19), (4.17) can be expressed in vector form as:

\[
y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j = [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, \ldots, \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \\ \vdots \\ x_j \\ \vdots \\ x_J \end{bmatrix} = [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, \ldots, \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} C^{-1}_1 F^{-1} f_{C1} \\ C^{-1}_2 F^{-1} f_{C2} \\ \vdots \\ C^{-1}_J F^{-1} f_{CJ} \end{bmatrix} = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j C_j^{-1} F^{-1} f_{Cj} = \Phi C^{-1} F^{-1} f_{C}
\]  

(4.20)

\[
= [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, \ldots, \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} f_{C1} \\ f_{C2} \\ \vdots \\ f_{CJ} \end{bmatrix} = G_{CM} \begin{bmatrix} f_{C1} \\ f_{C2} \\ \vdots \\ f_{CJ} \end{bmatrix}
\]
where $G_c^{cm}$ is now the result of concatenating matrices $\Phi_j C_j^{-1} F^{-1}$, the sparsity basis is the $JN \times JN$ block diagonal matrix with $N \times N$ bases $FC_j$ along the diagonal. The CS recovery algorithms reconstruct the combined coloured representation $q_C$ and the PSD $P_C(f)$ of the signals $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_J$ in the frequency domain from:

$$y = G_c^{cm} q_C$$

(4.21)

The block diagram of the CM-based architecture, which is termed $i$PM-CM, is shown in Figure 4.5.

*Figure 4.5: Block diagram of the $i$PM-CM.*

The corresponding pseudo code for the $i$PM-CM is given in the Algorithm 4.3.

**Algorithm 4.3:** Pseudo code for the $i$PM-CM

1: Initialise $F$, $p$.
2: **Calculate** AR filter coefficients \( a_j \) from \( x_j(n) \), \( p \), \( j = 1, \ldots, J \).

3: **Construct** \( \Phi_j \), \( j = 1, \ldots, J \).

4: **Calculate** \( y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j \).

5: **Construct** \( C_j \) from (4.10) for \( j = 1, \ldots, J \).

6: **Calculate** matrices \( \Phi_j C_j^{-1} F^{-1}, j = 1, \ldots, J \).

7: **Construct** \( G_c^{CM} \) by **concatenating** matrices \( \Phi_j C_j^{-1} F^{-1}, j = 1, \ldots, J \).

8: **Apply** \( l_1 \) minimisation algorithm to solve for \( q_c \).

9: **Calculate** \( P_c = |q_c|^2 \).

10: **END**

In this Section, the AR-based CS model has been presented as both a single and multi-channel version, where precolouring has been seamlessly integrated into both the RD and CM architectures. A sparsity enhancement element is constructed by the AR filter coefficients, which modifies both the sparsity basis and recovery matrix. The block diagram of the AR-based CS model with its main functions is shown in Figure 4.6.

![Figure 4.6: Block diagram of the generic AR-based CS model.](image)

The next section presents the simulation setup for both versions of the AR-based CS model, with Section 4.4 then critically analysing their respective performances.
4.3 Simulation Setup

Initially, a series of simulations were conducted to determine the best model order for the precolouring AR filters to be employed in RD and CM, using the MDL criterion described in Section 4.2. Test signals are considered, with the relevant parameters shown in Table 3.2, though analogous experiments can also be performed with signals having different parameter values. It is noted that each of these signals are assumed to be the inputs to either a single-channel architecture or to one of the branches of the multi-channel counterpart. For each modulation type analysed, the corresponding MDL values are calculated using (4.5) to determine the most appropriate AR filter order.

The performance of both AR-based CS models will now be critically evaluated in comparison with the traditional RD and CM architectures. Firstly, the functions of the single-channel RD and iPM-RD architectures are simulated; namely signal sampling, the formation of matrices $G$ and $G_C$ respectively and the recovery of the respective Fourier spectra and PSDs. For the iPM-RD in particular, the PM matrix is formed prior to $G_C$. Digitally modulated test signals are generated, reflecting the typically used signal modulation types in CR together with other wireless standards (Denardis, 2011; Task Group 4, 2017; Flores et al., 2013; Mody & Chouinard, 2010; 3GPP, 2010; Rakesh et al., 2010), including QPSK, BPSK, 16QAM and 64 QAM. The signal parameters are shown in Table 3.2. All signals are generated by the MATLAB simulation platform, with random sequences modulated by appropriate modulation alphabets (Ipatov, 2005; Proakis & Manolakis, 2006), before frequency up-conversion by the carrier frequencies. The signal carriers lie within a bandwidth from $0$ to $B$, however their positions are unknown. Furthermore, AWGN is added to the signals to give different input SNR in accordance with the aforementioned wireless standards.

Experiments were undertaken at various sub-sampling (below Nyquist) rates using the CS performance metrics defined in Section 3.4, namely PSD spectral leakage against sampling rate and input SNR, while the algorithms 4.2, 4.3 for the iPM-RD and iPM-CM respectively are validated using the sparsity metric. For the spectral leakage performance, the input SNR was set to 8.1dB as per IEEE 802.22 standard, while for the SNR robustness the sampling rate was arbitrarily chosen to around 25.25% of Nyquist, though other sub-Nyquist rates are equally applicable.
The performance is also visually assessed by comparing the PSD graphs derived from the RD and iPM-RD architectures respectively, with input SNR set at 8.1 dB and sampling rates at 25.25% and 3.15625% of Nyquist. As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, the objective is not exact signal PSD recovery, but efficient identification of occupied spectral bands, which is a key CR requirement. This holds for both RD and CM architectures, with the focus being not to explicitly measure the level of sparsity, but to critically analyse how precolouring can be effectively applied to enhance sparsity and secure improved CS performance in the respective architectures.

The second series of simulations pertain to the multi-channel RD and iPM-RD architectures. It is assumed each channel is assigned to a specific PU who transmits over a specified band; therefore each signal has one carrier and is sparse over the bandwidth $B$. As in the single-channel architecture, PSD spectral leakage is measured against sampling rate and input SNR using the same range of sub-sampling rates.

In an analogous manner, the same main functions of the iPM-CM are simulated. Since the CM is a parallel architecture, the sampling is performed after summation of the input signals, while $G^{CM}_{C}$ results from the concatenation of the separate PM matrices $C_j$ corresponding to signals $x_j$ respectively. The modulations schemes and signal parameters of the signals employed are the same as in the case of the iPM-RD, though since the sampling rate is always fixed at the Nyquist rate in the CM architecture, the respective performances at different sampling rates are not relevant. In this CS setup, each individual signal has only one carrier and a 4-channel CM architecture is considered, so the combined signal be frequency sparse.

### 4.4 Simulation Results Discussion

Before critically evaluating the results, the order $p$ of the AR filter and the coefficients to generate both the PM and subsequent recovery matrices are chosen for $p=4$ for the series of experiments in this Chapter. In Figure 4.7, where the MDL values are plotted against $p$ for four different modulations types, it is observed that for all schemes the minimum MDL is attained at $p=8$. It is also clear that there is an abrupt fall in MDL when $p=4$. Since the aim is not to find a best fit to the signal
model but the derivation of a PSD suitable for identification of active bands, intuitively a further comparison between $p=4$ and $p=8$ is merited, since an increase of the value of $p$ has impact on system complexity. To this end, Table 4.1 shows the MDL values for both $p=4$ and $p=8$, together with the corresponding time delays (TDL) for each modulation scheme. The TDL appertains to the processing time required for the calculation of the relevant AR filter coefficients that is filter latency. The MDL results for $p=4$ and $p=8$ show that the MDL is lower by 6.5%, 6.95%, 2.77%, and 1.55% at QPSK, BPSK, 16QAM and 64 QAM respectively, giving an average improvement of approximately 4.45%. However, this comes with increased filter latency of 44%, 45%, 36% and 27% for QPSK, BPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM respectively, with the average being around 38%. Therefore the design of an AR filter with $p=4$, provides a pragmatic trade-off between best-fit order and latency compared with the $p=8$ option (Karampoulas et al., 2013b).

![Figure 4.7](image-url)  
**Figure 4.7:** Variations in AR filter order using MDL for (a) QPSK, (b) BPSK, (c) 16QAM and (d) 64QAM.
Next follows the validation of the algorithm 4.2 which corresponds to iPM-RD. Figure 4.8 shows the effect of precolouring on sparsity for QPSK modulation, at a sampling rate 25.25% of Nyquist and across a range of input SNR. The active frequency threshold was set to 20dB relative to the maximum energy value, though an arbitrary threshold value is equally valid (Karampoulas et al., 2015). The curves show that precolouring reduces the number of the signal active frequency components, thereby enhancing sparsity. More specifically, CS increases the number of active frequency components and thereby reduces sparsity when no precolouring is applied, as the green and red curves reveal. This is due to the performance degradation incurred by CS, since the sampling rate is below Nyquist (Laska et al., 2007). When precolouring is applied however, the signal sparsity is enhanced significantly, thus validating the performance of algorithm 4.2. Thus based on the discussion in Chapter 2, the signal noise is reduced which in turn improves CS performance.

This section analyses the effect of precolouring upon the single-channel RD. To this end, the single-channel iPM-RD architecture is compared with the classical RD. The comparative PSD spectral leakage performance is then critically evaluated for different sub-Nyquist sampling rates and for QPSK, BPSK and 16/64QAM modulation types, with results displayed in Figure 4.9.

### Table 4.1: MDL values and corresponding AR filter latencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>MDL QPSK (msec)</th>
<th>TDL QPSK (msec)</th>
<th>MDL BPSK (msec)</th>
<th>TDL BPSK (msec)</th>
<th>MDL 16QAM (msec)</th>
<th>TDL 16QAM (msec)</th>
<th>MDL 64QAM (msec)</th>
<th>TDL 64QAM (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1468.1</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>-1222.3</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>338.63</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>323.2</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1583.1</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>-1307.3</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>329.25</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>318.19</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.8. The effect of precolouring on sparsity of a QPSK signal using algorithm 4.2.

Figure 4.9: PSD spectral leakage vs sampling rate for classical RD (no precolouring) iP-M-RD (precolouring) architectures, with 2 carrier signals for (a) BPSK, (b)QPSK, (c) 16QAM and (d) 64QAM.
The resulting PSD spectral leakage for \(iPM-RD\) is consistently lower across the range of sampling rates for all analysed modulation types, with it providing an overall average spectral leakage improvement approximately 40% compared with the classical RD, where the average spectral leakage is always above 25%, while it is always lower than 25% for \(iPM-RD\). This results in increased sparsity in the PSD. In the precolouring case, even when the sampling frequency falls to just 20% of the Nyquist rate, the spectral leakage is only approximately 10%, while it is constantly over 30% when precolouring is not applied. This superior spectral leakage performance highlights the key benefit of using the PM in the CS architecture in amplifying dominant frequencies i.e., occupied bands, while concomitantly attenuating weaker components, i.e. those outside the occupied bands.

To appraise the robustness of the \(iPM-RD\) architecture, results are presented in Figure 4.10, where the PSD spectral leakage is measured at different input SNR levels. The spectral leakage behaviour to noise of \(iPM-RD\) is analogous to that witnessed in Figure 4.9, with an average improvement of more than 35%. In the case of no precolouring, the leakage never falls below 30%, while it is consistently below 25% when precolouring is employed. As noise increases, so does the energy outside the occupied bands and hence the spectral leakage. However, when precolouring is applied, only frequencies within the occupied bands are amplified, while those outside are attenuated so leading to lower leakage and enhanced spectral sparsity.

The reason for the similar behaviour of signals with different digital modulation types observed is attributed to the fact that in reality both BPSK and QPSK are special cases of QAM modulation (Proakis & Salehi, 2008).

To verify the theoretical framework of the \(iPM-RD\) architecture, a comparative analysis with the AR-RD is presented in Table 4.2 for the QPSK modulation, though the findings are equally applicable to other modulation types. For completeness the results for the original RD are also included. It is evident that the shifting of the precolouring process to the recovery stage leads to exactly the same CS performance so corroborating the theory in Section 2.4.2.
Figure 4.10: The effect of precolouring on PSD spectral leakage derived by RD-based architectures for (a) QPSK, (b) BPSK, (c) 16QAM and (d) 64QAM test signals for various input SNR values.

Table 4.2: PSD spectral leakage comparison for AR-RD, iPM-RD and RD architectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling Rate (% Nyquist)</th>
<th>PSD spectral leakage (%)</th>
<th>PSD spectral leakage (%)</th>
<th>PSD spectral leakage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AR-RD</td>
<td>iPM-RD</td>
<td>original RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.15625</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>45.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3125</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>37.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.625</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>33.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.25</td>
<td>9.78</td>
<td>9.78</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The improved performance of the iPM-RD compared with the classical RD is also evident from a visual inspection of the respective PSD graphs depicted in Figures 4.11.
and 4.12. It is assumed that within bandwidth $B$ there are two occupied spectral bands for which the locations of the respective carrier frequencies are unknown. Figure 4.11 shows the normalised PSD graphs for the different modulation schemes with the sampling rate is set to 50.5% Nyquist corresponding to 1024 signal samples, whereas Figure 4.12 shows the normalised PSD graphs derived at sampling rate of 3.1525%, that is with 64 signal samples. Both QPSK and 64QAM signals are considered, though BPSK and 16QAM could be equally applicable for the reason discussed above. Spectral leakage is evidently less pronounced for $i$PM-RD, even at the lowest sampling rate of 3.15625% of Nyquist frequency. While exact PSD recovery does not take place, from a CR viewpoint this is an encouraging outcome as it means occupied bands can still be identified in the precolouring case at high CS levels, in contrast to when no signal precolouring is used, where such decisions cannot be successfully made.

![Images of graphs showing PSD for QPSK and 64QAM modulations at different sampling rates.]

**Figure 4.11:** Recovered normalised PSD for QPSK (a), (b) and 64QAM (c), (d) modulations, at a sampling rate 50.5% Nyquist.
The next series of experiments considered the respective multi-channel RD-based architectures, and are similarly comparative metrics as their single-channel counterparts. Firstly, the PSD spectral leakage performance for different sub-Nyquist sampling rates and for the QPSK, BPSK and 16/64QAM modulation types is plotted in Figure 4.13. It is apparent PSD spectral leakage is consistently lower across the range of sampling rates and for all modulation types for the $i$PM-RD structure, being always higher than 20% in the classical RD (no precolouring), while it is lower than 20% in the case of precolouring ($i$PM-RD), even with sampling rates as low as 10% of Nyquist. Overall, $i$PM-RD provides an average improvement in PSD spectral leakage of at least 40% compared with the classical RD architecture.
A similar trend is observed in Figure 4.14, when the PSD spectral leakage is analysed at different input SNR levels. It is always lower than 25% in the case of precolouring, while it never falls below 20% when no precolouring is applied, with the overall improvement for iPM-RD being on average more than 50% compared to the classical RD. These improvements are also extendible to multi-channel CS structures like the multi-channel iPM-RD and the CM.
Figure 4.14: The effect of precolouring on PSD spectral leakage derived by multichannel RD-based architectures for (a) QPSK, (b) BPSK, (c) 16QAM and (d) 64QAM test signals for various input SNR values.

The multi-channel iPM-RD is better able to distinguish occupied bands/frequencies than the classical RD. Figures 4.15a and 4.15b, show the combined PSD derived from the classical RD and the iPM-RD respectively. The carriers are situated 500Hz apart from each other and QPSK is used, though other modulation schemes can be used. With the sampling rate at 50.5% of Nyquist, the results reveal the resolution capability of the iPM-RD permits the carriers to be detected while the classical RD cannot distinguish them.

Even when the sampling rate falls to approximately 25% of Nyquist (Figure 4.15c) the iPM-RD is still able to distinguish the carriers and only when the sampling rate drops to approximately 12.5% of Nyquist (Figure 4.15d), is carrier detection not feasible. This is important since from a CR perspective, it is vital for a SU to accurately identify vacant and occupied carriers and bands. When a SU performs
spectrum sensing with the classical RD, the information that the entire spectrum from 250Hz to 2250Hz is occupied is inaccurate as confirmed in the respective PSD graphs for iPM-RD. So by applying precolouring the iPM-RD model exhibits consistently better spectrum sensing performance by virtue of its superior carrier identification capability.

![Figure 4.15: Recovered normalised PSD derived from (a) 4-channel RD, (b), (c), (d), 4-channel iPM-RD.](image)

The next series of simulations appertain to the CM-based iPM-CM architecture. First the relevant algorithm 4.3 is validated in a similar manner to algorithm 4.2. A 2-channel CM is considered and QPSK signals are employed at channel inputs. The results are shown in Figure 4.16 and again reveal increased sparsity when precolouring is applied to the QPSK signals.
Figure 4.16. The effect of precolouring on sparsity of QPSK signals using algorithm 4.3.

Figure 4.17 shows the corresponding performance of the classical CM and iP-PM-CM against input SNR. A similar improvement trend is observed as in the RD case, namely that embedding precolouring into the CS architecture enhances overall noise robustness. PSD spectral leakage is at least 15% lower in the precolouring case across the range of input SNR levels, while the corresponding average spectral leakage reduction is $\approx 60\%$. It never acquires values below 20% when no precolouring is applied, while it is always lower than 20% with precolouring.

Figures 4.18a and 4.18b respectively present the normalised PSD derived from the classical CM and iP-PM-CM architectures. As with the RD-based architecture, the resolution capability of the iP-PM-CM permits the carriers to be distinguished, while the classical CM is unable to distinguish them. The only information the classical CM is able to provide is that the spectrum is completely occupied and no carrier identification is possible. From a CR perspective, the spectrum sensing performance of a SU is enhanced by the utilisation of the iP-PM-CM architecture with its superior carrier identification capabilities.
Figure 4.17: Effect of precolluring on PSD spectral leakage derived by the classical CM and iPM-CM architectures for (a) QPSK, (b) BPSK, (c) 16QAM and (d) 64QAM test signals.

Figure 4.18: Recovered normalised PSD derived (a) from classical CM and (b) from the iPM-CM for 16QAM modulation scheme.
While the AR method enhances CS performance, it is also evident this improvement depends on *a priori* knowledge of the input signals, namely the set of filter coefficients. In CR applications, although such knowledge could be provided by the telecommunications providers, i.e., PU, however this reliance undermines the autonomy of CR receivers. Furthermore, the derivation of the PSD is based on the Fourier periodogram, which is an inconsistent spectral estimator, as discussed in Section 2.3.2.3. This provided the motivation for the application of non-parametric and sophisticated spectrum estimation methods to the CS architectures and the subsequent investigation and critical analysis of their performance. This is the subject of the Chapter 5 that follows.

**4.5 Summary**

This chapter has presented the novel AR-based single-channel and multi-channel compressive spectrum models. It employs AR filtering to precolour the signal, so to increase frequency sparsity and consequently enhance CS performance. The precolouring process is seamlessly integrated to the model and does not require major burden from the PU who can provide the respective AR filter coefficients. The model is applicable to both RD and CM compressive sensing architectures, therefore two novel separate architectures were presented, namely the *iPM-RD* along with its multi-channel counterpart and the *iPM-CM*. Both were found to provide enhanced performance against their classical counterparts in regards PSD spectral leakage against sub-Nyquist sampling rates. They have also exhibit enhanced robustness against input noise.

While this chapter has exploited underlying signal structures in applying parametric methods to enhance CS performance of existing architectures, the next chapter will investigate and critically analyse the performance of these CS architectures when non-parametric spectrum estimation methods are incorporated.
Chapter 5

A Multitaper-based Compressive Sensing Model for Spectrum Sensing

5.1 Introduction

The classical RD and CM architectures and their respective versions of the AR-CS model presented in the previous Chapter employed the DFT based periodogram spectrum estimator, which has a number of drawbacks. The finite length of the signals processed by the periodogram causes sidelobe leakage which leads to a biased spectral estimate (Manolakis et al., 2005; Madisetti, 2010). The periodogram also has inherent variance limitations because it does not decrease as the signal length increases (Manolakis et al., 2005; Madisetti, 2010), so it is not a consistent spectrum estimator. On the other hand, as discussed in Section 2.3, the transition of spectrum sensing for CR from a mere binary-type detection of spectrum holes to a more efficient and accurate spectral classification, requires the application of a more sophisticated spectrum estimation technique than the periodogram.

It has also been noted that the MT spectral estimation method affords a favourable trade-off between spectral bias, variance and spectral resolution (Haykin, 2005; Haykin et al., 2009; Manolakis et al., 2005; Thomson, 1982) and exhibits a maximal energy concentration within a given bandwidth, centred about a particular frequency. It is therefore able to produce more accurate and reliable spectral estimates and has been proposed for spectrum sensing in CR (Haykin et al., 2009). Moreover, as in the precolouring case and from a CS perspective, the spectral leakage reduction can be viewed as increase in signal sparsity and noise reduction, which is a key to enhanced CS performance. Finally, the MT method is non-parametric, thus signal independent, so no extra burden is imposed on signal providers (PU), which from a CR system perspective is advantageous (Karampoulas et al., 2015). These combined favourable
features of improved spectral estimation, increased sparsity and no burden to PU, provided the motivation to investigate ways to integrate the MT method in existing CS architectures in order to improve their performance.

This Chapter presents a novel MT-based compressive sensing model, which seamlessly integrates the MT spectral estimator into the signal recovery CS stage. The favourable properties of the MT method enhance signal sparsity, thereby improving CS performance, with as in the previous Chapter, the model being applicable to both RD and CM architectures. The new model along with a brief discussion of the MT method will now be presented.

5.2 The MT-based CS Model

A major problem in spectrum estimation is the trade-off between bias, variance and resolution when trying to improve spectral estimates of a time series. Due to the finite signal length to be processed, the theoretically infinite signal length is truncated, so the spectral estimate is already biased and spectral leakage present (Madisetti, 2010), while concomitantly the variance of the periodogram can take unacceptable values (Schwartz & Shaw, 1975; Manolakis et al., 2005). Both bias and variance can be mitigated by tapering (windowing) the signal (Proakis & Manolakis, 2006) instead of truncating i.e., essentially applying a rectangular window. Due to the nature of the windows employed however, when attempting to control bias and spectral leakage, this reduces the resolution (Marple, 1987). Similarly, any decrease in variance of the periodogram comes at the expense of bias and resolution (Madisetti, 2010; Manolakis et al., 2005). These drawbacks are inherent to the existing CS architectures, because they use the DFT based periodogram in the recovery process.

In the MT spectral estimation method (Thomson, 1982), rather than use a single taper, multiple tapers are applied to the same signal data to produce multiple modified Fourier transforms and periodograms. The tapers are the discrete prolate spheroidal (Slepian) sequences (Slepian, 1978; Percival & Walden, 1993) that have some favourable properties: they are orthogonal and their Fourier transforms have maximal energy concentration within a given bandwidth. The orthogonality of the tapers makes the corresponding periodogram-based spectral estimates independent, so the
averaging reduces the variance. This property, coupled with the maximal energy concentration within the aforementioned bandwidth, permits the MT method more favourable exchanges between spectral resolution, bias and variance (Hossain & Bhargava, 2007).

Besides the above mentioned favourable features, the reduced spectral leakage that is induced increases the number of the frequency components which are equal or close to zero. This results in increase of signal sparsity, which is beneficial from the CS perspective. Next the MT method and its integration to the RD and CM architectures will be presented.

5.2.1 The MT Method and the RD-based MT-RD Architecture

The sequences (tapers) employed by the MT method are solutions to the spectral concentration problem discussed in 2.3.2.3. This seeks to find a sequence with specific length of \( N \) samples in the time domain whose DFT has maximum energy concentration within a given bandwidth \( f-W \) to \( f+W \) centred about some frequency \( f \), with \( W \) defined as the resolution of the MT estimator (Slepian, 1978; Percival & Walden, 1993; Haykin et al., 2009), which is not the same as the fundamental Fourier frequency \( \Delta f \), as also discussed in 2.3.2.3. The problem leads to an eigenvalue equation with \( N \) eigenvectors as solutions, each of which is a discrete prolate spheroidal (Slepian) sequence (Percival & Walden, 1993; Slepian, 1978; Thomson, 1982). The sequences are orthogonal and characterised by distinct eigenvalues that reflect the degree of their respective spectral concentration within the bandwidth \( f-W \) to \( f+W \). The larger the eigenvalue the greater is the energy concentration.

As discussed in 2.3.2.3, these Slepian sequences taper a time series \( x(n) \) and consequently a set of \( L \) Fourier transforms will be formed as follows:

\[
f_k^l = \sum_{n=0}^{N} V_n^l x(n) \omega_n^k
\]

(5.1)

where \( V = [v_0^l, v_1^l, ..., v_{N-1}^l] \) is the eigenvector representing the \( l^\text{th} \) Slepian sequence, \( \omega_N = e^{-j2\pi/n} \) and \( f_k^l \) is the \( k^\text{th} \) frequency of vector \( f^l \), with \( k = 0, 1, ..., N-1 \).

From (5.1), \( f^l \) can be written in matrix form as:
where $F$ is the $N \times N$ DFT matrix, $x$ the vector form of the time series $x(n)$ and $U' = \text{diag}(V')$ the $N \times N$ diagonal matrix whose main diagonal is populated by the elements of the $V'$ eigenvector.

Since there are $L$ Slepian sequences, a weighted average MT-based Fourier transform $f_{MT}$ can be formed from (5.1), as follows:

$$f_{MT} = \frac{\sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \lambda_l f^l}{\sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \lambda_l}$$  

(5.3)

where the frequency vector $f^l$ is weighted by its associated eigenvalue $\lambda_l$.

This weighted average Fourier transform in (5.3) reveals the favourable leakage and variance properties of the MT method in the same way (2.3) does in 2.3.2.3.

Based on (5.2), (5.3) can be written in matrix form as:

$$f_{MT} = \frac{\sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \lambda_l f^l}{\sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \lambda_l} = \frac{\sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \lambda_l Fu^l x}{\sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \lambda_l} = \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \lambda_l \left[ \frac{\text{diag}(V^0) + \lambda_l \text{diag}(V^1) + \ldots + \lambda_{L-1} \text{diag}(V^{L-1})} \right] x =$$

$$= \frac{F}{\sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \lambda_l} \left[ \text{diag}(V^0) + \lambda_l \text{diag}(V^1) + \ldots + \lambda_{L-1} \text{diag}(V^{L-1}) \right] x$$
The next design step is to integrate the MT method into the classical RD, thereby introducing a new MT-RD architecture. The recovery stage output of this architecture will be the combined averaged Fourier transform $f_{MT}$ (see 5.4). The integration can be achieved in a manner analogous to that witnessed for precolouring discussed in Chapter 4. The key difference is that matrix $S$ will now be used for the integration of the MT method instead of the precolouring matrix $C$.

(5.4) can also be expressed as:

$$f_{MT} = (FS)x = F_{MT}^{-1}F_{MT}x = S^{-1}F^{-1}f_{MT}$$

where $F_{MT} = FS$ is a modified $N \times N$ DFT matrix windowed by $S$ (Karampoulas et al., 2015). Specifically, the elements of the $k^{th}$ column of $F$ are weighted by the $s_{kk}$ elements of $S$, and since $S$ is diagonal it is always invertible, so (5.6) will always be
valid. Recalling the equation (2.8) for the classical RD function and considering (5.6) it follows that:

\[ y = \Phi x = \Phi S^{-1} F^{-1} f_{MT} = G_{MT} f_{MT} \]  

(5.7)

So \( f_{MT} \) can be recovered if the recovery matrix \( G_{MT} = \Phi S^{-1} F^{-1} \) is used instead of \( G = \Phi F^{-1} \) which is the case in the classical RD. This change in the recovery matrix results from the change of the sparsity basis, which is now \( F_{MT} \) instead of \( F \). The modified basis links between \( x \) and \( f_{MT} \) in the same manner as the Fourier basis \( F \) links \( x \) and \( \alpha \) in the case of the classical RD discussed in Section 2.4.3.

While the integration of \( S \) described above takes place in the recovery stage, it is also possible to implement the integration in the sampling stage by rewriting (5.6) as (Karampoulas et al., 2015):

\[ f_{MT} = F(Sx) = Fx_{MT} \]  

(5.8)

where \( x_{MT} = Sx \) is signal \( x \) windowed by \( S \), namely the \( k^{th} \) element of \( x \) is weighted by the \( s_{kk} \) element of \( S \). Using the classical RD equation (2.8), (5.8) can be expressed as:

\[ y_{MT} = \Phi x_{MT} = \Phi F^{-1} f_{MT} = G_{MT} f_{MT} \]  

(5.9a)

This reveals that \( f_{MT} \) can be recovered if the output of the sampling process is the measurement vector \( y_{MT} \) or alternatively, the input to the RD is \( x_{MT} \). This is equivalent to having \( x \) as the RD input and using \( \Phi_{MT} = \Phi S \) as the measurement matrix, as confirms the following equation:

\[ y_{MT} = \Phi x_{MT} = \Phi Sx = (\Phi S)x = \Phi_{MT} x \]  

(5.9b)
Therefore, $f_{MT}$ could be recovered if the measurement matrix is $\Phi_{MT}$ instead of $\Phi$, while the recovery matrix remains $G = \Phi F^{-1}$. Since $S$ is a diagonal matrix, the banded structure of $\Phi$ is retained to $\Phi_{MT}$, with the elements of the $k^{th}$ column of the latter being weighted by the $s_{kk}$ element of $S$. Thus $\Phi_{MT}$ can express the functions of the RD. Furthermore, the diagonal structure of $S$ retains the randomness and consequently does not affect the low coherence of $\Phi$, which is requirement for effective CS performance (Baraniuk et al., 2017).

It has been shown there are two approaches to implement the MT-RD architecture both of which exploit the enhanced MT properties via $S$, which scales either $\Phi$ or $F$. In regards to $\Phi$, the diagonal structure of $S$ does not affect its low coherence which is requirement for effective CS performance (Baraniuk et al., 2017). By modifying $F$, $S$ creates a basis in which signals exhibit greater sparsity so improving the potential CS performance.

However, the approach pertaining to the modification of the measurement matrix $\Phi$ has a drawback. It requires both $\Phi_{MT} = \Phi S$ and $\Phi$ matrices, the first for the sampling function and the second for the formation of a recovery matrix $G = \Phi F^{-1}$. This is an additional and unnecessary overhead compared to the modification of the Fourier basis, where only matrices $A$ for sampling and $F_{MT} = FS$ for the recovery matrix $G_{MT} = \Phi S^{-1}F^{-1}$ are required. Furthermore, the values of the $S$ matrix elements, as parameters of the MT-RD architecture, once calculated, can be embedded into $G_{MT}$, the elements of which can be stored for future use (Ragheb et al., 2008), so the overall MT-RD architecture complexity is not augmented. The complete MT-RD architecture is depicted in Figure 5.1, and will be used from now in the thesis.

The corresponding pseudo code for the new MT-RD algorithm is given in the Algorithm 5.1. It is important to stress that due to the non-parametric nature of the MT method, it is not imperative to employ a multi-channel version as was the case in the AR-RD architecture presented in Chapter 4. It is assumed the spectral environment is sensed by either a single or multiple antenna and all signals are summed to form the input $x(t)$ to the CS architecture.
Algorithm 5.1: Pseudo code for the MT-RD

**Inputs:** signal $x(n)$ of length $N$ samples

**Variables:** $M$ - number of measurements or equivalently length of $y(n)$ output of sub-Nyquist sampling, $F$ - the $N \times N$ DFT matrix, $\Phi$ - the $M \times N$ measurement matrix, $W$ - the resolution of the MT estimator.

**Outputs:** $P_{MT}$ of $x(n)$


2: *Calculate* eigenvectors $V^l$ and eigenvalues $\lambda_l$ of the MT for $l=0,1,..,L-1$.

3: *Calculate* elements $s_{kk}$ of $S$ using (5.5), $k=0,1,..,N-1$.

4: *Construct* $\Phi$.

5: *Calculate* $y=\Phi x$.

6: *Calculate* $G_{MT}=\Phi S^{-1} F^{-1}$.

7: *Use* $l_1$ minimisation algorithm to solve $y=G_{MT}f_{MT}$ for $f_{MT}$.

8: *Calculate* $P_{MT} = |f_{MT}|^2$

9: **END**
5.2.2 The CM-based MT-CM Architecture

In the previous Section, the integration of the MT method was shown to be applicable to the RD architecture, with matrix $S$ included in the recovery stage of the classical RD. The integration of the MT method to the Compressive Multiplexer (CM) architecture will now be presented.

The CM architecture described in 2.4.3, is a parallel CS architecture with $J$ independent, jointly sparse input signals, each of bandwidth $B$ Hz (Slavinsky et al., 2011). As in the RD, each channel $x_j(t)$ is modulated by a pseudorandom chipping sequence $p_j(t)$ with ±1 values and chipping frequency at least the Nyquist rate $2B$ of the individual signal. However, in contrast CM has no integration before sampling. Subsequently, the channel outputs are firstly summed and then sampled by an ADC operating at a fixed rate is equal to $2B$, to give the output $y(n)$. The CS results because the sampling rate is $2B$, while the combined Nyquist sampling rate is $2JB$.

Recalling (2.12), output $y(n)$ is given by the equation:

$$y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j$$

(5.10)

with $\Phi_j$ being a $N \times N$ diagonal matrix, with the main diagonal being populated by iid entries from a Rademacher distribution (Slavinsky et al., 2011).

Again, recalling equation (2.14), (5.10) can be written as:

$$y = G^{CM} q$$

(5.11)

where $G^{CM}$ the result of concatenating matrices $\Phi_j F^{-1}$ and vector $q$ is the combined representation of these signals $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_J$ in the Fourier domain. CS recovery algorithms can be applied to solve (5.11) for $q$.

The integration of the MT method into the CM is accomplished in an analogous manner to that of the integration of precolouring to the subject architecture. The crucial difference is that now $S$ is applied to all channels, instead of multiple PM.
matrices. Applying (5.8) to the $j^{th}$ channel, the corresponding MT-based Fourier transform is:

$$f_{MT_j} = FS x_j \rightarrow x_j = S^{-1} F^{-1} f_{MT_j} \quad (5.12)$$

Using (5.12), (5.10) can be written as:

$$y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j = [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, \ldots, \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} x_1 \\ x_2 \\ \vdots \\ x_J \end{bmatrix} = [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, \ldots, \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} S^{-1} F^{-1} f_{MT_1} \\ S^{-1} F^{-1} f_{MT_2} \\ \vdots \\ S^{-1} F^{-1} f_{MT_J} \end{bmatrix} =$$

$$= [\Phi_1, \Phi_2, \ldots, \Phi_J] \begin{bmatrix} S^{-1} F^{-1} \\ \vdots \\ S^{-1} F^{-1} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} f_{MT_1} \\ f_{MT_2} \\ \vdots \\ f_{MT_J} \end{bmatrix} =$$

$$[\Phi_1 S^{-1} F^{-1}, \Phi_2 S^{-1} F^{-1}, \ldots, \Phi_J S^{-1} F^{-1}] . = G_{MT}^{CM}$$

$$G_{MT}^{CM} \begin{bmatrix} f_{MT_1} \\ f_{MT_2} \\ \vdots \\ f_{MT_J} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} f_{MT_1} \\ f_{MT_2} \\ \vdots \\ f_{MT_J} \end{bmatrix} \quad (5.13)$$
where $G_{MT}^{CM}$ is now the result of concatenating matrices $\Phi_jS^jF^{-1}$ and the sparsity basis is a $JN \times JN$ block diagonal matrix with $N \times N$ bases $FS$ along the diagonal.

The CS recovery algorithm reconstructs the combined MT representation $q_{MT}$ and the PSD $P_{MT}(f)$ of the signals $x_1, x_2, ..., x_J$ in the frequency domain from:

$$y = G_{MT}^{CM}q_{MT}$$

(5.14)

The block diagram of the CM-based MT-CM architecture is shown in Figure 5.2, where $p_1, p_2, ..., p_J$ modulate the signals $x_1, x_2, ..., x_J$ respectively (see Figure 2.11).

---

**Figure 5.2:** Block diagram of the MT-CM architecture.

The corresponding pseudo code for the MT-CM algorithm is given in the Algorithm 5.2.

**Algorithm 5.2:** Pseudo code for the MT-CM architecture

**Inputs:** $x_j(n)$ of length $N$ samples, $j=1,..,J$.

**Variables:** $F$ - the $N \times N$ DFT matrix, $\Phi_j$ - the $N \times N$ measurement matrices, $j=1,..,J$, $W$ - the resolution of the MT estimator.

**Outputs:** Combined $P_{MT}$ of $x_j(n), j=1,..,J$.
1: Initialise $F, W$.

2: Calculate elements $s_{kk}$ of $S$ using (5.5) for $k=0,1,..,N-1$.

3: Construct $\Phi_j$, $j=1,..,J$.

4: Calculate $y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j$.

5: Calculate matrices $\Phi_j S^{-1} F^{-1}$, $j=1,..,J$.

6: Construct $G_{MT}^{CM}$ by concatenating matrices $\Phi_j S^{-1} F^{-1}$, $j=1,..,J$.

7: Use $l_1$ minimisation algorithm to solve $y = G_{MT}^{CM} q_{MT}$ for $q_{MT}$.

8: Calculate $P_{MT} = |q_{MT}|^2$.

9: END

This section has presented a new MT-based CS model, where a specific matrix is constructed from various MT parameters and then seamlessly integrated into both RD and CM architectures. This matrix enhances sparsity through the modification of the sparsity basis and the recovery matrix. The block diagram of the MT-based CS model with its main constituent blocks is shown in Figure 5.3.

The next Section presents the simulation setup for the two versions of the MT-based CS model, while Section 5.4 critically analyses their respective CS performances.

**Figure 5.3:** Block diagram of the generic MT-based CS model.
5.3 Simulation Setup

The performance of both versions of the MT-based CS model is critically evaluated against the traditional RD and CM architectures respectively. Since the MT method is non-parametric, only the input signals will be available.

As in Chapter 4, the simulation setup will first simulate the classical RD and the MT-RD, with the crucial difference now matrix $S$ containing the MT parameters is formed instead of the PM. Three test signals will be considered:

a. A signal composed of a series of sinusoids (tones) which is amplitude modulated so it exhibits the structure of a narrowband communication signal.

b. A slowly varying linear chirp signal, as these are widely encountered in telecommunications, with a chirp spread spectrum (CSS) technique being employed in the physical layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard (Task Group 4, 2017).

c. As in Chapter 4, a QPSK test signal to investigate the performance upon wideband digitally modulated signals.

Table 3.2 details the parameters for the signals employed in this simulation. For the AM signals, first the tones and their spacing are created before their summation and subsequent frequency up-conversion by the carrier frequency. For the chirp signals the start and end frequencies are selected, which along with the time length determines the rate of frequency change at 135Hz. The value of the number of the Slepian sequencies $L$ was set to $L=10$ according to (Haykin et al., 2009). The rationale for this is that the resolution $W$ of the MT method is typically taken to be a small multiple of the frequency resolution (fundamental frequency) $\Delta f$ (Percival & Walden, 1993). If $W$ is chosen to be a multiple of 5, the value of $L$ becomes equal to 10.
The performance is analyzed at various sub-sampled (below Nyquist) rates and corresponding samples shown in Table 3.2. As mentioned in Chapter 3 the performance metrics are the PSD spectral leakage against sampling rate and input SNR. For the spectral leakage performance, the input SNR was set to 8.1dB as per IEEE802.22 standard, while for the SNR robustness the sampling rate was arbitrarily chosen to 25.25% of Nyquist, though other sub-Nyquist rates are equally applicable.

The performance is also assessed visually by the comparison of the signal PSD graphs which are derived by the RD and MT-RD architectures respectively, with input SNR set at 8.1 dB and sampling rate at 25.25% of Nyquist. In order to corroborate the robustness of the MT-RD architecture, for the AM and chirp signals the input SNR was set to just 3dB and even -3dB rather than 8.1dB.

It is noted that the aim is not the exact recovery of the signal PSD, but the efficient identification of the occupied spectral bands, which is a key objective in CR. It is also noted that the aim is not to measure sparsity levels, but to investigate and critically analyse the role the MT method plays in sparsity enhancement and the subsequent performance improvement of the CS architectures.

In regards the simulation of the MT-CM architecture, the signals are the same as the case of the MT-RD. The sampling rate is always fixed at the Nyquist rate and 4-channel CM and MT-CM architectures are considered, so the combined signal to be frequency sparse.

5.4 Simulation Results Discussion

Firstly, the MT-RD architecture algorithm 5.1 is validated in the same way as algorithm 4.2 in Chapter 4. An AM signal is employed with the sampling rate again set at 25.25% of Nyquist and the active frequency 20dB relative to the maximum energy value. Figure 5.4 shows the effect of the MT method on sparsity for AM modulation across a range of input SNR. While the application of CS without the MT reduces sparsity as the green and red curves reveal, the application of algorithm 5.1 to the RD architecture provides sparsity enhancement.
Next the results pertaining to the effect of embedding the MT method in the new MT-RD architecture are analysed and compared with the original RD. The PSD spectral leakage performance for the AM and chirp signals are plotted in Figure 5.5 for different sub-Nyquist sampling rates. It is evident the PSD spectral leakage is consistently lower across the range of sampling rates for both signal types, with an overall average spectral leakage improvement of $\approx 20\%$ and $\approx 18\%$ for the AM and chirp signals respectively. This reflects the key maximal energy concentration property of the Slepian sequences that underpin the MT-RD architecture. Applying the MT method to narrowband signals like AM and chirp signal can be considered as a means of enhancing sparsity, because the reduction in spectral leakage results in fewer significant frequency components, so the respective frequency vectors of the signals are sparser. This leads to improved CS performance, which along with the favourable properties of the MT method gives a more accurate spectral estimate.

Figure 5.5 confirms that the MT method consistently provides lower spectral leakage of more than 40% compared to the periodogram for both AM and chirp signals and only at sampling rates below 10% of Nyquist rate both the periodogram and MT tend to converge to large amounts of spectral leakage, since the rates are too low to facilitate accurate PSD recovery.
Figure 5.5: PSD spectral leakage vs sampling rate for classical RD (periodogram based) and MT-RD architectures with (a) AM and (b) chirp signals.

The superior noise robustness of the MT-RD architecture is revealed in Figure 5.6, where the spectral leakage is plotted for different input SNR levels. Again there is an overall average spectral leakage improvement of \( \approx 21\% \) and 34\% for AM and chirp respectively for the new MT-RD architecture, with the leakage being consistently below 50\% when the MT method is employed, while it never falls below 40\% in the case of the periodogram case for both AM and chirp signals.

Figure 5.6: PSD spectral leakage vs input SNR for classical RD (periodogram based) and MT-RD architectures with (a) AM and (b) chirp signals.

These results emphasise the beneficial role the MT method plays in not only ensuring improved CS performance for narrowband signals by reducing leakage, but
also in attenuating noise by reducing its variance (Percival & Walden, 1993), so the noise component energy is reduced thereby rendering the corresponding frequency components less significant and the AM and/or chirp signals more sparse.

The effect of the MT and the superior performance of the MT-RD is also substantiated in Figures 5.7 (a) and (b), where the normalised PSD graphs for both AM and chirp signals are respectively depicted. The spectral leakage is much less pronounced in the case of the MT-RD for both signal types, which confirms the MT-RD theory presented in Section 5.2 and even at low SNR levels e.g., -3dB, the Slepian sequences of the MT method are able to reduce leakage and variance related to the real signal and noise component respectively.

The superiority of the MT-RD is also apparent when the classical RD and MT-RD architectures are tested in more strict conditions in regards to the number of occupied frequencies and level of noise. Figure 5.8 shows the PSD graphs for an AM signal with 4 carriers, the first at 800Hz and the others located 600Hz from each other, hence the occupied frequencies are located around 600, 1000, 1200, 1600, 1800, 2200, 2400 and 2800Hz. The input SNR is set at -3dB, while the sampling rate at 25.25% of Nyquist. It is evident that in the case of the classical RD the occupied frequencies are not distinguishable due to the spectral leakage of the periodogram however the corresponding PSD from the MT-RD facilitates successful identification of dominant frequency components, despite the high noise environment.

![Figure 5.7](image_url)

**Figure 5.7:** Recovered normalised MT-RD and periodogram-based PSD for (a) AM and (b) chirp signals at 25.25% Nyquist rate and -3dB input SNR.
Figure 5.8: Recovered normalised PSD for (a) classical RD and (b) MT-RD at 25% Nyquist rate and -3dB input SNR.

The next series of simulations appertain to the CM-based MT-CM architecture. First the relevant algorithm 5.2 is validated the same way as algorithm 5.1. A 2-channel CM and AM signals as channel inputs are considered. The results are shown in Figure 5.9 and as with algorithm 5.1 they reveal the sparsity increase when MT method is applied to the AM signals.

Figure 5.9. The effect of the MT method on sparsity of AM signals using algorithm 5.2.

The next series of experiments relate to the new MT-CM architecture, which like its RD counterpart, also exhibits enhanced CS performance, compared with the classical CM. Figure 5.10 shows the results of the spectral leakage measurement against input SNR with AM and chirp signals for both the classical CM and MT-CM
architectures, with the overall average improvements being approximately 18% and 21% respectively.

Figure 5.10: PSD spectral leakage vs input SNR for classical CM (periodogram-based) and MT-CM architectures with (a) AM and (b) chirp signals.

This superior performance is also evident in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, where the normalised PSD graphs at 8dB and 3dB SNR are respectively depicted, for AM and chirp signals. The resulting spectral leakage is much less pronounced for both signal types, especially for the low 3dB level, because the Slepian sequences of the MT method act upon both the actual signal and noise components, in the same way as in the MT-RD architecture.

Figure 5.11: Recovered normalised PSD derived from CM (periodogram-based) and MT-CM architectures for (a) AM and (b) chirp signals at 8.1dB input SNR.
The robustness of the MT-CM architecture is further substantiated even when the input SNR is set as low as -3 dB. As it is apparent in Figure 5.13, the MT-CM related PSD keeps the noise level sufficiently low for the active frequencies to be distinguished, while the periodogram-based PSD derived by the classical CM is too noisy across the whole spectrum to distinguish the active frequencies of an AM signal.

**Figure 5.12:** Recovered normalised PSD derived from CM (periodogram-based) and MT-CM architectures for (a) AM and (b) chirp signals at 3dB input SNR.

**Figure 5.13:** Recovered normalised PSD for (a) classical CM and (b) MT-CM at -3dB input SNR.

While the MT method enhances the CS performance for narrowband signals like AM and chirps, the corresponding results for wideband digitally modulated signals such as QPSK, are not as encouraging. Figures 5.14a and 5.14b plot the spectral leakage against sampling rate and input SNR respectively for the RD based architectures, while Figure 5.15 plots spectral leakage against input SNR for the CM
based architectures. There is no discernible improvement in the MT-RD and MT-CM cases compared with their respective classical counterparts, with minor differences attributable to the random nature of both the CS process (randomness of the measurement matrix) and noise component of the QPSK signal.

Figure 5.14: PSD spectral leakage vs (a) sampling rate and (b) input SNR with QPSK signal and for classical RD (periodogram) and MT-RD (multitaper).

Figure 5.15: PSD spectral leakage vs input SNR for classical CM and MT-CM architectures.

The reason for this lack of improvement is due to the PSD structure of a QPSK signal and indeed, digitally modulated signals in general. Their PSD is characterised by a main lobe centred at a carrier frequency, with side lobes distributed across the spectrum. These side lobes are spectral leakage, but constitute part of the signal spectrum so the MT method cannot act upon such signals in the same way as with narrowband signals to reduce leakage and thus increase sparsity, since it is a
consistent spectral estimator that exhibits low bias and variance compared to the periodogram. The consequence is that the MT-based architectures cannot increase sparsity and thus CS performance for digitally modulated signals, as apparent in Figure 5.16. where the PSD graphs derived from both classical RD and MT-RD are depicted.

![Figure 5.16: Recovered normalised PSD of QPSK signal for (a) classical RD, (b) MT-RD, (c) classical CM and (d) MT-CM.](image)

5.5 Summary

This Chapter has presented the novel MT-based CS model, which embeds the MT spectral estimator to both RD and CM architectures. The parameters of the MT method, the Slepian sequences and their associated eigenvalues, are seamlessly integrated to the RD and CM, in order to present two new CS architectures. Since the MT method is non-parametric, there is no dependence, reliance on, or burden to the
signal transmission side, namely the PU. Both novel architectures were found to provide enhanced performance compared with their classical counterparts, in regards PSD spectral leakage against sub-Nyquist sampling rate, when the signals employed are narrowband, such as AM and chirp. They have also exhibited enhanced robustness against input noise. However, for digitally modulated signals, the MT method does not provide enhanced CS performance, due to the fact that the MT being a consistent estimator does not reduce side lobe leakage, since for such signals the side lobes are part of the true signal spectrum.

In Chapters 4 and 5, the common property of all the signals employed, regardless of structure, was their sparsity in the frequency domain. As discussed in Chapter 2, as CR improves spectrum utilization, signal sparsity may not be sufficient for efficient CS performance. In addition, there are signals which are not frequency sparse, but instead exhibit sparsity in a different domain. The next Chapter will thus investigate alternative signal sparsity basis domains other than Fourier for CS.
Chapter 6

A Walsh-Hadamard based Compressive Sensing model

6.1 Introduction

Novel CS models applicable to both the classical RD and CM architectures have been presented in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. While the precolouring concept was employed in Chapter 4 and the MT in Chapter 5, in both cases the signals involved exhibit sparsity in the Fourier (frequency) domain. This frequency sparsity, as discussed in Section 2.4, is typical with the wireless signals in open-spectrum networks where the spectrum is underutilised (Haykin, 2005; Federal Communications Commission, 2002; McHenry, 2005) and only a small portion of the spectrum is heavily used. However, there are two issues of concern with sparsity in the frequency domain: Firstly, as CR techniques find their way in the future wireless networks, the spectrum utilization will continuously improve, with the consequence being the reduction of the sparsity level of the relevant wireless signals (Sun et al., 2013). Hence, the performance of the CS techniques will deteriorate as well. The second issue is that there are wireless signals which are not considered frequency sparse, like CDMA, as mentioned in Chapter 1.

Therefore, it is essential to investigate possible sparsity basis for signals of interest other than Fourier, and subsequently develop a corresponding CS model, which then is to be applied to the existing CS architectures namely the RD and the CM. In this Chapter a novel Walsh-Hadamard - based compressive sensing model will be presented. For specific types of signals, the model provides improved CS performance by exploiting increased signal sparsity and noise reduction compared with Fourier, in the so called Walsh-Hadamard (WH) or sequency domain. The new model along with a discussion of the WH transform, sequency sparsity and CDMA are presented in
Section 6.2, while Sections 6.3 and 6.4 present the simulation setup and critical results discussion respectively. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes this Chapter.

6.2 The WH-CS Model

Almost all the CS techniques and applications in the field of telecommunications assume that the signals are sparse in the frequency domain, thus the sparsity basis is the DFT matrix. This sparsity is due to the underutilization of the spectrum resources, an issue discussed in Section 2, where it was also mentioned the CS could effectively be employed in spectrum sensing for CR to provide solution to the spectrum underutilization. As the successful application of CR in wireless networks increases, the spectrum will be more efficiently utilised, with the consequence the respective signals becoming less sparse. This will have an impact on the performance of the CS architectures, which will deteriorate if less sparse signals are involved, unless they acquire more signal samples. However, the latter comes at the cost of lower efficiency and increased computational complexity.

Another issue is that there are cases where wireless signals are not frequency sparse like those involved in the CDMA access scheme. In CDMA spreading codes are used for channelization and interference avoidance purposes. The result is the signal is spread over a bandwidth wider than would be required if other access schemes were involved (Ipatov, 2005). These codes are taken from the rows of the Hadamard matrix. This matrix along with the relevant WH transform and their relation with CDMA will be discussed in the following sub-Section.

6.2.1. The WH Transform and Sequency Sparsity

The WH transform (WHT) acts upon a discrete signal and decomposes it into a set of orthogonal functions called Walsh functions (Beauchamp & Debnath, 1979; Beauchamp, 1975). These functions represent the discrete signal just like the trigonometric functions represent a continuous function in the Fourier analysis (Walsh, 1923). The Walsh functions are rectangular waveforms and can only take two
values, +1 and -1, unlike the sine and cosine functions, which are continuous and can take any value within [-1,+1] (Weisstein, 2017; Tzafestas, 1985). An important property of a Walsh function is *sequency*, which is measured by the number of zero-crossings of its corresponding time-domain waveform (Weisstein, 2017), therefore the unit of sequency is the Hz. Sequency in the WH domain can be viewed as the equivalent of frequency in the Fourier domain.

The Walsh functions populate the rows of a Hadamard matrix, which is the equivalent of the DFT matrix in Fourier analysis. Just as each row of the DFT matrix corresponds to a sine/cosine function with specific frequency, each row of the Hadamard matrix corresponds to a Walsh function with a unique sequency. Unlike the DFT matrix which exists for every order $N$, that it is of $N \times N$ dimensions, the Hadamard matrices can exist only for orders being multiples of 4 (A. Hedayat & Wallis, 1978; Ipatov, 2005; Beauchamp & Debnath, 1979). The reason for this is that binary functions such the Walsh are orthogonal only when their length is a multiple of 4 (Hadamard, 1893; Ipatov, 2005).

A very popular algorithm for recursively building the Hadamard matrices is the Sylvester rule (Sylvester, 1867; Ipatov, 2005; Seberry et al., 2005). If the Hadamard matrix $H_N$ of order $N$ exists, then the Hadamard matrix $H_{2N}$ of order $2N$ can be constructed as:

$$H_{2N} = \left[\begin{array}{cc} 1 & 1 \\ 1 & -1 \end{array}\right] \otimes H_N = \left[\begin{array}{cc} H_N & H_N \\ H_N & -H_N \end{array}\right]$$

(6.1)

where $\otimes$ denotes the Kronecker product (Strang, 2016).

According to the Sylvester algorithm, one can start with Hadamard $H_1=\begin{bmatrix} 1 \end{bmatrix}$. Then from 6.1 the Hadamard $H_2$ is:

$$H_2 = \left[\begin{array}{cc} 1 & 1 \\ 1 & -1 \end{array}\right] \otimes \begin{bmatrix} 1 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ 1 & -1 \end{bmatrix}$$

Then from $H_2$ the Hadamard $H_4$ is constructed as:
In general, the elements of $H_N$ are given by:

$$(H_N)_{i,j} = (-1)^{i+j}, \quad i,j = 0, 1..., N-1$$

(6.2)

where $i \cdot j$ is the dot product of the binary representations of $i,j$ (Agaian et al., 2011).

In this way a Hadamard matrix of any order $N=2^m$ for $2 \leq m \in \mathbb{N}$ can be constructed.

The rows of a Hadamard matrix generated as above are arranged in the so-called natural order (Beauchamp, 1975; Kanjilal, 1995). They can also be arranged in increasing sequency order. In this thesis the sequency ordered matrices will be considered from now on, so to be in accordance with the rows of the DFT matrix which are also arranged in increasing frequency order.

The WH transform of a discrete signal $x$ of length $N$ is given by the following equation (Beauchamp, 1975):

$$h = H_N x \quad \text{(forward)}$$

(6.3.a)

$$x = H_N^{-1} h \quad \text{(inverse)}$$

(6.3.b)
where $H_N$ is the Hadamard matrix of order $N$ and vector $h$ is the representation of $x$ in the WH/sequency domain. From (6.3.b) signal vector $x$ can also be expanded as:

$$x = \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} h_i r_i^{H_N}$$

(6.4)

with coefficients $h_i$ being the $i^{th}$ element of $h$ and $r_i^{H_N}$ the $i^{th}$ row of $H_N$. It is evident from (6.4) that $x$ is generated by the rows of $H_N$, each one of them characterised by a unique sequency equal to $i$, just as a signal in the Fourier/sequency domain is generated by the rows of the DFT matrix, each one corresponding to a single frequency. The coefficients $h_i$ weight the corresponding row/sequency according to the contribution in the generation of $x$. The concept of sparsity in the sequency domain is also straightforward from (6.4) and. A signal is $k$-sparse in the sequency domain when all but $k$ of the $h_i$ coefficients are zero or close to zero. The $k$ rows (Walsh functions) with their respective non-zero coefficients convey the sequency content of the signal $x$.

A CDMA signal is encoded with a channelization code thereby assigned a specific user channel associated with the code, which corresponds to a Walsh function (Ipatov, 2005; Rgheff, 2007). To illustrate this, a simple data signal of four bits $[1, 0, 0, 1]$ is considered, which is encoded with a Walsh function $u=[1, -1]$, the latter being a row of Hadamard $H_2$. The encoding rule is that if the data bit is 1 it is encoded to the function $u=[1, -1]$ and if it is 0 to $-u$ [ref]. Therefore the encoded signal will be $[1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1]$, which is actually a row of the Hadamard $H_8$. According to (6.3.b) and (6.4), the signal is written respectively as:
where $H_8$ is arranged in increasing sequency order.

From this example, it is shown that the CDMA encoded signal of length 8 is constructed from only one Walsh function characterised by a unique sequency value being in this example equal to 5, hence the signal is sparse in the WH domain. Therefore, CS techniques could be applied in order to extract the dominant Walsh functions/sequences of the signal and thereby identify the occupied channels in a CDMA communications network. This is the equivalent of the frequency spectrum sensing in CR, with the difference that now the sensing process is performed in the sequency domain. The following two sub-Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 present the application of a novel WH-CS model to RD and CM architectures respectively.

### 6.2.2 The RD and CM versions of the WH-CS Model

The RD architecture so far exploits signal frequency sparsity in the frequency/Fourier domain and recovers signal PSD. The sparsity basis is the DFT matrix, which is an orthonormal basis, a requirement dictated by the CS theoretical framework discussed in Section 2.4.2. Similarly, in order to perform CS exploiting signal sequency sparsity in the WH domain, the respective basis must be an orthonormal Hadamard-based matrix. Form the example in 6.2.1, it is concluded that the Hadamard matrix discussed
can be a sparse basis in the sequency sparse signals like CDMA. In regards to the orthonormal basis, it can be observed that the Euclidean norm of each of the rows of an $N \times N$ Hadamard matrix $H_N$ is $\sqrt{N}$. Hence, WHT $N \times N$ matrix $H$ can be defined as:

$$ H = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} H_N $$

Therefore, while the equation that expresses the sampling function of the RD will remain the same:

$$ y = \Phi x $$

with $y$ being the output $K \times 1$ vector after sampling $x$ of length $N$ samples and $\Phi$ being the $K \times N$ measurement matrix with $K < N$, the recovery process employs the $N \times N$ Hadamard matrix $H$ and the $N \times 1$ vector $h$ which is the representation of $x$ in the sequency domain:

$$ y = \Phi x = \Phi H^{-1} h = G_H h $$

with $G_H = \Phi H^{-1}$.

The matrix $G_H$ satisfies the RIP property (Tropp et al., 2010; Baraniuk et al., 2017), thus (6.8) can be solved for the sequency vector $h$ with CS recovery algorithms. As in the Fourier/frequency domain, the vector $P_H$ termed as the Sequency Power Spectrum (SPS) of $x(t)$ can also be calculated as $P_H = |h|^2$. The sequency power spectrum is analogous to the PSD in the frequency domain. In this way the integration of the WHT matrix is implemented, leading to the introduction of the novel WH-RD architecture, the block diagram of which is shown in the following Figure 6.1.

---

Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the WH-RD architecture.
The corresponding pseudo code for the WH-RD is given in the Algorithm 6.1.

**Algorithm 6.1:** Pseudo code for the WH-RD

**Inputs:** signal $x(n)$ of length $N$ samples.

**Variables:** $M$ - number of measurements or equivalently length of $y(n)$ output of sub-Nyquist sampling, $H$- the $N \times N$ WHT matrix, $A$- the $M \times N$ measurement matrix.

**Outputs:** $P_H$ of $x(n)$

1: *Initialise* $M$, $H$
2: *Construct* $\Phi$.
3: *Calculate* $y=\Phi x$
4: *Calculate* $G_H=AH^{-1}$
5: *Apply* $l_1$ minimisation algorithm to solve $y=G_Hh$ for $h$.
6: *Calculate* $P_H = |h|^2$.
7: *END*

Comparing the above RD architecture with the classical one that exploits frequency sparsity, the major difference is the type of the sparsity basis employed. The theoretical frameworks in both cases have similarities, since they exploit sparsity in some domain to perform sub-Nyquist sampling and employ matrices satisfying the RIP property to perform recovery.

In a similar way the CM-based architecture is introduced. Recalling the CM discussion in previous Chapters, and assuming a $J$-channel CM, the vector form of the equation which gives the output of the CM is:

$$y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j \tag{6.9}$$

with $x_j$ being the $j^{th}$ of the $J$ channels and $\Phi_j$ being a $N \times N$ diagonal matrix, with the main diagonal being populated by iid entries from a Rademacher distribution, as was
the case in Chapters 4 and 5. Assuming that the signals $x_j$ have length of $N$ samples and considering that the sparsity basis for each of them is the $N \times N$ DFT matrix $H$, they can be written according to (6.3.b):

$$x_j = H^{-1} h_j$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.10)

Based on the above equation (6.10) and recalling (4.17) and (5.13), (6.9) becomes:

$$y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j = [\Phi_1 H^{-1}, \Phi_2 H^{-1}, \ldots, \Phi_J H^{-1}] \cdot \begin{bmatrix} h_1 \\ h_2 \\ \vdots \\ h_J \end{bmatrix} = G_{\mu}^{CM} = \begin{bmatrix} h_1 \\ h_2 \\ \vdots \\ h_J \end{bmatrix} \quad (6.11)$$

where $G_{\mu}^{CM}$ is the result of concatenating matrices $\Phi_j H^{-1}$ and $h_j$ are the sequency vectors for each respective $x_j$. In a manner analogous to the Fourier-based CM architectures previously presented, the sparsity basis is now a $JN \times JN$ block diagonal matrix with $N \times N$ WHT basis $H$ along the diagonal. Moreover, the derives a vector $q_H$, which is the combined representation of these signals $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_J$ in the sequency domain. The CS problem for a CM architecture is thus the recovery of $q_H$, solving the following equation using CS techniques:

$$y = G_{\mu}^{CM} q_H$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.12)
The block diagram of the WH-CM is shown in Figure 6.2, while the corresponding pseudo code given in the Algorithm 6.2.

**Figure 6.2:** Block diagram of the WH-CM architecture.

**Algorithm 6.2:** Pseudo code for the WH-CM

- **Inputs:** signals $x_j(n)$ of length $N$ samples, $j=1,...,J$.
- **Variables:** $H$- the $N \times N$ WHT matrix, $\Phi_j$ – the $N \times N$ measurement matrices, $j=1,...,J$.
- **Outputs:** Combined $P_H$ of $x_j(n)$, $j=1,...,J$

1: *Initialise* $H$.
2: *Construct* $\Phi_j$, $j=1,...,J$.
3: *Calculate* $y = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \Phi_j x_j$.
4: *Calculate* matrices $\Phi_j H^I$, $j=1,...,J$.
5: *Construct* $G^CM_H$ by *concatenating* matrices $\Phi_j H^I$, $j=1,...,J$.
6: *Apply* $l_1$ minimisation algorithm to solve $y = G^CM_H q_H$ for $q_H$.
7: *Calculate* $P_H = |q_H|^2$.
8: **END**

In this Section, the WHT and sequency sparsity were discussed before the presentation of the applications of the WH-CS model, namely the WH-RD and WH-CM architectures. The employment of the WHT matrix as sparsity basis permits the said architectures to recover signals like CDMA, which are not sparse in the
frequency/Fourier domain. The block diagram of the WH-CS model is shown in Figure 6.3.

\[ x(t) \rightarrow \text{Compressive Sampling} \rightarrow y(n) \rightarrow \text{SPS Recovery} \rightarrow P_H \]

**Figure 6.3:** Block diagram of the generic WH-CS model.

The next Section presents the simulation setup for the two versions of the WH-CS model, while Section 6.4 critically analyses their respective performances.

### 6.3 Simulation Setup

At first, CDMA encoded test signals are compared in regards to sparsity in frequency and sequency domains and their behaviour will be investigated and analyzed. Initially simple CDMA encoded test signals will be considered where only the channelization code is applied. Subsequently, CDMA encoded signals which are also scrambled are employed (Ipatov, 2005). The signal sparsity will be investigated in both baseband and passband versions. Then for the above mentioned signals, the performance of the WH-RD and WH-CM architectures will be compared against their classical Fourier-based counterparts. Moreover, the encoding and scrambling functions of a CDMA forward link (Ipatov, 2005) are simulated and the signal sensing performance of the WH-RD and WH-CM architectures is investigated and critically analyzed.

The signals considered and simulated in order to examine their sparsity behaviour are the following:

a. Baseband CDMA test signals, where the data are QPSK modulated before being encoded by a Walsh function for channelization purposes. The rationale for the QPSK modulation is that it is used by all the mobile networks employing CDMA technology (Rgheff, 2007).
b. The passband version of the previous CDMA signals, where after channelization, the signals are modulated by a carrier hence frequency up-conversion takes place.

c. CDMA signals, where after the QPSK modulation of the data and the channelization by a Walsh function, the signals are further encoded by scrambling codes. In this project codes generated by PN sequences are considered, although other sequences such as Gold and Kasami could also be employed in CDMA networks (Ipatov, 2005; Torrieri, 2005; Rgheff). The scrambling codes are employed to secure signal separation between different base stations of a CDMA network, therefore they are unique for each of them (Ipatov, 2005; Torrieri, 2005; Rgheff, 2007).

The signals parameters are shown in Table 3.2. Binary data of length equal to 64 samples are encoded with one of the 32 available codes of length 32 (derived from a 32x32 Hadamard matrix), to form a signal with 2048 samples. Then the CDMA signal is scrambled before frequency up-conversion takes place.

As in the previous Chapters, the functions of the involved CS architectures, namely the classical RD and the CM as well as the WH-RD and WH-CM are simulated. Firstly, the recovered PSD/SPS graphs pertaining to the 3 signal types described above are visually compared and evaluated. As discussed in Section 3.4, this is a way to reveal signal features, in this case the signal sparsity in different domains.

Then, the said architectures are compared under the criterion of system SNR against sampling rate. This was also defined and discussed in Section 3.4. The rationale to employ system SNR is that in this case the purpose is to solely evaluate the architectures for their ability to reconstruct the original signal under different the sparsity bases employed.

Finally, the ability of the WH-architectures to perform sensing for sequency sparse signals is investigated in the following two simulations:

The first one pertains to the forward link of CDMA-based mobile network (Ipatov, 2005). At a base station (BS) a QPSK signal is encoded, scrambled, frequency up-converted and transmitted to a mobile station (MS) receiver, equipped with a WH-RD
architecture which performs channel sensing, hence it identifies which of the CDMA channels are occupied or not.

It is assumed that only up to 4 of the 32 available CDMA channels of one BS are active, so the incoming signal to the MS is sparse in the WH domain. A different number of active channels could be equally applicable, with sparsity being the factor affected, that is more active channels less sparsity. It is noted that since in CDMA the users occupy channels instead of frequency bands, the term channel sensing is used instead of spectrum sensing. In CDMA all the users share and occupy most of the available bandwidth and the identification of the available frequencies is not applicable. The users are distinguished and identified by the channelization code described in 6.2.1. The fact that the BS transmission makes use of most of the available spectrum is also the reason the WH-CM is not suitable to be employed in these experiments. Since the CDMA channels are not distinguished by frequency, the antennas of the WH-CM will receive the same input channel, thus there is no reason for the employment of parallel structures like WH-CM or the multi-channel version of the RD mentioned in Chapter 4.

Hence, a second simulation scenario is required to investigate the channel sensing capability of the WH-CM. In this simulation two BS are assumed which transmit signals like those described above, but over different bandwidths. The BS signals feed the respective inputs of a 2-channel WH-CM.

6.4 Simulation Results Discussion

The validation of algorithms 6.1 and 6.2, which respectively correspond to the WH-RD and WH-CM architectures is firstly undertaken, where it is assumed each input signal is CDMA-encoded, QPSK modulated with two active Walsh codes. The active sequency threshold is set at 20dB relative to the maximum energy value and sparsity is measure across a range of input SNR and at a sampling rate 25.25% of Nyquist. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 reveal that for both algorithms, the signal sparsity in the WH (sequency) domain is significantly enhanced compared to the Fourier (frequency) domain. The green curves show sparsity of the original non-sampled signal in the frequency domain. The red curves show reduced sparsity when CS is applied in the
frequency domain due to performance degradation incurred by CS. Since the signal sparsity is notably increased as depicted by the blue curves, there is a significant denoising effect, when CS is performed in the WH domain due to the inherent structure of the CDMA-encoded signals described in Section 6.2.

![Figure 6.4](image1.png)

**Figure 6.4.** The effect of WH-based CS in signal sparsity of CDMA encoded QPSK signals using algorithm 6.1.

![Figure 6.5](image2.png)

**Figure 6.5.** The effect of WH-based CS in signal sparsity of CDMA encoded QPSK signals using algorithm 6.2.

The next experiment presents and analyses the results pertaining to the sparsity behaviour of the baseband version of one CDMA encoded QPSK test signal, where the code is a Walsh function of length 32. Figure 6.6 depicts the PSD and SPS graphs of this signal. The bases employed were the $N \times N$ DFT and $N \times N$ WHT matrices respectively with $N=2048$. 
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It is apparent that the signal sparsity in the sequency domain is much more pronounced than in the Fourier domain. This is due to the effect of the encoding with the Walsh code. The latter modifies the original data of the QPSK as described in Section 6.2.1, so that each data bit is transformed to the Walsh code itself or its opposite sign counterpart. This process can also be viewed as modulation of a Walsh function by the signal data.

As Figure 6.6.b reveals, the signal SPS can be represented by a limited number of Walsh functions being rows of the $N \times N$ WHT matrix, clustered in a specific sequency band, which corresponds to the 32 length Walsh code. Since there are 32 available codes over a total width of 2048Hz, each band has a width of only 64Hz. On the other hand, the encoding process causes the original signal to spread in frequency, hence sparsity in the Fourier domain decreases as shown in Figure 6.4a, since more frequencies contribute in the formation of the signal PSD.

In the next experiment, the same CDMA encoded QPSK test signal is considered, which has now been scrambled by a PN sequence. The respective signal PSD and SPS graphs are displayed in Figure 6.7. It is apparent that the signal is not sparse to either Fourier or WH domains. This is due to the fact that the PN sequence has white noise-like characteristics and spreads the signal (Proakis, 2003) so that almost all the frequencies within the signal bandwidth are present in the respective PSD.
Figure 6.7: Signal PSD (a) and SPS (b) for a CDMA encoded and scrambled QPSK signal.

Next, the QPSK signal is frequency up-converted after being encoded with a Walsh code, to form the passband version of the CDMA signal. The relevant PSD and SPS graphs shown in Figure 6.8 reveal that the sparsity of the passband signal is reduced in both Fourier and WH domains. The signal is now more complicated due to the frequency up-conversion and a significant number of frequency and sequency components are required for its representation in the respective domains.

From the above it is concluded that in both domains sparsity is larger for the baseband version when the signal has only passed through the channelization process with a Walsh, without being scrambled and frequency up-converted. It is also noted that for the baseband version in particular, the sparsity in the WH domain is much more pronounced than the respective one in the Fourier domain. Therefore, the CS architectures will provide superior performance if they exploit WH domain sparsity instead of Fourier. This is confirmed in Figure 6.9a, where the system SNR performances of the classical RD and WH-RD architectures are compared. Across different sampling rates below Nyquist, the system SNR is indeed consistently higher.
Figure 6.8: Normalised PSD (a) and SPS (b) of the passband version of a Walsh-encoded QPSK signal.

in the WH-RD case than the classical counterpart. This is due to the much higher sparsity the signal exhibits in the WH domain. The same is also valid for the WH-CM architecture, as shown in Figure 6.9b, where the system SNR is calculated for different number of input channels. Again the WH-CM provides superior performance than its Fourier based counterpart. The reason for the decaying performance with increasing channel number is that sparsity decreases as more channels contribute to the formation of the combined SPS of the input signals.

Figure 6.9: Comparison of system SNR performance for (a) classical RD vs WH-RD and (b) classical CM vs WH-CM architectures.

Since the WH sparsity can be exploited at the baseband version of a CDMA encoded signal, the MS receiver must first perform down-conversion and
descrambling of the incoming forward link signal of the CDMA mobile network before the channel sensing by the WH-RD architecture. Descrambling and down-conversion are carried out in the analog domain (Rgheff, 2007; Proakis, 2003), in a way similar to the signal multiplication by a chipping sequence in the case of the RD architectures. Hence there is no need for signal digitization and sampling above Nyquist rate, which could negate the positive effects of CS.

Figure 6.10a shows the PSD graphs of such an incoming forward link signal to the MS receiver, where no CS has taken place. It is clear that the PSD occupying a large portion of the spectrum does not provide any information regarding the active and non-active CDMA channels therefore it is of no use for channel sensing for CR purposes. In fact, the knowledge of the frequency spectrum of a CDMA signal is not suitable for CR sensing, since the information regarding occupied and non-occupied bands is useless for identification of the active channels. On the other hand the SPS graph in Figure 6.10.b clearly reveals the active (occupied) channels. The active channels can also be identified when the SPS is derived by the WH-RD architecture, even when the measurement samples taken are as few as 32, as shown in Figure 6.11 thanks to the signal sparsity in the WH domain.

![Figure 6.10](image)
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**Figure 6.10:** The PSD (a) and SPS (b) graphs for a CDMA forward link signal with 4 active channels.
Figure 6.11: SPS graphs of CDMA forward link signal derived by a WH-RD architecture with (a) 1024, (b) 512, (c) 256, (d) 128, (e) 64 and (f) 32 measurements.

The SPS of the combined signal from 2 BS derived by a 2-channel WH-CM, is shown in Figure 6.12a. It is apparent that the 8 active CDMA channels are clearly identifiable, while the respective PSD shown in Figure 6.12b, as in the previous set of experiments, cannot provide any information useful for channel sensing.
Figure 6.12: The SPS (a) and PSD (b) graphs for 2 CDMA forward link signals with 8 active channels.

It must be noted however that in this scenario the WH-CM will not be suitable if each CDMA BS transmits over the same bandwidth, since as explained in Section 6.3., the antennas of the WH-CM will receive the same input. Moreover, even if the BS transmitted over different bands of the CDMA network, the combined SPS graph would not be able to assign an active channel to its corresponding BS, because all the BS use the same set of Walsh functions for coding. Therefore each BS signal must be guided to separate architectures.

A final observation common in all Figures 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 is the denoising effect the signals experience, which is linked to their enhanced sparsity in the WH domain.

The WH-CS model presented in this Chapter enables channel sensing for CDMA encoded signals which are sequency sparse, thereby extended the concept of CS beyond the Fourier domain. There are however limitations pertaining to the fact that the sparsity holds for the baseband version only. Considering that the AR-CS and MT-CS models exploit frequency sparsity, a motivation arises to investigate the integration of all the presented models. A generic framework will therefore be presented in the next Chapter.
6.5 Summary

This Chapter presented a novel WH-CS compressive sensing model which is applicable in both single channel and multi-channel versions that is the WH-RD and WH-CM architectures respectively. The model extends the CS concept to take advantage of sparsity basis other than Fourier and consequently to signals like CDMA, for which the Fourier sparsity basis is not applicable due to their spread spectrum nature. The WH-RD and WH-CM architectures provide enhanced performance against their Fourier based counterparts for signals employed in CDMA networks and in particular their baseband and descrambled version. Also due to the structure of these signal types the WH based architectures perform channel sensing instead of frequency spectrum sensing.

The next Chapter will investigate and propose a generic CS framework, which will incorporate the three CS models presented in the previous Chapters, enabling it to handle a wide range of signal types employed in CR networks.
Chapter 7

Integration of the AR, MT and WH based Models into a Generic CS Framework

7.1 Introduction

In the previous Chapters 4, 5 and 6 novel CS models were presented, respectively based on AR filter, the MT method and the WH transform. All models were found to be suitable for specific types of signals only. In particular, the AR-based CS model is suitable for digitally modulated signals of the QAM family, not being able to exploit the favourable properties of the MT method when the AR filter coefficients are not available. On the other hand the MT-based CS model is suitable for narrowband modulation only and its design does not permit to effectively use an AR filter even if the relevant coefficients were available. As for the WH-based WH-CS model, it is specifically suited for signals sparse in the WH domain and not in the Fourier.

As far as the AR-based CS model is concerned, its performance has not been investigated with access schemes like OFDM, which is widely proposed in CR network standards such as LTE-Advanced and IEEE 802.11af, as discussed in Section 3.3.3. Moreover, if the AR-based CS model is to be employed for spectrum sensing for CR purposes, it has to perform classification of the spectral bands (Hossain & Bhargava, 2007; Haykin et al., 2009) and even under the existence of three possible classification states instead of two, as mentioned in Section 2.3.2.3.

The above provided the motivation to investigate ways to integrate the three novel CS models into a generic framework in order to widen the range of applicable signals. To this end, the unification of the AR-based CS and MT-based CS will be first presented to form a unified CS (UNI-CS) model, followed by a discussion of spectral classification and then the formation of the generic framework from the UNI-CS and
WH-CS. It is noted that the UNI-CS and consequently the generic framework are applicable to both RD and CM.

The UNI-CS model, the spectral classification discussion and the generic framework will be presented in Section 7.2. The simulation setup and critical results discussion are presented in Sections 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. Finally a summary of the key findings from this model are provided in Section 7.6.

7.2 The UNI-CS Model

Looking at equations (4.14), (4.21) and (5.8), (5.14) it is concluded the operations of the AR-based CS and MT-based CS models are determined by either matrices $C$ or $S$ respectively being applied in the signal recovery stage. $S$ is signal independent because MT is a non-parametric spectrum estimator, with the constituent elements depending only on the slepian sequences and their eigenvalues, which are entirely defined by the signal length and bandwidth resolution (Haykin et al., 2009).

This means the elements of the MT recovery matrices $G_{MTR}$, $G_{CM}$ of the MT-RD and MT-CM respectively, can be stored for reuse in the same manner the elements of the recovery matrix $G$, are in (Ragheb et al., 2008). This will have the effect of a permanent integration of the MT spectrum estimator, hence endowing the RD and CM with a permanent performance improvement when dealing with narrowband signals and no degradation in the case of digitally modulated ones.

$C$ is not signal independent, nevertheless in the absence of the AR filter coefficients it relaxes to the unitary matrix $I$, as it can be deduced from (4.9), (4.10) for $\alpha_k=0$. In such a case, even if it is integrated into the MT-RD or MT-CM structures, it will not affect their operation. Only when there is a set of non-zero coefficients the precolouring effect will take place.

Next step therefore is to integrate precolouring to the MT-RD and MT-CM architectures and subsequently determine the recovery matrix for the resulting designs, which will combine both MT and precolouring. Assuming that matrix $S$ is stored in the RD, then according to (5.7), (5.8), (5.9) the MT-RD performs
recovery of the MT version of the Fourier transform $f_{MT}$ of the signal $x_{MT} = Sx$ by solving:

$$y = Ax = AS^{-1}F^{-1}f_{MT} = G_{MT}f_{MT} \quad (7.1)$$

for $f_{MT}$. In a similar fashion and according to (4.8), (4.13) and (4.14) the AR-RD performs the recovery of the coloured version of the Fourier transform $f_c$ of the signal $x_C = Cx$ by solving:

$$y = AC^{-1}F^{-1}f_c = G_c f_c \quad (7.2)$$

for $f_c$. It follows that if precolouring is to be applied to $x_{MT}$ instead of $x$ then its precoloured version $x_{CMT}$ will be:

$$x_{CMT} = Cx_{MT} = CSx \quad (7.3)$$

with its Fourier transform being:

$$f_{CMT} = Fx_{CMT} = FCx_{MT} = FCSx \quad (7.4)$$

Based on (7.4), a unified RD-based architecture, termed UNI-RD, recovers the coloured-MT version $f_{CMT}$ by first taking the measurement vector $y = Ax$ and then solving the following equation

$$y = Ax = AS^{-1}C^{-1}F^{-1}f_{CMT} = G_{CMT}f_{CMT} \quad (7.5)$$

for $f_{CMT}$, with $G_{CMT} = AS^{-1}C^{-1}F^{-1}$ being the precolouring-multitaper (PM-MT) recovery matrix. The block diagram of UNI-RD is shown in Figure 7.1. Its operation
is determined by the presence of the AR coefficients. In their presence, where it is assumed a digital modulation is present, the benefits of precolouring are exploited. In the absence of the AR coefficients, \( C \) relaxes to the unitary matrix, therefore precolouring is not active and the benefits of the MT spectrum estimation are derived. The corresponding pseudo code for the UNI-RD architecture is given in the algorithm 7.1.

**Algorithm 7.1:** Pseudo code for the UNI-RD architecture

**Inputs:** signal \( x(n) \) of length \( N \) samples

**Variables:** \( M \)- number of measurements or equivalently length of \( y(n) \), \( p \)- the AR filter order, \( F \)- the \( N \times N \) DFT matrix, \( A \)- the \( M \times N \) measurement matrix, \( W \)- the resolution of the MT estimator.

**Outputs:** \( P_{\text{CMT}} \) of \( x(n) \)

1. Initialise \( M, F, p, W \)
2. Calculate AR filter coefficients \( a_k \) from \( x(n), p \)
3. Construct \( A \)
4. Construct \( S \) from (5.5)
5. Calculate \( y(n) = Ax(n) \)
6. Construct \( C \) from (4.10)
7. Calculate \( G_{\text{CMT}} = A S^{-1} C^{-1} F^{-1} \)
8. Apply \( l_1 \) minimisation algorithm to solve \( y = G_{\text{CMT}} f_{\text{CMT}} \) for \( f_{\text{CMT}} \)
9. Calculate \( P_{\text{CMT}} = |f_{\text{CMT}}|^2 \)
A multi-channel version of the UNI-RD is also presented in Figure 7.2. For this thesis the single-channel UNI-CS architectures employ the same matrix $S$, though apparently the design requirements could dictate the use of different matrices. Therefore as in the PM-RD case, the individual UNI-RD architectures are defined by the respective measurement and recovery matrices.

![Block Diagram of the multi-channel UNI-RD architecture, with $J$ channels.](image)

**Figure 7.2:** Block Diagram of the multi-channel UNI-RD architecture, with $J$ channels.

As for the CM architecture, the integration of precolouring and MT is attained in an analogous manner to that of the RD. For each input signal $x_j$ to the CM, the corresponding PM matrices $C_j$ are calculated, while the elements of the MT matrix $S$ could be generated and made available for reuse by every channel, as mentioned in Section 2.2. Applying (7.4) to each of the signals $x_j$, a coloured-MT version of the corresponding Fourier transform can be derived:

$$f_{CM,ij} = F_{CM,ij} = F_{C_j}x_{MT,ij} = F_{C_j}S_jx_j$$

(7.6)

Based on (7.6) the output of the CM in (5.12) is expressed as follows:
where $G_{CMT}$ being the precolouring-multitaper (PM-MT) recovery matrix for the unified CM-based architecture, termed UNI-CM, and vector $q_{CMT}$ the combined PM-MT representation of the signals $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_J$ in the Fourier domain. Therefore the UNI-CM, recovers the coloured-MT version $q_{CMT}$ by first taking the measurement vector $y$ and solving afterwards (7.7) employing CS algorithms. The block diagram of the UNI-CM architecture is shown in Figure 7.3.

The corresponding pseudo code for the UNI-CM architecture is given in the algorithm 7.2.
Figure 7.3: Block Diagram of the UNI-CM architecture.

Algorithm 7.2: Pseudo code for the UNI-CM architecture

Inputs: signals $x_j(n)$ of length $N$ samples, $j=1,...,J$

Variables: $p$ - the AR filter order, $F$ - the $N \times N$ DFT matrix, $\Phi_j$ - the $N \times N$ measurement matrices, $j=1,...,J$, $W$ - the resolution of the MT estimator.

Outputs: Combined $P_{CMT}$ of $x_j(n)$, $j=1,...,J$

1: Initialise $F$, $p$
2: Calculate AR filter coefficients $a_j^i$ from $x_j(n)$, $p$, $j=1,...,J$
3: Construct $\Phi_j$, $j=1,...,J$
4: Calculate $y = \sum_{j=1}^J \Phi_j x_j$
5: Construct $S$ from (5.5)
6: Construct $C_j$ from (4.10), $j=1,...,J$
7: Calculate $G_{CMT,j} = \Phi_j S^{-1} C_j^{-1} F^{-1}$, $j=1,...,J$
8: Construct $G_{CMT}$ by concatenating matrices $G_{CMT,j}$, $j=1,...,J$
9: Apply $l_1$ minimisation algorithm to solve (7.7) for $q_{CMT}$
10: Calculate $P_{CMT} = |q_{CMT}|^2$
11: END
So far in this Section the UNI-CS model, shown in Figure 7.4, has been presented. It is applicable to both RD and CM, and capable of processing wideband and narrowband signal types as a result of the seamless integration of both precolouring and MT methods. A discussion on spectral classification now follows.

**Figure 7.4:** Block diagram of the generic UNI-CS model.

### 7.2.1 Spectral Classification

As discussed in Section 2.3.2, a major task in CR is spectrum sensing, which pertains to the assignment of a state to the spectral bands/frequencies regarding their occupancy status. This assignment process is called spectral classification and the signal PSD is the basis for it.

In Section 2.3.2 it was also discussed that if the spectral classification assumes the existence of only two occupancy states, then the SU in a CR network will miss the opportunity to exploit the so-called gray areas of the spectrum. In these areas the signal of PU is present but weak to be of use, rendering the relevant channel useful for a CR SU. However, with the consideration of only two occupancy states, the gray spectral bands are identified as occupied and not as opportunities for the SU, apparently impacting the efficient use of the spectrum available for a CR network.

In the light of the above mentioned pertaining to the existence of the gray spectral bands, a novel spectral classification procedure is proposed, where all three possible utilization states of a spectral band are considered. To assign a frequency band into
one of the three states, two energy/power thresholds $T_1$ and $T_2$ must be defined which respectively determine the existence of either a vacant or occupied frequency. Intermediate values characterize the gray spectral areas. $T_1$ is set to the average input noise level, so at a specific frequency, if the average energy within the corresponding spectral band is lower than $T_1$, only noise is present and the frequency is classified as vacant and available for a SU to access in a CR network. $T_1$ level is given by

$$T_1 = \frac{P_{\text{total}}^{\text{SNR}}}{1 + 10^{-10}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (7.8)

Hence it is a function of the signal input SNR and $P$, the latter being the total signal plus noise power over bandwidth $B$. Both SNR and $P$ can be measured with conventional analog test equipment.

To set $T_2$, as signals of interest are generally frequency sparse, the average signal power can be very low, much closer to the noise level $T_1$ than the average power within occupied bands, hence it is not a good candidate for determining $T_2$. Instead the root mean square (RMS) value of the signal PSD is used, since it gives values greater than the average power, closer to that of the occupied bands. Actually the sparser the signal is, the lower the RMS value of its PSD. If the average energy within a spectral band is higher than $T_2$, then the band is classified as occupied and unavailable for SU access.

In general the spacing between $T_1$ and $T_2$ is location-specific. For example, it will be notably narrower in a building than in an outdoor line-of-sight environment (Haykin, 2007). In this thesis communications in an open environment are assumed.

The next step is to determine the energy within each band. The bandwidth $B$ of a sparse signal with known PSD from a CS architectures like the UNI-RD or UNI-CM, is scanned at a resolution $\Delta f$ to determine the average energy within spectral bands of width $b$ (the bandwidth per carrier), such that $B=N\Delta f$ and $b=m\Delta f$, where $m$ and $N$ are positive integers. $N$ is the number of samples which if the signal would have been sampled at the Nyquist rate, while $m$ denotes the number of frequency resolutions
within the band. It is assumed the occupancy status assigned to a specific band, applies to all the individual frequencies of width \( \Delta f \) within this band, so if a band is occupied, all frequencies within this band are considered occupied and none can be used by a SU as a carrier frequency. The energy within a band having a centre frequency \( f_i \) is given by:

\[
E(f_i) = \sum_{i=m+1}^{i+m} P(f_i) \Delta f 
\]

(7.9)

where \( i = \frac{m}{2}, \ldots, N - \frac{m}{2} \).

A frequency classification vector is now formed comprising entries corresponding to the frequencies \( f_i \), by assigning the value 1 for an occupied frequency, 0 for vacant and \( \frac{1}{2} \) for gray. A reference vector is also introduced, which represents the real occupancy status within \( B \), where active carrier frequencies along with these around them and for a width equal to \( b \) are assigned the value 1, while all other frequencies are 0. In the ideal case, the status of the bands is always known so there are no gray frequencies, and they are all either occupied or vacant. The accuracy of the spectral classification process is measured by comparing the frequency classification and reference vectors, using their Euclidean distance. The lower the Euclidean distance between the vectors, the higher the classification accuracy and the relevant performance of a CS structure like the UNI-RD and UNI-CM, which have derived the PSD.

The next section presents a generic CS framework, which encompasses both the UNI-CS and WH-CS models.

### 7.2.2 A Generic CS Framework

The UNI-CS model described above is applicable to frequency sparse signals only. In order to widen the range of applicable CR related signals and include those being sparse in the WH domain such the CDMA encoded ones, the WH-CS model has to be integrated to the UNI-CS.
The two models and in particular their recovery stages are designed to process signals which are sparse in a specific domain only, therefore the UNI-CS is not able to handle sequency sparse signals while the WH-CS model is not able to handle the frequency sparse ones. To achieve this, the two sparsity basis matrices, that is the DFT and WHT respectively, would have to be integrated to one. However, this is not feasible since they represent completely different domains hence the integration cannot be implemented by unifying the two models to one. Instead, both are to function in parallel, as shown in Figure 7.5 depicting the generic CS framework. Since UNI-CS and WH-CS models have been found to be applicable to RD and CM, the same also holds for the framework, the function of which is described as follows.

![Figure 7.5: The Generic CS Framework.](image)

As observed in Figure 7.5, the input signal is fed to both models. There are three possibilities regarding the input signal types as far sparsity is concerned:

a. The signal is frequency sparse only and there is no CDMA encoding: In this case the UNI-CS will be able to derive the respective PSD and a spectral classification decision will be taken, which would be exploited by a SU in a CR network. Since the signal is not CDMA, it is not recognisable by the descrambling process, so it will be virtually filtered out. Hence the WH-CS model and the channel classification will not derive any information for potential SU in a CR setting.
b. The signal is CDMA encoded, hence sparse only in the sequency domain: As discussed in Chapter 6, such signals occupy a large portion of the available bandwidth and they are not frequency sparse. Therefore, in this case the UNI-CS and the subsequent spectral classification is unable to identify any pronounced frequency bands occupied by a PU. On the other hand, the WH-CS model and the respective channel classification will be able to extract the active CDMA channels, so in this case the information from the WH-CS model and the channel classification process can be utilised by a SU in a CR network, while this does not hold for the outcome from the spectral classification.

c. Both signal types of a. and b. are present at the input to the framework: Since the CDMA signal is spread throughout the frequency spectrum and its energy present in each frequency is very low (Rgheff, 2007), the overall frequency sparsity is not affected. Hence the dominant components of the frequency sparse signal will still be pronounced in the combined PSD and the spectral classification information could still be exploited by the SU in a CR network. As for the combined SPS, it will still be able to depict the dominant sequency components of the CDMA input, since the non-encoded frequency sparse signal will be filtered out by the descrambling process. Therefore, the channel classification information can be used by a SU in a CR network.

In conclusion, the presented generic CS framework, applicable to both RD and CM, can process both frequency and sequency sparse signals simultaneously and independently, regardless of the types of sparsity that exist within the input signal. The independent function of the branches permits a modular framework structure, which adds flexibility to its design. Each of the branches provides useful outcomes for the SU only if the portion of constituent of the input signal which has the appropriate sparsity type.

The next Section presents the simulation setup for both RD and CM versions of the framework, with Section 7.4 then critically analysing their respective performances.
7.3 Simulation Setup

As discussed in Section 7.2.2, the UNI-CS and WH-CS branches of the generic framework operate independently and provide useful outcomes for signals having frequency and sequency sparsity respectively. For the WH-CS, its performance has already been investigated and analysed in Chapter 6. In regards to the UNI-CS, the findings in Chapters 4, 5 reveal that it is suitable for both digital and analog modulation schemes, since it is the unification of the AR-based CS and MT-based CS models. However, it has not been tested for more complicated and closer to real world signals such as OFDM access schemes.

To this end, the performance of the UNI-CS will be critically evaluated in comparison with the traditional RD and CM architectures when the signals involved are based on OFDM. The first simulation scenario considers two OFDM channels, corresponding to respective PU signals. The signals are received by a potential CR receiver that derives the combined signal PSD employing either the classical RD and CM architectures or the respective UNI-RD and UNI-CM ones. It is assumed that the AR filter coefficients for each OFDM channel are available to either a multi-channel version of the UNI-RD or the UNI-CM. Moreover, the CR receiver can sense a sparse spectrum bandwidth \( B \) of approximately 34MHz and 43MHz for the LTE and 802.11af standards respectively. For the AR coefficients in particular, simulations were performed for both 4\(^{th}\) and 8\(^{th}\) AR filter orders, so to investigate the performance improvement when transitioning from 4\(^{th}\) order CS architectures to 8\(^{th}\) ones regardless the added filter latency discussed in Section 4.4. As with the simpler digital modulation schemes discussed in Chapter 4, the positions of the OFDM channels within \( B \) are unknown. The OFDM signal parameters are shown in Table 3.2.

For this scenario, the comparison of the classical RD and CM architectures against their counterparts UNI-RD and UNI-CM respectively is made with the same metrics employed in Chapters 4, 5, that is PSD spectral leakage against sampling rate and input SNR.

The second scenario pertains to the spectral classification performance of the CS architectures. Both UNI-RD and UNI-CM are respectively compared with their classical counterparts RD and CM. As discussed in Section 7.2.1, the characteristics of the spectral classification is the bandwidth \( B \), the resolution \( \Delta f \) at which the latter is
scanned and the width $b=ma f$ of the spectral band in which the average signal energy is calculated. For this scenario, $b$ is the OFDM channel bandwidth, so the value of $m$ is equal to the number of the sub-carriers in an OFDM channel that is 144 for 802.11af and 181 for LTE. The performance metric is the similarity between the frequency classification vector and reference vector and is the reciprocal of their Euclidean distance, as discussed in Section 3.4. The corresponding classification vectors for each of the RD, 4\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-RD and 8\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-RD are compared with the reference vector to derive the respective similarities across different input SNR values. The same procedure is also followed for the CM based architectures, classical CM, 4\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-CM and 8\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-CM.

### 7.4 Simulation Results Discussion

As in the previous three Chapters, algorithms 7.1 and 7.2, which correspond respectively to the UNI-RD and UNI-CM architectures, are firstly validated using the sparsity metric. The signals employed are OFDM LTE, and the active frequency threshold is set at 20dB relative to the maximum energy value, with the sparsity being measured across a range of input SNR and the sampling rate set at 12.5\% of the Nyquist frequency.

![Figure 7.6. The effect of precolouring on sparsity of an OFDM signal using algorithm 7.1.](image)

Figure 7.6. The effect of precolouring on sparsity of an OFDM signal using algorithm 7.1.
The results in Figures 7.6 and 7.7 are respectively for algorithms 7.1 and 7.2. As with the sparsity measurements in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, they reveal that when precolouring is applied (blue curves) signal sparsity is enhanced and there is a significant noise reduction. In contrast, with no precolouring (red curves) the CS progressively degrades compared with the original signal (green curves) due to the sub-Nyquist sampling.

Figure 7.7. The effect of precolouring on sparsity of an OFDM signal using algorithm 7.2.

Next this Section analyses the results pertaining to the comparison of the RD and the UNI-CS for both LTE Advanced and 802.11af. The PSD spectral leakage against sampling rate is shown in Figure 7.8, with input SNR set to 8.1dB (Werther & Minihold, 2013; Flores et al., 2013). It is evident that for both standards the resulting PSD spectral leakage for the 4th order UNI-RD is consistently lower across the range of sampling rates, providing an overall spectral leakage improvement approximately 33% with both standards taken into account. In the UNI-RD case the average spectral leakage is always lower than 20%, while it is always above 15% for its classical RD counterpart. The 8th order UNI-RD provides a further spectral leakage improvement of approximately 11% compared with the 4th order counterpart. The robustness of the UNI-CS compared to the RD is also manifested in Figure 7.9, where the spectral leakage against input different input SNR levels is depicted. The sampling rate is chosen at 25.25% of Nyquist rate. As in Figure 7.8, the spectral leakage is always lower in the case of the 4th order UNI-RD, with an average improvement about 50% with both standards taken into account. The 8th order UNI-RD provides a further
Figure 7.8: PSD spectral leakage vs sampling rate for (a) LTE Advanced, (b) 802.11af standards, with RD, UNI-RD 4th order and UNI-RD 8th order employed.

Spectral leakage improvement of approximately 13% compared with the 4th order counterpart. The improvement is more enhanced with progressively lower input SNR values, while with higher input SNR the three graphs converge. This happens because the precolouring effect is more pronounced when noise becomes significant and the signal dynamic range is reduced, which is not the case when input SNR gets larger values and the noise content and the signal dynamic range are reduced.

Figure 7.9: PSD spectral leakage vs input SNR for (a) LTE, (b) 802.11af standards, with RD, UNI-RD 4th order and UNI-RD 8th order employed.

The spectral leakage improvement is also evident when the classical CM and the UNI-CM architectures are employed. The latter provides enhanced robustness as it is
shown in Figure 7.10. When the 4\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-CM is compared with the CM, the PSD spectral leakage improvement against input SNR is approximately 48\% with both standards considered. The 8\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-CM provides a further spectral leakage improvement of approximately 15\% compared with the 4\textsuperscript{th} order counterpart. As with the RD and UNI-RD, the graphs converge as the input SNR takes larger values.

![PSD Spectral Leakage](image)

**Figure 7.10:** PSD spectral leakage vs input SNR for (a) LTE (b) 802.11af standards, with CM, UNI-CM 4\textsuperscript{th} order and UNI-CM 8\textsuperscript{th} order employed.

The enhanced performance of the UNI-CS is due to the nature of the OFDM signals. The relevant sub-carriers employ digital modulation schemes hence the benefits of precolouring apply to them as well, giving emphasis to the dominant frequencies within the bandwidth $B$, while attenuating the weaker ones. This is further illustrated in Figures 7.11 and 7.12 where the PSDs of the LTE Advance and 802.11af standards are respectively displayed. The input SNR is set to 0dB in order to clearly show the robustness of precolouring method while the sampling rate is indicatively chosen at approximately 25.25\% of Nyquist although other rates could have been employed. From Figures 7.11a and 7.12a where the PSD graphs for the classical RD and the 4\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-RD are presented, it is apparent that the spectral leakage is higher in the case of the RD than the UNI-RD. Further improvement is noticed when the 8\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-RD is employed as shown in Figures 7.11b and 7.12b where the graphs corresponding to the 4\textsuperscript{th} order and 8\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-RD are shown.
Next, the spectral classification performance of the UNI-RD and UNI-CM architectures is investigated and critically analysed. The similarities for the RD based architectures and for both LTE Advanced and 802.11.af are shown in Figure 7.13. The graphs reveal the enhanced classification performance that is achieved with the CS architectures based on precolouring. For both 4<sup>th</sup> and 8<sup>th</sup> order UNI-RD, the similarity is larger across the entire range of input SNR values. Moreover, when SNR reaches -3dB the RD similarity graph reaches a steady state lowest value of approximately 0.025. From this it is inferred that the RD-based classification collapses below this
-3dB threshold. The 4\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-RD reaches this steady state condition at the same threshold, however it performs better for larger SNR values as the graphs reveals.

Figure 7.13: Comparison of spectral classification performance of RD, 4\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-RD and 8\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-RD, (a) LTE and (b) IEEE.802.11.af.

The 8\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-RD proves to be more robust since it reaches its steady state at -10 dB. The remarks above are also valid for the CM, 4\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-CM and 8\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-CM, as it is revealed from their respective similarity graphs depicted in Figure 7.14.

Figure 7.14: Comparison of spectral classification performance of CM, 4\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-CM and 8\textsuperscript{th} order UNI-CM for (a) LTE and (b) 802.11af.

In summary, by virtue of its two parallel and independently operating branches, the generic CS framework is adept at processing a diverse range of sparse signals that
comprise digital and narrowband modulations and also different access schemes including OFDM and CDMA. This has been achieved by employing two different sparsity bases. The first is a modified DFT matrix tailored according to the structure of the signals to be processed by the UNI-CS model. It incorporates both sparsity bases that are employed in the AR-based CS and MT-based CS models. The second basis is the WHT matrix which expands the concept of sparsity beyond the Fourier domain so to include signals sparse in the WH/sequency domain.

7.5 Summary

This Chapter has presented a generic CS framework, which incorporates the contributions of this Thesis presented and discussed in the previous Chapters 4, 5 and 6. It seamlessly integrates the AR-based CS and MT-based CS models into the UNI-CS model, while the nature of the signals involved permitted the incorporation of the WH-CS model as well, as a separate and independent branch of the framework. Both frequency and sequency sparse signals are applicable, while the framework can be implemented with either employing RD or CM based architectures. The framework carries all the advantages of the individual models is comprised of, while it provides the additional benefit of flexibility by not limiting its function to specific types of signals. Moreover, its modular structure gives design flexibility, while providing a way forward for future enhancements by adding more branches in order to exploit sparsities in other domains. To this end, the next Chapter presents some ideas for future extensions of the CS framework based on the findings from this Thesis.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

Today's world is experiencing an unprecedented proliferation of wireless devices and services. This fact, coupled with the further significant anticipated growth, has led to a continuously increasing demand for higher transmission rates in wireless communications and networks. This is a great challenge given the limited availability of radio spectrum and the problem becomes even more acute by a rigid regulatory framework and large spectrum underutilisation. The latter has prompted regulators to promote the concept of opportunistic spectrum access, which allows secondary users (SU) to access unoccupied bands licensed to primary users (PU). Cognitive radio (CR) technology offers an attractive solution to the spectrum underutilisation, but encounters major challenges like high sampling rates and low number of available samples due to the stringent timing requirements. Compressive sensing (CS) is a new signal acquisition paradigm for signals being sparse in some domain, which has the potential to address the above issues by acquiring few measurements at sampling rates well below Nyquist. However, existing CS architectures, such as the random demodulator (RD) and the compressive multiplexer (CM), have limitations pertaining to the applicable signal types, the spectrum estimation methods employed, the identification of the occupancy status of spectral bands and the exclusive reliance on frequency sparse signals. This provided the context for the research question addressed in this project.

This thesis has presented a novel, generic, flexible and robust CS framework that enhances CS performance and addresses the above mentioned limitations of the CS architectures. The framework is the most important scientific contribution being able to process a wide range of signals encountered in wireless networks. It employs the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix as the sparsity basis which is accordingly modified to increase frequency sparsity and thereby enhance performance pertaining to a diverse range of digital and analog modulations as well as access schemes like the
orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA). It expands the concept of sparsity beyond the frequency domain by utilising the Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT) matrix as the sparsity basis so to include sequency sparse signals within a code division multiple access (CDMA) scheme. The new framework has been critically evaluated for a range of test signals as well as signals whose parameter settings are wireless network compliant such as those defined in current CR network standards such as LTE-Advance and IEEE 802.11af. The new framework integrates the following suite of innovative models:

a. A new autoregressive with CS (AR-CS) model capable of operating in both single and multi-channel modes and is applicable to both RD and CM architectures. It employs AR filtering to precolour the signal thereby increasing frequency sparsity and consequently enhancing CS performance. The precolouring process is seamlessly integrated to the model with the modification of the DFT matrix to form a new frequency sparsity basis. While the AR method is parametric and the model assumes a priori knowledge of the AR coefficients, this is not a major obstacle since such coefficients can be easily derived by the PU for speech coding purposes. Rigorous simulations with various digital modulation schemes, confirm that the AR-CS model exhibits superior spectral leakage and robustness performance compared with the classical RD and CM architectures.

b. A new multitaper with CS (MT-CS) model which embeds a variant of the MT method. The model employs the parameters of the MT method to modify the DFT matrix and create a new MT-based Fourier basis. The non-parametric nature of the MT method permits its seamless integration into the existing CS architectures without imposing either any computational burden or requiring cooperation from the PU. While simulation results have shown the MT-CS model provides both improved CS and robustness performance, these benefits are achieved for analogue modulation schemes, while for digital modulation schemes equivalent CS performance of signals is achieved compared with the classical RD and CM counterparts.
c. Given their signal sparsity enhancements focus on different modulation classes, the AR-CS and MT-CS models in (a) and (b) are combined to create the unified CS (UNI-CS) model. This embraces the advantages of both individual models by seamlessly integrating the AR and MT methods. UNI-CS has also been critically evaluated as a spectral classifier, and its ability to identify the occupancy status of a frequency band which is vital for spectrum sensing in CR applications. Moreover UNI-CS is a more robust spectral classifier, since it consistently provides more accurate spectral classification compared to its classical counterparts across a range of input SNR values.

d. Finally, the novel Walsh-Hadamard with CS (WH-CS) model considers signals that are sparse in domains other than frequency. In particular, sequency sparse signals, such those arising in the CDMA scheme. To this end, the WH-CS model exploits sequency sparsity using a WHT matrix as a sparse basis instead of a DFT. Simulation results have shown that while the frequency-based models are not able to recover the sequency sparse CDMA signals, the WH-CS model is capable of achieving channel sensing by successfully recovering CDMA signals and thereby more accurate identification of CDMA channel status.

In summarising, the new generic CS framework makes a notable contribution to the field of efficient spectral/channel sensing for the diverse range of signals encountered in today’s wireless networks and CR-based standards. It offers a flexible and robust solution for enhanced CR spectrum sensing, which is both seamlessly extendible to other potential sparsity domains as well as also being embedded into different CS architectures to enhance their performance.
Chapter 9

Future Work

There are a number of rich opportunities to enhance and extend the generic CS framework presented in this thesis thereby affording new research directions. Since the framework consists of individual components, any enhancement will by its nature relate to specific blocks. Some potential new research pathways will now be reviewed.

a. While two CS architectures have been exploited for this generic CS framework, other existing CS architectures were highlighted in Section 2.4.3. These are based on the frequency sparsity and utilize the DFT matrix as the sparsity basis. Consequently it would be insightful to study the applicability of these particular architectures to the generic CS framework and to critically evaluate their performance under the alternative sparsity bases presented in this thesis. This could lead to enhancing both the scope and performance of the new framework by exploiting the distinctly advantageous features of these particular CS architectures.

b. The modulation types employed in this thesis were digital modulations such as QPSK, BPSK and 16/64QAM, as well as analog modulations like AM and chirp. In regards to access schemes, OFDMA and CDMA were used. There are also nonlinear modulation schemes (Proakis & Salehi, 2008) which are also encountered in wireless communications including such as the Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) which is used in the GSM mobile phone standard. Moreover, there are other access technologies such as the sparse code multiple access (SCMA) which is a potential candidate for the 5G standard (Zhang Dong, 2016; Chen et al., 2016). Therefore, the scope of the generic CS framework can be
widen if research is undertaken to directly investigate the application of these other modulation schemes in the new CS framework.

c. The UNI-CS model of the framework employs both parametric and non-parametric methods, namely the AR and MT spectrum estimation methods respectively. There are also other methods which are of interest. Firstly, there are more sophisticated parametric spectrum estimation methods considered suitable for signals which can be represented by the harmonic model, such as the Pisarenko, MUSIC and ESPRIT method (Manolakis et al., 2005), which have exhibited better resolution and better frequency estimation characteristics that the AR method (Marple, 1987). It is also noted that the harmonic signal model is suitable for the RD, as mentioned in Section 2.4.3. There is also the FB non-parametric spectrum estimator, which has been proposed for CR spectrum sensing (Farhang-Boroujeny, 2008a). Furthermore, FB multicarrier is a candidate modulation scheme for 5G communications (Banelli et al., 2014). Therefore, the performance of the framework could be enhanced and its scope extended if research is undertaken to investigate the application of the said methods in the framework.

d. The generic CS framework has exploited signal sparsity in the Fourier and WH domain. There are however, other domains in which various types of signals can exhibit sparsity, such as the various families of wavelet transforms (Mallat, 1999), curvelet transforms (Starck et al., 2010), and the Karhunen-Loève transform (Mallat, 1999). It would be beneficial to explore strategies for integrating some of these sparse bases into the generic CS framework and also investigate the levels of sparsity of wireless signals with respect to them. The discrete wavelet transform in particular can potentially be exploited in OFDM (Ali, 2011), though the major design challenge would be to determine the most appropriate mother wavelet function to be applied for these signals types.

e. Finally, new application domains where the developed CS framework could be applicable include energy sensing performance of unlicensed (SU) access to TV White Space (Martin, 2017), while CS has been recently employed in physical layer attack detection algorithms (Fragkiadakis et al., 2012; Maric et al., 2017;
Huang et al., 2016), so the new framework thesis could be utilised to enhance performance for example for wormhole attack prevention techniques such as that proposed in (Karlsson, 2017).
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